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Garrett remains with
Cowboys, starting
clock on Phillips

Now that offensive coordinator
Jason Garrett has rejected head-
coaching offers from both the
Ravens and the Falcons to remain
in Dallas, what does his return
mean for head coach Wade
Phillips? Seeing as how the
return of Garrett — armed with

the new title of assistant
head coach, which was for-
merly held by Tony Spara-
no, the new head coach of
the Dolphins — comes at a
steep price (believed to be

between $3 million and $3.5 mil-
lion per season, making him the
highest-paid assistant in the NFL),
it also places a serious shadow
over Phillips, who might need to
win the Super Bowl next season to
keep his job. That’s serious pres-
sure. Of course, it also gives the
Cowboys the situation that owner
Jerry Jones wants, with his prized
coordinator back and most of his
talented roster expected to return.
It also positions Garrett to succeed
Phillips at some point — and it
could be as soon as after next
season. Garrett’s new title likely
won’t carry much more in the way
of specific responsibilities, but it
might give him more say in draft-
related and free-agency matters,
and it puts him second to Phillips
in terms of game strategy and on-
field decisions.

NEW YORK GIANTS
A month ago, WR Amani

Toomer might as well have played
his last game with the Giants. It
was widely speculated that his

career with the team might
have been coming to an
end, especially at his and
the team’s lowest point of
the late season — the 22-
10 home loss to the Red-

skins in which Toomer started but
didn’t catch a ball. But his recent
revival has been a big part of the

Giants’ success through the play-
offs, and there are some who
believe there’s a good chance he’ll
return in ’08, even if it’s not as a
starter after the emergence of fel-
low WR Steve Smith. “I never real-
ly worry about that,” Toomer said.
“If you play the game, you can’t sit
back and worry about what’s going
to happen. The only way you can
assure anything is to go out there
and play well, and that’s it.” Toomer
has been moving to the slot when
the Giants have gone three-wide,
with Smith outside, and that could
be shades of the future. He no
longer has top-end speed, but
Toomer clearly can get away from
defenders, as seen by his tackle-
shedding, 52-yard touchdown
against the Cowboys in the divi-
sional playoff win.

PHILADELPHIA EAGLES
Eagles secondary coach John

Harbaugh is the Ravens’ consola-
tion prize. Ravens owner Steve
Bisciotti reportedly was intrigued
by Harbaugh, who fared well in his

first interview with the team and
received the top job a few days
later. Harbaugh could bring Eagles
QB coach Pat Shurmur with him
to be the Ravens’ offensive coordi-
nator, creating openings at two
important positions on Andy
Reid’s staff. The Eagles’ sec-
ondary was a disappointing unit

last season, and the QB position is
hanging in the balance with Dono-
van McNabb at somewhat of a

crossroads and young QB
Kevin Kolb in need of
more grooming. Despite the
continuing rumors that Reid
would bring Brian Billick
on to his staff as a QB

coach, our sources tell us that
their relationship as close friends
has been a bit exaggerated. But
the potential loss of Harbaugh will

force the team to find a new coach
to work with a DB unit that likely
will see some turnover.

WASHINGTON REDSKINS
The Redskins liked what they

saw of DTs Kedric Golston and
Anthony Montgomery when they
played together at the end of the
season. Both second-year veter-
ans have started at times, but

● We hear there’s a lot of sentiment
in the desert for the Cardinals to
select Arizona CB Antoine Cason in
the 2008 draft. Not only does Cason
have a lot of obvious local appeal, but
he would also help fill a key area of
need.

● Our Seahawks sources aren’t
optimistic at all about the team getting

any future contributions from former
first-round pick Marcus Tubbs, who
has missed each of the past two sea-
sons with injuries to both knees.

● The next starting quarterback for
the Falcons had better be prepared to
match wits with new GM Thomas
Dimitroff. At his introductory press
conference, Dimitroff admitted to

being a QB snob and said he will be
looking for cerebral signalcallers.

● Though Panthers DT Kris Jenk-
ins has said he’d like to play for a
team closer to his home in Maryland,
such as the Redskins or Ravens, we
hear Carolina has no plans to trade
him. He is too valuable a member of
the defensive line, and it would take

an offer of a very high draft pick, like-
ly a first-rounder, for the Panthers to
consider a deal.

● The Chiefs tried to lure esteemed
OL guru Alex Gibbs out of retirement
to help a new offensive staff and coach
with his son, David Gibbs, who han-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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A touch of class

■ Arkansas RB Darren McFadden — A versatile slasher with big-time
speed who carved up the Southeastern Conference for three years.

■ Ohio State DE Vernon Gholston — An incredibly gifted physical speci-
men who projects to 3-4 rush linebacker in the pros.

■ Boise State OLT Ryan Clady —  The most natural left tackle in the draft
with terrific athleticism and natural bend for a 300-plus-pounder.

■ Oregon RB Jonathan Stewart — A very compact, powerful runner with
deceptive speed.

■ Michigan WR Mario Manningham — A big-time playmaker in the mold
of Chad Johnson.

■ Florida DE Derrick Harvey — A natural edge rusher with more upside
and a better work ethic than Jarvis Moss.

■ Clemson DE Phillip Merling — A strong, versatile left defensive end
with a nonstop motor who could project inside in a 4-3 scheme or anywhere on
a 3-4 front.

■ California WR DeSean Jackson — Has big-time speed and electric
return ability, but he is injury-prone.

■ Illinois RB Rashard Mendenhall — A powerful runner who proved to be
a bell-cow in the Illini’s Rose Bowl run.

■ Oklahoma WR Malcolm Kelly — An excellent-sized receiver who catch-
es everything thrown his way.

■ Virginia OG-OT Branden Albert — Very naturally athletic, versatile line-
man who started two games at left tackle and could project there in the pros.

■ Oklahoma MLB Curtis Lofton — A thickly built, stout inside plugger. He
may be a fit in the first round from a very weak LB class.

■ Arkansas RB Felix Jones — A dynamic returner and space player.
■ Michigan State WR Devin Thomas — A big-time playmaker with strong

run skills and kickoff-return ability.
■ Wisconsin CB Jack Ikegwuonu — Stood out more early in his career

than in his injured junior season, but he has shown great burst and ball skills
when healthy.

Worth noting: The following quality players all decided to rescind their
names after initially declaring for the draft — Florida TE Cornelius Ingram,
Mississippi OLT Michael Oher, Clemson RB James Davis and Oregon S
Patrick Chung.

— PFW STAFF

Staying put: The Cowboys were able
to retain coordinator Jason Garrett
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THE LIST BY POSITION
Underclassmen who have been

granted special eligibility for 2008
draft (as of Jan. 20)

QUARTERBACK
Xavier Lee, Florida State.

RUNNING BACKS
Jamaal Charles, Texas; Felix Jones,

Arkansas; Darren McFadden,
Arkansas; Rashard Mendenhall, Illi-
nois; Ray Rice, Rutgers; Steve Slaton,
West Virginia; Kevin Smith, Central
Florida; Jonathan Stewart, Oregon.

TIGHT ENDS
Martellus Bennett, Texas A&M; Jer-

michael Finley, Texas.

WIDE RECEIVERS
Adrian Arrington, Michigan; Earl

Bennett, Vanderbilt; Davone Bess,
Hawaii; Ryan Grice-Mullen, Hawaii;
James Hardy, Indiana; DeSean Jack-
son, California; Malcolm Kelly, Okla-
homa; Selwyn Lymon, Purdue; Mario
Manningham, Michigan; Sean Penix,
Arkansas; Darius Reynaud, West Vir-
ginia; Devin Thomas, Michigan State;
Mario Urrutia, Louisville.

OFFENSIVE LINEMEN
OG Branden Albert, Virginia, OG

L.J. Anderson, Central Florida; OLT
Ryan Clady, Boise State; OT Anthony
Collins, Kansas; OLT Franklin Dunbar,
Middle Tennessee State; OG Chilo
Rachal, USC.

DEFENSIVE LINEMEN
DE Calais Campbell, Miami (Fla.);

DE Johnny Dingle, West Virginia; DE
Jeremy Geathers, UNLV; DE Vernon
Gholston, Ohio State; DT Letroy
Guion, Florida State; DE Derrick Har-
vey, Florida; DE Phillip Merling, Clem-
son; DT Pat Sims, Auburn.

LINEBACKERS
WLB Geno Hayes, Florida State;

WLB Erin Henderson, Maryland; MLB
Josh Johnson, Marshall; MLB Curtis
Lofton, Oklahoma; MLB Jerod Mayo,
Tennessee; MLB Lamar Myles,
Louisville.

SAFETIES
S Demario Bobo, Mississippi; FS

DaJuan Morgan, North Carolina
State; FS Kenny Phillips, Miami (Fla.).

CORNERBACKS
Brandon Flowers, Virginia Tech; Jack

Ikegwuonu, Wisconsin; Justin King,
Penn State; Orlando Scandrick, Boise
State; Reggie Smith, Oklahoma; Aqib
Talib, Kansas State.

Darren McFadden

The underclassmen
factor has become a
key element of every
NFL draft for some time
now, and with scouts
around the league
telling us this year’s
senior class could be
one of the weakest in
recent memory, the
impact provided by the 53 players
who were granted special eligibility
for the 2008 draft will be more signif-
icant than ever.

“Half of the first two rounds will be
underclassmen,” a veteran NFL talent
evaluator told PFW. “With how weak
this year’s senior class is, I think
you’ll see even more (juniors) than
normal this year.”

In Pro Football Weekly draft expert

Nolan Nawrocki’s
2008 mock draft (see
Page 32), 14 of the 31
first-round picks are
underclassmen, led by
Arkansas RB Darren
McFadden, who heads
a stellar cast of first-
round-caliber running
backs that also includes

Oregon RB Jonathan Stewart, Illi-
nois RB Rashard Mendenhall and
Arkansas teammate Felix Jones.

The WR, TE and OT positions also
appear to have been given a big
boost, but the impact at the QB posi-
tion and on the other side of the ball
appears to be relatively minimal.

What follows is a quick skinny on
PFW’s top 15 draft-eligible under-
classmen:

Juniors 
should boost

draft’s quality
even more
than usual S
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rarely together. Are they capable of
starting as a tandem? They proba-
bly need help. Cornelius Griffin
remains the team’s best lineman
when healthy, but that is in ques-
tion after another season of
injuries. The team will plan to rein-
force the line, assuming that Griffin
can’t stay healthy for an entire
season. And though Golston,
Montgomery, Lorenzo Alexander
and Chris Wilson played well
when called upon, expect more
youth here now that the team has
a mostly full quota of draft picks (it
will lose its fourth-rounder to Den-
ver as a result of the T.J. Duckett
trade). DLE Phillip Daniels has
maintained a high level of play, but
he’ll be 35 in March, and DRE
Andre Carter notched 101⁄2 sacks.
But the team would like another
run stopper at end.

N F C l N O R T H

Vikes’ Bevell stressing
ball security most
with young QB Jackson

The debate will rage this offsea-
son: Is Tarvaris Jackson an NFL-
caliber starter? After all, he has
been inconsistent, at times showing
confidence, a strong arm and great
athleticism. Other times, he has
been extremely sloppy with the
football, has thrown off balance and
has made questionable decisions.

So far, the results have
been a confounding mixed
bag — and head coach
Brad Childress isn’t com-
mitting to Jackson yet as his
starter for next season, but

offensive coordinator Darrell Bev-
ell said the growing pains should
be expected. “What you just
described to me is a young quarter-
back,” Bevell told PFW. “With some
plays he looks brilliant, and some
plays not so good. You look across
the league — Vince Young or Jay
Cutler or Matt Leinart, they’re all
going through the same thing. And
they essentially have a season
head start on (Jackson). I’m
pleased with Tarvaris, the things
that he has done. He’s a smart guy.
The one thing we always stress
with him is to not take his aggres-
siveness away but be able to pro-
tect the football.” And Bevell points
out that it’s not all on his quarter-
back; the other offensive positions
must contribute to improve the ane-
mic passing game. “We have to get
it to be as much of a threat as our
run game,” Bevell said. “Our wide
receivers have to step up, your pro-
tection has to step it up and your
quarterback has to step it up. All
that works together. Adrian (Peter-
son) is not doing it by himself.”

CHICAGO BEARS
During his season-ending

address to the local media, Bears
GM Jerry Angelo made a point of
mentioning the season-ending
injury to rookie S Kevin Payne as
one of the many reasons behind

the defense’s dramatic
decline in 2007. And the
way we hear it, the ’07 fifth-
round pick out of Louisiana-
Monroe could definitely be
in the mix for one of the

team’s starting safety jobs next
season, especially if injury-prone
veteran Mike Brown doesn’t
return, which team sources have
indicated remains a strong possi-

bility. Even if Brown does return,
Payne figures to be on the field
more than a little in the defense’s
three-safety sets. Both Brandon
McGowan and Danieal Manning,
the team’s starters at the end of
the season at strong safety and
free safety, respectively, have their
share of flaws, and it’s quite possi-
ble, we hear, that Payne, a great
athlete who has really impressed
the team with his physical play, will
move ahead of one of them on the
team’s depth chart. It’s considered
a given, though, that the Bears will
prominently search the safety mar-
ket in the draft or free agency, and
that one or two additions could
result in a completely new look at
the position next summer.

GREEN BAY PACKERS
It should come as no surprise

that the Packers player considered
to be the team’s supreme leader
on the field is none other than QB
Brett Favre, whose storybook
season has increased the rever-
ence his teammates can’t help but
feel toward him. Off the field, how-
ever, the player our Green Bay
sources tell us is the undisputed

leader is longtime long-
snapper Rob Davis, who
has taken on a key role one
wouldn’t expect from a guy
at his position. Since joining
the club in mid-1997, how-

ever, daily team observers tell us
Davis has become almost like a
Buddha in the locker room, offer-
ing wisdom and counseling on
numerous levels to the team’s
mostly young players on a daily
basis. The fact that he’s also con-
sidered an excellent long-snapper
makes Davis a “keeper” in more
ways than one. Davis has doubled
this season as an assistant in the
team’s player development depart-
ment and is expected to have a
place in the Packers’ organization
after he decides to retire from
playing. One more interesting tidbit
about Davis: Believe it or not, he’s
a former bouncer for Dennis Rod-
man and is considered the team’s
No. 1 enforcer whenever a fight
breaks out during a game — a role
we’re told he absolutely relishes.

DETROIT LIONS
The Fernando Bryant story has

been a strange one since the end
of the season. There were stories
circulating a few days after the
Lions’ final game that the nine-year
veteran was set to retire this off-
season. But Bryant refuted those
stories, saying instead that he
thought he would be playing else-

where next season but that
he hoped to return to
Detroit. It’s just that Bryant
reportedly thinks that he’s
no longer wanted by the
Lions. One team source

believes the refuted report came
from a rumored overhearing and
misinterpreting of a secondhand
conversation Bryant was having
with a teammate or a member of
the Lions’ staff. Whether he will
return — Bryant has two years left
on his deal — is unclear, but what
is known is that the team will be
making major changes to upgrade
a secondary that routinely was

picked on. Bryant might have been
the best of the Lions’ corners, but
that’s not saying much. If he does
stay in Detroit, Bryant may be
asked to redo his contract.

N F C l S O U T H

Saints in need
of backup plan at QB

The Saints have bet on QB Drew
Brees’ ability to stay healthy the
last two seasons, and thus far the
gamble has paid off. Brees’ backup,
soon-to-be 38-year-old Jamie Mar-

tin, is a free agent, and while head
coach Sean Payton is a supporter
of the veteran, it may be time to
add a younger player to the mix at

signalcaller. We hear Payton
prefers backup QBs who are
not failed starters, such as
the Falcons’ Joey Harring-
ton and Byron Leftwich or
the Panthers’ David Carr,

but career reserves, who are less
expensive and can appreciate their
role. Our source in New Orleans
said it wouldn’t be a surprise if the
Saints re-sign Martin or spend a

late-round draft pick on a quarter-
back whom Payton, a former QB
coach, could begin molding.
Regardless of who is behind him
on the depth chart next season,
Brees’ health is an absolute key to
the team’s success. Without him,
the Saints’ offense goes from
explosive to ordinary, at best.

ATLANTA FALCONS
New Falcons general manager

Thomas Dimitroff has an extraor-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Who’s No. 2? QB Drew Brees is the
Saints’ starter, but they need a backup
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dinary rebuilding process ahead of
him, and one of his top priorities,
we hear, is to establish clarity
inside the locker room. Dimitroff,
the former Patriots director of col-
lege scouting, is emphasizing that

players need to have clear-
ly defined roles, which is
something that New Eng-
land has mastered. Take
Patriots RB Kevin Faulk,
for example. On some

teams, Faulk might get more car-
ries, but with New England he
rarely rushes more than 10 times
in a contest, being used as much
as a blocker and a receiver out of
the backfield. He knows his role
and excels at it. This season the
Falcons had far more serious
issues than deciding what role a
player would fulfill — they had
injuries tear through the offensive
and defensive lines, a coach who
abandoned them, and a franchise
quarterback behind bars. Before
Dimitroff can define roles, he’ll
need to change the culture in
Atlanta and find some of those
unselfish players he grew fond of
in New England.

TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS
Jeff Garcia became the Bucs’

savior this season, proving himself
as the team’s starter at quarter-
back after head coach Jon Gru-
den had shuffled between Chris
Simms, Bruce Gradkowski and
Tim Rattay in 2006. Garcia has
just one more year left on his con-

tract, and Tampa could find
itself back in a QB
quandary by the end of
2008. Only Gradkowski and
Jake Plummer — who
never reported to the Bucs

and instead retired after getting
traded from the Broncos last off-
season — are the only Tampa
signalcallers signed beyond next
season. It’s conceivable that Bucs
GM Bruce Allen could offer Gar-
cia another one- or two-year deal
after 2008, though he will be 39
years old by the time the ’09 sea-
son starts. Garcia’s future with the
team likely depends on Gruden.
Gruden jockeyed hard to bring
Garcia to Tampa and was pleased
with the results. There were pub-
lished reports at presstime that
suggested that a two-year exten-
sion could be in the works for Gru-
den.

CAROLINA PANTHERS
With DE Julius Peppers just

one year away from free agency,
the Panthers have a difficult deci-
sion to make this offseason. Car-
olina was reportedly close to sign-
ing Peppers to a long-term exten-
sion in training camp, which likely

would have made him the
highest-paid defender in
the league, but negotiations
fell through. The six-year
veteran just completed, sta-
tistically, the worst season

of his career, recording just 21⁄2
sacks. In a matter of four months,
Peppers’ extension went from the
top of the squad’s to-do list to well
behind several other more press-
ing needs. Peppers will be the
Panthers’ highest-paid player next

dles the team’s DB coaching role, but
Kansas City lost out to Houston for his
services. With the Texans, Gibbs is
reunited with Gary Kubiak, with
whom he worked in Denver.

● Besides WR Eddie Kennison
and CB Ty Law, we hear C Casey
Wiegmann is another veteran who
could be shown the door in Kansas
City during the offseason.Wiegmann,
a free agent, is not as good of a fit with
the Chiefs as he once was because
he isn’t playing in space as often as
he was under the Dick Vermeil
regime. When asked to block at the
point of attack for the newer inside
running game, he is not playing to his
strengths and often gets overpow-
ered. If the Chiefs shift to a zone-
blocking system under new coordi-
nator Chan Gailey, however, that
could keep him in town for another
year or two.

● It seems inevitable that, unless he
gets a much more substantial offer or
a shot to compete for a starting job
elsewhere, Josh McCown will be
back with the Raiders in 2008 to
serve as the backup to JaMarcus
Russell. Well-versed in the playbook
and a solid locker-room presence,
McCown has the trust of head coach
Lane Kiffin.

● Look for the Raiders to be in the
market for a right offensive tackle this
offseason, as Cornell Green doesn’t
appear to have a future after a penal-
ty- and injury-plagued season.

● The new head of the Broncos’
defense, Bob Slowik, may not have
the greatest track record in similar
roles during his career, but the Bron-
cos’ players are looking forward to
better communication with him than
they had with Jim Bates.

● It was beginning to look as
though the Bills were fearful of out-
siders upsetting the chemistry in their
front office and coaching ranks.
Shortly after divvying up departed
general manager Marv Levy’s
responsibilities among existing mem-
bers of the front office without hiring
anyone new, coach Dick Jauron pro-
moted four position coaches in the
wake of offensive coordinator Steve
Fairchild’s departure and OL coach
Jim McNally’s retirement, again
without bringing somebody new
aboard. However, Jauron went outside
the organization late in the week, hir-
ing former Redskins, 49ers and Lions
OG-OT Ray Brown as the team’s
new assistant OL coach.

● Yes, the Jets’ running game was
an utter disappointment in 2007. No,
RB Thomas Jones’ job is not in jeop-
ardy. An O-line upgrade, particularly
at the OLG and ORT spots, is of
greater importance. Head coach
Eric Mangini took the first step
toward improving the unit on Jan. 18,
hiring Bill Callahan, who had been
recently canned as head coach at
Nebraska, to serve as an assistant
head coach. Although criticized for
his work as the skipper of the Corn-
huskers and the Oakland Raiders,
Callahan earned high marks for his
work as OL coach with the University
of Wisconsin, the Eagles and the
Raiders prior to his head-coaching
stints.

● The Dolphins’ sagging defense is
sure to receive the biggest face-lift,
but new Dolphins skipper Tony

Sparano is sure to address the short-
comings of the offensive line, his posi-
tion of expertise. Sources tell us the
only two O-linemen who should feel
safe in their jobs are OLT Vernon
Carey and C Samson Satele,
although Carey could conceivably
flip over to the right side.

● The firing of Browns defensive
coordinator Todd Grantham under-
scores how popular head coach
Romeo Crennel is with his players,
the way we hear it. Reports have sur-
faced suggesting Grantham and
Crennel were not on the same page
and that Grantham didn’t see eye-to-
eye with his players, either.

● Look for the Browns to try to
bring back versatile LB Chaun
Thompson, one of the last draft picks
still on their roster from Butch
Davis’ time coaching the team and
choosing the personnel.

● The Bengals could have an inter-
esting OLB prospect in Eric Hender-
son, an undrafted free agent from
Georgia Tech who spent the ’06 sea-
son on Cincinnati’s practice squad
and the ’07 season on injured reserve
after suffering a dislocated wrist.With
a new defensive coordinator (Mike
Zimmer) and with four linebackers
(Landon Johnson, Dhani Jones,
Lemar Marshall, Caleb Miller)
eligible to become unrestricted free
agents, Henderson could work his
way onto the LB depth chart if he
plays well in the offseason.

● The Steelers are expected to
open up the competition for the start-
ing center job after Sean Mahan
had an up-and-down first season with
the club. Young Darnell Stapleton
will get a look, the way we hear it.

● How much does Colts WR Mar-
vin Harrison have left in the tank?
We hear that question is legitimate
after a stubborn knee injury limited
the future Canton inductee to six
games, including the postseason, in
2007. He’ll turn 36 in August, and it
may be a bit much to expect him to
revert to All-Pro form at that age. This
past season also demonstrated that
with Harrison out, the Colts lack an
effective No. 3 receiver for their
spread formations behind Reggie
Wayne and Anthony Gonzalez.

● It might have taken longer than
the Packers would have preferred for
Cullen Jenkins to fully adapt to his
new role this season as a right-side
defensive end/rush tackle, but we’re

told the team couldn’t have been hap-
pier with Jenkins’ performance late in
the regular season and in the team’s
playoff victory over Seattle — which
was by far his best overall game of
the season. Daily team observers
noticed a real change for the better in
Jenkins in the regular season’s final
stages. Not only was he feeling a lot
healthier after being forced to deal
with nagging injuries much of the
season, Jenkins admits he also
regained his confidence after first
becoming frustrated with his difficul-
ty in handling his new gig.

● After taking a closer look on tape
at QB Rex Grossman’s play this past
season, Bears coaches have conclud-
ed that some of his picks were
caused more by WR Bernard Berri-
an’s faulty route-running than Gross-
man’s throws, according to our
sources.

● Some observers thought Mike
Martz’s parting shots — albeit with-
out actually naming his target — at
OLT Jeff Backus were a bit cheap
and unfair, but we hear that there
were other Lions coaches who were
as disappointed with Backus’ play.
That said, Backus battled injuries all
season and improved down the
stretch.

● Here’s a guy to keep in mind:
Vikings OL Dan Mozes, who suf-
fered a torn ACL last summer and
missed the season but could vie for a
backup job in 2008. The staff likes his
intelligence and thinks he can be a
valuable reserve at guard and center,
provided he’s healthy and he keeps
his weight up.

● As soon as Norm Chow got the
ax in Tennessee, there was some
speculation as to whether or not the
Cardinals would go after the Titans’
fired offensive coordinator with the
thought of reuniting him with QB
Matt Leinart, whom he coached
and had a very close relationship with
at USC. But with the Cardinals having
recently extended offensive coordi-
nator Todd Haley’s contract, Chow
would probably have to settle for a
job as a QB coach, which team
sources very much doubt he would
be willing to do. Beyond that, we hear
that head coach Ken Whisenhunt
really likes the job QB coach Jeff
Rutledge, who also happens to be a
close friend, did this season.

● Our Rams sources believe Ben-
gals QB coach Ken Zampese, who
has met with head coach Scott Line-
han about the team’s offensive coor-
dinator vacancy, would be a good
choice. Zampese has a good relation-
ship with QB Marc Bulger and WRs
Torry Holt and Isaac Bruce from
his days as an assistant coach under
Mike Martz in St. Louis. In addition,
we’re told both team president John
Shaw and president of football oper-
ations/GM Jay Zygmunt also like
him a lot.

● The Rams’ defense isn’t being
discussed much lately with more con-
cerns these days regarding the
team’s offense, but we’re told defen-
sive coordinator Jim Haslett is lean-
ing toward retaining a 4-3 base
scheme, with 3-4 elements liberally
incorporated in passing situations.

● Niners free-agent NT Isaac
Sopoaga, who did a decent job on
the nose this season pairing with
Aubrayo Franklin, told our sources
that in his exit meeting with Mike

Nolan, the Niners head coach told
Sopoaga that he would definitely like
for him to return next season. Team
sources put the odds of Sopoaga
being re-signed at better than 50 per-
cent.

● In addition to the surgery for the
torn ACL in his left knee suffered by
Seahawks WR Deion Branch in
Seattle’s playoff loss to the Packers —
which we hear could keep Branch out
of commission up to nine full months
— the following Seahawks are also
scheduled to go under the knife this
offseason: RB Shaun Alexander,
who had surgery this week to repair a
cracked bone in his wrist that forced
him to wear a protective cast all sea-
son; OLT Walter Jones, who will
have surgery on the right shoulder
that kept him from practicing much of
the season; and DE Patrick Kerney,
who will miss the Pro Bowl to have
surgery on his shoulder.

● Our source in New Orleans said
the Saints were impressed with PK
Martin Gramatica during his
three-game stint with the team and
will likely be brought back next sea-
son. He went 5-for-5 and hit a 55-
yarder after replacing PK Olindo
Mare, who finished the season on
injured reserve and was inconsistent
for much of 2007. There could be an
open competition between Gramati-
ca and Mare in training camp.

● Tampa Bay has a glaring hole at
center with its top two players at the
position, John Wade and Matt Lehr,
set to become free agents. Wade beat
out Lehr for the starting job in training
camp, but Lehr offers versatility — he
can play guard or center — a trait that
is highly valued by coach Jon Gru-
den.

● Panthers owner Jerry Richard-
son recently broke his silence and
spoke with the Carolina media for the
first time since August. He was very
complimentary of the Steelers and
their style of play, which furthered
speculation that he will make a run at
hiring Bill Cowher, who lives in
North Carolina, if Cowher puts him-
self on the market next offseason. To
do that, though, Richardson would
have to fire head coach John Fox,
who is signed through 2010.

● There is still talk about moving
Giants OLB Mathias Kiwanuka
back to the defensive line, at least
more often, next season. A lot
depends on the future of coordinator
Steve Spagnuolo and whether he
gets a head-coaching opportunity. It’s
also dependent on whether DE
Michael Strahan retires. If the latter
happens, you can almost guarantee
Kiwanuka will play with his hand on
the ground most of the time.

● The Eagles were disappointed
that WR Jason Avant’s groin injury
lasted as long as it did this season,
but they still feel he can be a quality
slot receiver next season. They think
his speed gives him an edge over
Hank Baskett.

● Of all the players the Cowboys
signed to futures contracts last week,
the most intriguing is QB Richard
Bartel. Some coaches felt Bartel
wasn’t much behind Matt Moore,
who later started three games for the
Panthers, when the two were battling
for the Cowboys’ third QB spot last
training camp. And now Bartel has a
chance to do the same with a strong
offseason.

WWHI
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o, it comes down to this, a duel in the desert between
the New England Patriots and the New York Giants
for all the marbles and even more. Only once before
in the 41-year history of the Super Bowl has a team
arrived at its dance with destiny with perfection on
the line, but the Patriots will attempt to trump the ’72
Dolphins’ 17-0 perfect run with a 19-0 of their own.

And for the Giants, has there ever been a more improbable
story, a less likely NFC champion with a more unlikely hero?
Get ready, folks; Eli’s coming. Yet, as big an underdog as the
Giants will be, they’re the club that just four weeks ago gave
the Pats their toughest test of the year. As matchups go, they
don’t get any more super than this one. I don’t know about
any of you, but I have to admit that, looking back just shy of
12 months ago, I sure didn’t see this one coming, nor could
we have imagined all that would transpire to get us here.

Perhaps I should have sensed something in the wind as we
knew it would be a year of high-water marks here at Pro
Football Weekly, celebrating 40 years of reporting on and
documenting the National Football League this past August.

What I didn’t realize until just the
other evening is XLII will be the
30th consecutive Super Bowl I’ve
been fortunate enough to cover for
PFW. Through it all I can’t remem-
ber an NFL season quite like this
one.

As we left Miami and Super Bowl
XLI, bombshells were already drop-
ping in Pittsburgh and Dallas, with
the biggest of all to follow in San
Diego a little over a week later. I’m
referring to the news that Bill
Cowher, Bill Parcells and Marty
Schottenheimer — the 13th-, ninth-
and sixth-winningest head coaches
in the history of the NFL, respec-
tively — would all be gone in 2007.

Parcells’ and Cowher’s decisions to retire were not unexpect-
ed, and even rumblings that Schottenheimer’s reward for a
14-3 season with the Chargers would be a pink slip had been
blowing in the wind. Regardless of their exit strategies, not
since 1967, when George Halas retired for the final time and
Vince Lombardi left the Packers, had the league faced the
exodus of so much talent at the top.

Particularly intriguing was the impact these moves would
have on the franchises in San Diego and Dallas. Cowboys
owner Jerry Jones moved to replace Parcells with Chargers
defensive coordinator Wade Phillips, and San Diego offen-
sive coordinator Cam Cameron was given the vacant Dol-
phins head-coaching job. With both of his coordinators
already gone, Chargers general manager A.J. Smith still
elected to jettison Schottenheimer the week after the Super
Bowl and hand his ballclub over to Norv Turner. Had Smith
pulled the plug more quickly on Marty in order to keep
Phillips or Cameron, who knows how 2007 might have gone
in San Diego and Dallas?

The first big surprise of the offseason arrived quickly with
the emergence of a new trend in the NFL: teams around the
league discovering the art of the deal. Traditionally, trades
have not been a big factor in pro football, but in two months
culminating on Draft Day, big names such as Dré Bly, Tatum
Bell, George Foster, Willis McGahee, Thomas Jones, Reuben
Droughns, Matt Schaub, Takeo Spikes, Kelly Holcomb, Dar-
win Walker, Wes Welker, Adam Archuleta, James Hall and
finally Randy Moss had been dealt. Teams have swapped
draft picks for years, but in terms of live bodies, I don’t
remember an offseason with so much movement.

The weeks between the NFL’s college draft and the open-
ing of training camps are usually the only quiet times on the
NFL calendar, but the summer of 2007 brought a new catch-
phrase, “personal conduct policy” to the pro football lexicon.
Commissioner Roger Goodell meted out some of the stiffest
player penalties in the history of the league to troubled stars,

including Adam “Pacman” Jones, Chris Henry, Ricky
Williams, Jared Allen, Tank Johnson and others, and the true
scope of the disaster that is Michael Vick was threatening on
the horizon. All but lost for a time was the reality that these
few flawed young men represented the smallest of minorities
of the more than 1,850 players who populate NFL rosters
each season. The group of bad actors had grown large
enough, though, to cause concern that a dangerous epidemic
could be just around the corner, and Goodell moved deci-
sively to try to nip it in the bud. While things did quiet down
once the season began, the jury remains out as to whether all
of its intended recipients have received the message.

Perhaps even more shocking to fans around the country
was the all-out war that erupted between a legion of retired
players, led by Hall of Famer Mike Ditka, and the NFL Play-
ers Association over Ditka’s claim that a number of former
players were living in poverty, some even homeless, while
the NFLPA and the league refused to step up and help. As the
accusations flew in both directions, it began to appear there
were probably no truly guilty parties, but there certainly are
too many suffering. And as players on both sides of the issue
have moved to get out of the spotlight, it is still unclear what,
if anything, is being done about the problem.

While less than shocking, it was certainly noteworthy to
report at the end of the summer that the league was announc-
ing the funeral of the 16-year experiment that had become
NFL Europa. The powers that be aren’t used to losing, and
you can count on one hand the number of times they’ve cried
uncle. There can be little argument that the idea of playing
American football with minor-league and developmental
players was a complete failure.

The promise that came with the end of NFL Europa, of an
NFL regular-season game to be played in London between
the Giants and Dolphins, wasn’t exactly ice cream with a
cherry on top, either. While apparently a financial and mar-
keting success for the league, it proved to be bad football
played at an inferior facility, which cheated loyal Dolphins
fans out of 10 percent of their home schedule. The recent
announcement that the exercise will be repeated in London in
2008 between two new clubs will likely benefit no one but
the 32 NFL owners.

With training camps open throughout the league, the trag-
ic news arrived at the end of July that arguably the greatest
and most innovative coach of the post-merger NFL, Bill
Walsh, had lost a long battle with leukemia. I’m not sure why
all too often we celebrate our heroes so much more in death
than we do in life, but as the tributes poured in, it became
obvious that no coach had a greater impact on where the NFL
is at today than Walsh.

Opening day of the 2007 season was a nearly complete dis-
aster as Buffalo TE Kevin Everett suffered a life-threatening
spinal cord injury on the opening kickoff of the second half
of the Bills game vs. the Broncos, and the Patriots were

caught videotaping the sideline of the New York Jets in a
clear violation of league rules. While debate over the impact
and severity of what has come to be called “Spygate” still res-
onates around the league, the commissioner moved quickly,
hitting the Patriots with the harshest penalty in the history of
the game. And thankfully, Everett has made a remarkable
recovery, walking into the Buffalo locker room at the team’s
final home game to inspire his teammates.

During the second and third weeks of the season, the good
quickly overtook the bad and the ugly on the field as Brett
Favre began knocking off one record after another, first for
wins by a quarterback and then, as the season moved on,
career TD passes and career passing yardage, establishing
himself as the greatest passer of all time.

After 12 weeks, word was out that the 2007 Patriots might
just be perfect, and at 10-1 with their only loss to New Eng-
land, the Cowboys were looking awfully good, as well. But
none of us was ready for Terrell Owens to catch four touch-
downs in a 28-23 win over the Redskins and then watch later
that evening as Randy Moss went out and grabbed four of his
own in a 56-10 dismantling of the Bills. A season that had
started slowly was now producing a number of remarkable
individual and team performances.

But in-season tragedy found a new level when we awoke on
the morning of the last Tuesday in November to the news that
Redskins safety Sean Taylor had died due to the gunshot
wound he’d suffered the night before in an invasion of his
South Florida home. As too many members of the media
embarrassed themselves in a rush to judgment, players around
the league and millions of fans were tortured with the grief of
this senseless act. While the pain and loss of Taylor’s family
can never be repaired, his teammates went on to become the
feel-good sports story of the year with an improbable four-
game win streak to seize the NFC’s last playoff spot.

Just three days after Taylor’s fatal shooting, the NFL found
itself with a crisis of dramatically different and far less
important proportions, but a crisis nonetheless, as the Cow-
boys prepared to host the Packers on a Thursday night in a
game to be broadcast on the NFL Network that less than 15
percent of the country would be able to see. The league
cranked up its propaganda machine to paint “Big Cable” as
the “Evil Empire” and the deserving target of NFL fans’ ire.
But reasonable folks quickly understood this dilemma was
more about the greed of the NFL’s revenue generators than
any outside influences.

When the problem reared its head again six weeks later on
the final Saturday of the season with the Patriots reaching for
immortality and “Big Cable” standing firm, the NFL blinked
and fortunately did the right thing, airing the game on both
NBC and CBS for the whole country to see. And what a treat
it was, as the Giants played the valiant David but came up just
short of stamping a blemish on Goliath’s perfect record.

The playoffs, by any measure, have been a treat — exciting,
well-played football between truly playoff-worthy teams,
with all but the Packers-Seahawks divisional playoff game
keeping us in our seats till near the final gun. In an unbeliev-
ably busy season off the field, which brought us a wildly
mixed bag of results, the action on the field has never been
better. What that leaves us is a sport that’s never been health-
ier. Certainly there are questions that frustrate us about the
NFL Network, why so many of our retired heroes aren’t being
taken care of, why the league is taking games away from us to
play them overseas, and others. But those are business ques-
tions we face in almost every walk of life, and as long as we
keep making sure the powers that be know we’re watching,
we can hope they will eventually again do the right thing.

What we know for sure is that we’ve arrived at another
Super Bowl with a real chance to see the one of the best ever
played. The Giants come in search of one of the biggest
upsets ever, and on a roll that suggests they just might be able
to pull it off. On the other hand, all the Patriots are seeking is
perfection and a feat that can never be surpassed. One club
trying to make history and another trying to alter its course
— it really doesn’t get any better than this.

Record-setting ’07
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P U B L I S H E R ’ S C O M M E N T A R Y

Patriots-Giants matchup a fitting conclusion to a remarkable year

We meet again: Tom Coughlin and Tom Brady will see each other in
Super Bowl XLII, capping another hugely entertaining NFL season
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SuperSuperSuperSuper50505050
QB TOM BRADY | NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS1 THIS YEAR,  YOU SEE MORE OF THE PERSONALITY,  MORE OF HIS FOCUS.  YOU SEE THE CLOSE-UP SHOTS

OF HIS FACE WHEN THEY GET DOWN. THERE’S MORE TO THE GUY THAN JUST AN ARM.

QB PEYTON MANNING | INDIANAPOLIS COLTS2 I  D O N ’ T  T H I N K  T H E R E  I S  A N Y B O D Y  W H O  D O E S  A  B E T T E R  J O B  O F  G E T T I N G  T H E  B A L L  T O  H I S
P L AY M A K E R S  T H A N  H I M ,  B E C A U S E  H E  I S  N O T  A  S C R A M B L E R .

QB BRETT FAVRE | GREEN BAY PACKERS3 OH, MAN. THEIR COACH (MIKE McCARTHY) IS REALLY GOOD FOR HIM. HE’S BEEN MORE PATIENT THIS YEAR THAN IN PAST
YEARS. SOMETIMES THAT COMES FROM BEING MORE CONFIDENT IN YOUR WIDE RECEIVERS AND OFFENSIVE LINE.

WR RANDY MOSS | NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS4 WINNING WILL MAKE YOU WANT TO PLAY SOME MORE,  PARTICULARLY WITH A GUY LIKE (MOSS),
WHO WANTS TO EXCEL.  HE WENT TO A PLACE WHERE THE LINES WERE CLEARLY DRAWN.

SS BOB SANDERS | INDIANAPOLIS COLTS5 I  THINK BOB SANDERS IS THE GOLD STANDARD. WHAT HE DOES FOR THAT FOOTBALL TEAM IS UNIQUE.

QB TONY ROMO | D A L L A S  C O W B O Y S6 D E V E L O P E D  Q U I T E  N I C E LY.  Y O U  L I K E  T H AT  H E  D O E S N ’ T  H AV E  M U C H  O F  A  C O N S C I E N C E  A S  A
Q U A R T E R B A C K .  W H E N  H E ’ S  O N ,  H E  C A N  M A K E  A L L  O F  T H E  T H R O W S .

QB BEN ROETHLISBERGER | PITTSBURGH STEELERS7 ( PA S S  R U S H E R S )  G O T  T O  H I M ,  B U T  H I S  F O R T E  I S  T H AT  W A R R I O R  M E N TA L I T Y,  W H E R E  H E  H A S
T W O  O R  T H R E E  G U Y S  H A N G I N G  O F F  H I M  A N D  H E  G E T S  T H E  B A L L  O F F  D O W N  T H E  F I E L D .

RB BRIAN WESTBROOK | PHILADELPHIA EAGLES8 J U S T  A  P L A Y M A K E R .  Y O U  A L W A Y S  H A V E  T O  K N O W  W H E R E  H E  I S  O N  T H E  F I E L D .

RB LaDAINIAN TOMLINSON | S.D. CHARGERS9 H I S  A L L - A R O U N D  A B I L I T Y  S E T S  H I M  A P A R T .  J U S T  A  C O M P L E T E  B A C K .

DE JARED ALLEN | KANSAS CITY CHIEFS10 UNBELIEVABLE. CERTAINLY ONE OF THE TOP 10 PLAYERS. HAS STRENGTH, SIZE. KIND OF A MISMATCH.
SO MANY LEFT TACKLES ARE ‘FEET’ ATHLETES, (AND) HE’S KIND OF A LEFT END PLAYING RIGHT END.

OLB DeMARCUS WARE | DALLAS COWBOYS11 T R E M E N D O U S .  T R E M E N D O U S .  H E ’ S  O N E  T H A T  Y O U  W O U L D  L O V E  T O  C O A C H .

DT ALBERT HAYNESWORTH | TENNESSEE TITANS12 H E ’ S  J U S T  S O  D I S R U P T I V E .

WR REGGIE WAYNE | INDIANAPOLIS COLTS13 C O M P E T I T I V E  G U Y.  AT H L E T I C  G U Y.  T H E  C H E M I S T R Y  H E ’ S  B U I LT  W I T H  H I S  Q U A R T E R B A C K  —
T H E R E  A R E  N O  W A S T E D  S T E P S  W I T H  ( W AY N E  A N D )  M A N N I N G .

WR TERRELL OWENS | DALLAS COWBOYS14 A SPECIAL-TYPE RECEIVER. STILL PLAYS FAST. BIG, POWERFUL. HAS A KNACK FOR MAKING THE DIFFICULT CATCHES.

RB JOSEPH ADDAI | INDIANAPOLIS COLTS15 GIVES YOU EVERYTHING YOU ARE LOOKING FOR. QUICK, REALLY GOOD CHANGE OF DIRECTION (SKILLS). HAS TREMENDOUS VISION.

RB ADRIAN PETERSON | MINNESOTA VIKINGS16 J U S T  A  R A R E  TA L E N T.  H E ’ S  A  O N C E - I N - A - L I F E T I M E  R U N N I N G  B A C K .  I F  H E  C A N  M A I N TA I N  S O M E
S E M B L A N C E  O F  D U R A B I L I T Y,  H E  W I L L  H AV E  A  P H E N O M E N A L  C A R E E R .

TE ANTONIO GATES | SAN DIEGO CHARGERS17 HE IS AN AMAZING GUY. THEY DO SO MUCH WITH HIM, FLEXING HIM OUT LIKE A WIDE RECEIVER. HE KIND OF BLOCKS
YOU LIKE SHANNON SHARPE, WHERE HE’S ATHLETIC AND KNOWS LEVERAGE AND DOES ENOUGH TO GET THE JOB DONE.

CB ASANTE SAMUEL | NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS18 H E  M A K E S  P L A Y S .  I T ’ S  N O T  P R E T T Y  A T  T I M E S ,  B U T  H E ’ S  P R O D U C T I V E .

WR LARRY FITZGERALD | ARIZONA CARDINALS19 Y O U ’ R E  T A L K I N G  A B O U T  A  G U Y  W H O  H A S  A N  U N C A N N Y  A B I L I T Y  T O  K E E P  H I S  F O C U S ,
K E E P  H I S  E Y E S  O N  T H E  B A L L .  Q U I T E  T H E  S P E C I M E N .

OLB SHAWNE MERRIMAN | S.D. CHARGERS20 E X P L O S I V E  S P E E D ,  AT H L E T I C I S M .  A L L  M A N .  G R E AT  F O O T B A L L  P L AY E R .  J U M P S  O U T  O N  F I L M .

RB WILLIE PARKER | PITTSBURGH STEELERS21 H E ’ S  A L W A Y S  B E E N  A  H I T - A - C R E A S E - A N D - G O  G U Y .

DT KEVIN WILLIAMS | MINNESOTA VIKINGS22 H A S  A  F E E L  W H E R E  T H E  P L A Y  I S  G O I N G .

OLT WALTER JONES | SEATTLE SEAHAWKS23 HAD SO MUCH CUSHION (EARLIER IN HIS CAREER). (WAS) SO FAST, SO ATHLETIC. WHEN HE STARTED TO AGE, HE STILL HAD A LOT LEFT IN THE
TANK. SOMETIMES WHEN (TACKLES) GET OLDER, THEY DON’T LOOK AS QUICK, BUT THAT’S BECAUSE THE GAME HAS SLOWED DOWN FOR THEM.

WR WES WELKER | NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS24 DOES A NICE JOB WORKING THE SLOT. IT’S A PERFECT ROLE FOR HIM. QUICK, GETS SEPARATION, HAS EXCELLENT HANDS.
AFTER THE CATCH, HE PUTS HIS RETURN-MAN ABILITY TO WORK.

QB MATT HASSELBECK | SEATTLE SEAHAWKS25 H A S  A  R E A L L Y  G O O D  F E E L  F O R  T H E I R  O F F E N S E .

By MIKE WILKENING
SENIOR EDITOR

With the help of coaches, scouts, executives and personnel men from around the
NFL, we present our list of the top 50 players of 2007 based on performance and
their value to their clubs.

All comments were made on condition of anonymity:
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RB MARION BARBER | DALLAS COWBOYS26 H E ’ S  A  B E A S T .  H E  R U N S  T H E  B A L L  L I K E  I T ’ S  H I S  L A S T  C A R R Y  E V E R Y  T I M E .

RS-WR DEVIN HESTER | CHICAGO BEARS27 H E  D O E S  T H I N G S  L I K E  N O  O N E  E L S E  C A N .  H E  C A N  B R E A K  TA C K L E S ,  M A K E  P E O P L E  M I S S  —
M A K E  P E O P L E  L O O K  S I L LY,  R E A L LY.  H E  J U S T  C H A N G E S  Y O U R  W H O L E  G A M E  P L A N .

WR BRAYLON EDWARDS | CLEVELAND BROWNS28 REALLY  COMING  INTO  H IS  OWN.  I  TH INK  H IS  CONF IDENCE  HAS  JUST  R ISEN ,  AND  THAT ’S  WHAT ’S
REALLY  GOTTEN  H IM OVER  THE  HUMP.  DO ING  ALL  THE  TH INGS  YOU  LOOK  FOR  AT  WIDE  RECE IVER .

ILB PATRICK WILLIS | SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS29 H E  W A S  Q U I T E  A  F I N D  F O R  T H E M .

MLB LOFA TATUPU | SEAT T L E  S EA H AWK S30 THAT’S THE GURU FOR THAT DEFENSE.HE GETS THEM LINED UP, GETS THEM SET.

CB ANTONIO CROMARTIE | S.D. CHARGERS31 H A S  A S  M U C H  U P S I D E  A S  A N Y B O D Y .  H E ’ L L  K E E P  G E T T I N G  B E T T E R  A N D  B E T T E R .

DT PAT WILLIAMS | MINNESOTA VIKINGS32 E V E R Y W H E R E  P A T  G O E S ,  Y O U  C A N ’ T  R U N  T H E  B A L L  ( A G A I N S T  T H E M ) .

OLB JULIAN PETERSON | SEATTLE SEAHAWKS33 YOU LOOK AT SAN FRANCISCO AND YOU SEE HIM AND YOU GO, ‘HOW DID YOU NOT HOLD ON TO HIM?’
IT’S NOT ROCKET SCIENCE.

DE KYLE VANDEN BOSCH | TENNESSEE TITANS34 N O  O N E  I N  T H E  N F L  P L A Y S  H A R D E R .

QB DAVID GARRARD | JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS35 H E  M A K E S  R E A L LY  G O O D  D E C I S I O N S  W I T H  T H E  F O O T B A L L .  A  P E R F E C T  F I T  F O R  T H E M
B E C A U S E  O F  T H E I R  R U N N I N G  G A M E .

OG LEONARD DAVIS | DALLAS COWBOYS36 H E  D I S J O I N T E D  P E O P L E .

DE MARIO WILLIAMS | HOUSTON TEXANS37 HE’S  REALLY GOOD.  TO  THINK HE  DIDN’T  MAKE THE  PRO BOWL IS  A  SHAME.  I  THINK HE ’S  SPECIAL .

TE JASON WITTEN | DALLAS COWBOYS38 G O I N G  T O  B E  A  G O O D  O N E  F O R  A  L O N G  T I M E .  H E ’ S  A  W E A P O N  D O W N F I E L D ,  A N D  H E ’ L L  B L O C K .

DE JASON TAYLOR | MIAMI DOLPHINS39 H E ’ S  S T I L L  A N  E L I T E  P L A Y E R .  H E  D I D N ’ T  D R O P  O F F  —  T H E  T E A M  D R O P P E D  O F F.

WR BRANDON MARSHALL | DENVER BRONCOS40 HE’S THAT GOOD. HE DID SOME THINGS THIS YEAR THAT MAKE YOU SAY, ‘MAN, THIS GUY IS GOING TO BE A PLAYER.’
HAS SOME ROD SMITH-LIKE QUALITIES WHERE HE IS TRYING TO MAKE A PLAY EVERY TIME HE HAS THE BALL.

QB JEFF GARCIA | TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS41 Y O U ’ R E  T A L K I N G  A B O U T  A  T O U G H  G U Y  W H O  K E P T  S T E P P I N G  U P  A N D  M A K I N G  P L A Y S .

TE KELLEN WINSLOW | CLEVELAND BROWNS42 JUST LIKE (ANTONIO) GATES IN MY MIND. NOW THEY HAVE A QUARTERBACK WHO CAN GET (WINSLOW AND EDWARDS)
THE BALL MORE OFTEN. HE’S RIGHT UP THERE. HE’S REALLY STARTING TO SHOW WHAT HE CAN REALLY DO.

DE PATRICK KERNEY | SEATTLE SEAHAWKS43 H A R D W O R K I N G  T O U G H  G U Y .

CB CHAMP BAILEY | DENVER BRONCOS44 H E ’ L L  P L A Y  T H E  W H O L E  G A M E .

OLB MIKE VRABEL | NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS45 H I S  C O N S I S T E N C Y  ( S TA N D S  O U T ) .

DE OSI UMENYIORA | NEW YORK GIANTS46 HAS GOTTEN A LITTLE BETTER EVERY GAME.

OLT JASON PETERS | BUFFALO BILLS47 QUICK, EXPLOSIVE, STRONG. HAS EVERYTHING THE GREAT ONES HAVE.

DE AARON KAMPMAN | GREEN BAY PACKERS48 HAS REALLY LONG ARMS. HE’S GOTTEN PLAYING WITH HIS HANDS FIGURED OUT.

OLB JAMES HARRISON | PITTSBURGH STEELERS49 H I S  F I R S T  G A M E  V S .  B A L T I M O R E  W A S  A N  A L L - P R O  T Y P E  O F  G A M E .

RB FRED TAYLOR | JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS50 H A D  A  P H E N O M E N A L  Y E A R .

FS SEAN TAYLOR | WASHINGTON REDSKINSSPECIAL MENTION WOULD HAVE BEEN ONE OF THE TOP THREE (SAFETIES) IN FOOTBALL.  HAD UNIQUE
SIZE AND ATHLETIC ABILITY.  WAS PLAYING THE GAME VERY,  VERY WELL.

HONORABLE MENTION BROWNS QB DEREK ANDERSON; RAIDERS CB NNAMDI ASOMUGHA; BEARS WLB LANCE BRIGGS; TITANS WLB KEITH BULLUCK; PANTHERS MLB JON BEASON; 

SAINTS QB DREW BREES; GIANTS WR PLAXICO BURRESS; EAGLES DE TRENT COLE; SAINTS WR MARQUES COLSTON; BROWNS RS JOSH CRIBBS; COWBOYS OLB GREG ELLIS; STEELERS OLG ALAN FANECA;

CHIEFS TE TONY GONZALEZ; COWBOYS C ANDRE GURODE; COWBOYS FS KEN HAMLIN; PACKERS CB AL HARRIS; BENGALS WR T.J. HOUSHMANDZADEH; VIKINGS OLG STEVE HUTCHINSON;

RAMS RB STEVEN JACKSON; TEXANS WR ANDRE JOHNSON; BENGALS WR CHAD JOHNSON; RAIDERS P SHANE LECHLER; 49ERS P ANDY LEE; BROWNS RB JAMAL LEWIS; REDSKINS RB CLINTON PORTIS;

RAVENS FS ED REED; TEXANS MLB DeMECO RYANS; PANTHERS WR STEVE SMITH; BROWNS OLT JOE THOMAS; SEAHAWKS CB MARCUS TRUFANT; PATRIOTS NT VINCE WILFORK.

Tony Romo

Jared Allen

Peyton Manning

Albert Haynesworth

LaDainian Tomlinson

Devin Hester
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The NFL season is nearing a conclusion, but that doesn’t mean that NFL
news will cease. With free agency, the NFL draft and the firing and hir-
ing of coaches, the offseason has become nearly as newsworthy as the
regular season.

To keep up with the comings and goings throughout the league, your
best option is a subscription to Pro Football Weekly, “the Authority
on Pro Football.” PFW covers the NFL like no other publication.

Pro Football Weekly is no Johnny-come-lately; it has been in the
business of covering pro football for 40 years. PFW covers the sport
year-round, with weekly issues from August through January and
monthly issues during the offseason, for a total of 30 issues annually.

BONUS GIFT:
2008 Draft Preview
If you order a full-year, 30-issue subscription to
Pro Football Weekly in print, we’ll send you our
2008 Draft Preview book, widely considered the
bible of the NFL draft. Written by PFW draft
analyst Nolan Nawrocki, the book provides a
scout’s perspective on 500-plus prospects, with heights,
weights, 40-times, career notes, positives, negatives and
a summary of each prospect’s chances in the NFL.
Books will be shipped by the first week in April.

❏ Send me 30 issues (one year) of Pro Football Weekly by MAIL for $79.95 — a savings of 47% off the single-copy price — and give me online
access to each issue. As a FREE gift with my paid subscription, mail me a 2008 Draft Preview book.

❏ Send me 15 issues (half a year) of Pro Football Weekly by MAIL for $44.95 — a savings of 40% off the single-copy price — and give me online
access to each issue. I understand I will NOT receive a 2008 Draft Preview book with this offer.

❏ I would like a one-year INTERNET-ONLY subscription to PFW Online for $54.95. I will have online access to a PDF of each of the 30 issues
the same day it is printed, but I won’t receive copies by mail. I will also have access to a PDF (online) version of the 2008 Draft Preview e-pub
at no additional cost. (You can take advantage of this option by going online at ProFootballWeekly.com and clicking on “PFW Online.” However,
if you choose to use the order form on this page, you must provide us with your e-mail address.)

❏ I would like a half-year INTERNET-ONLY subscription to PFW Online for $29.95. I will have online access to a PDF of each of the 15 issues
the same day it is printed, but I won’t receive copies by mail. I will NOT have access to a PDF (online) version of the 2008 Draft Preview e-pub
with this offer. (You can take advantage of this option by going online at ProFootballWeekly.com and clicking on “PFW Online.” However, if you
choose to use the order form on this page, you must provide us with your e-mail address.)

❏ (Optional for U.S. print subscribers only) Deliver my print issues via first-class mail (second-class mail delivery is included in the above print
subscription rates). In addition to the cost of the subscription, I will pay $48 for 30 issues, $24 for 15 issues.

For a PRINT subscription outside the U.S., add one of the following amounts to the basic cost of the subscription you have selected: Airmail to
Canada/Mexico is $64; airmail to all other countries is $135. Surface delivery to all countries is $48. Payable in U.S. funds.
You must check one of the following boxes for a subscription outside the U.S.: ❏ airmail; ❏ surface.

❏ My check/money order is enclosed, payable to Pro Football Weekly (U.S. funds only).

❏ Charge my credit card in the amount of $____________: ❏ American Express   ❏ MasterCard   ❏ Visa   ❏ Discover

ORDER FORM

______________________________________________________
Name

______________________________________________________
Address

______________________________________________________
City State Zip

______________________________________________________
Phone Number E-mail Address (REQUIRED for online access to each issue)

______________________________________________________
Credit Card Number (include 3 digits at end of code on back of card, or for AMEX, 4 digits above card no.) Exp.

______________________________________________________
Signature (required if paying by credit card)

Mail to: Pro Football Weekly, P.O. Box 26, Deerfield, IL 60015 F82229
P.O. Box 26, Deerfield, IL 60015

Act today!Act today!
Mail the completed order form with a check,
money order or credit-card information to:

MENTION THE CODE “F82229”

Offer expires Feb. 29, 2008
MENTION THE CODE “F82229”

Offer expires Feb. 29, 2008

Subscription options to fit your needs
Pro Football Weekly offers four subscription options:

■ Full year (30 issues) of PFW in print and FREE online access,
plus a 2008 Draft Preview book, for $79.95 — a savings of 
47 percent off the newsstand price.

■ Half a year (15 issues) of PFW in print and FREE online access
for $44.95 — a savings of 40 percent off the newsstand price.
A 2008 Draft Preview book is NOT included with this offer.

■ Full year (30 issues) of PFW Online (no print copies will be mailed
to you), plus a PDF (online) copy of the 2008 Draft Preview e-pub,
for $54.95. You can print the PDF.

■ Half a year (15 issues) of PFW Online (no print copies) for $29.95. 
Neither an e-pub nor a book is included with this offer.

Online access at no extra cost
As a bonus for our print subscribers, Pro Football Weekly now offers
FREE online access to the print edition (PFW Online) as soon as it is
posted. That means you’ll typically be able to read an issue the same day
it is printed (by 7 p.m. ET) rather than having to wait for your print copy
to arrive in the mail. All you need is Adobe® Reader® 5.0 or later.

■ Insider information ■ Player evaluation
■ Statistics ■ Commentary

■ Fantasy football advice
■ Coverage of NFL draft and free agency

‘THE AUTHORITY   
ON PRO FOOTBALL’

You can always rely on
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THE SURE THINGS 
■ Bill Belichick

Head-coaching history: Cleveland Browns,
1991-95 (37-45); New England Patriots, 2000-
present (105-39).

Accomplishments: Engineered upset of
Rams in Super Bowl XXXVI with a quarter-
back (Tom Brady) who didn’t begin the 2001
season as the starter and a team that was
expected to be an also-ran in the AFC East.
Two seasons later, Belichick led the Patriots
to a thrilling victory in Super Bowl
XXXVIII, the first of two consecutive NFL
championships for New England. However,
his finest work of all may have come in
2007, when the Patriots won all 16 games in
the regular season and dominated their oppo-
nents like few teams before them. In addition
to being regarded as a master tactician and
motivator, Belichick’s eye for talent has
played a major role in New England becom-
ing the NFL’s first dynasty of the 21st centu-
ry. 

Red marks on the résumé: The NFL was
rocked early this season by “Spygate,” which
centered on a Patriots employee covertly
videotaping the Jets’ defensive signals in
New England’s season-opening win at the

Meadowlands. Belichick was fined
$500,000, the Patriots were docked
$250,000 and had to forfeit their first-round
draft pick in 2008. In the aftermath, the legit-
imacy of the Patriots’ titles was widely dis-
cussed — a subject that clearly rankled
Belichick and his team, which became infa-
mous in ’07 for rarely passing up an oppor-
tunity to score more points, even after the
outcome was no longer in doubt. …
Belichick was fired after five seasons with
the Browns, and his Cleveland tenure is per-
haps remembered most for his decision to
release local hero Bernie Kosar during the
1993 season. The Browns were in first place
at the time of Kosar’s departure but failed to
make the playoffs.  

The sentiment from selectors: Our panel
would be stunned if he didn’t make it,
although “Spygate” figures to be a topic of
discussion when his name comes up. Here’s
a smattering of opinions: “Belichick, despite
that debate about his methods, I think he’ll
make it. The people in the Hall, this is not
necessarily a popularity contest. You see
some interesting names in there.” … “Obvi-
ously a slam dunk.” … “I don’t anticipate
Belichick not getting in. ‘Spygate’ will defi-
nitely be brought up, as it should be. Every-

thing in his career will be discussed.” … “On
pure coaching, you would have to think he is
a lock. I just wonder if there is discussion
about how he cheated and all of that. I’m not
sure where I stand on it.”

■ Bill Parcells
Head-coaching history: New York Giants,

1983-1990 (85-52-1); New England Patriots,
1993-96 (34-34); New York Jets, 1997-99
(30-20); Dallas Cowboys, 2003-06 (34-32).  

Accomplishments: At a time when the
NFC was filled with powerhouses, Parcells
led the Giants to two Super Bowl titles. The
Giants’ triumph in Super Bowl XXI came in
the role of favorite, but their victory in Super
Bowl XXV was considered by many to be an
upset after high-scoring Buffalo rolled to the
AFC title. Six seasons later, Parcells did one
of the finest coaching jobs of his career,
coaxing New England into a spot in Super
Bowl XXXI. After the Patriots fell to Green
Bay, Parcells took the Jets’ head-coaching
job; within two seasons, he had led a team
that was only 1-15 in 1996 to the AFC title
game. Parcells’ tenure in Dallas ended with-
out a playoff win but set up the Cowboys for
a wildly successful 2007 campaign.  

Red marks on the résumé: Parcells has

jilted Atlanta (twice) and Tampa Bay, and it
is no secret that he was looking closely at the
Jets’ job as the Patriots prepared to play
Super Bowl XXXI. 

The sentiment from selectors: No surprise
that Parcells, who came out of retirement
once again to become the Dolphins’ execu-
tive vice president of football operations in
December, is regarded a slam-dunk candi-
date once he becomes eligible. 

■ ■ ■

NOT QUITE A SURE THING
BUT GETTING CLOSE 
■ Tony Dungy

Head-coaching history: Tampa Bay Buc-
caneers, 1996-2001 (56-46); Indianapolis
Colts, 2002-present (80-28).

Accomplishments: The Buccaneers made
the playoffs in four of his six seasons.
Dungy’s Tampa Bay teams were known for
their swarming defenses, if not explosive
offenses. He took the fall after the Bucca-
neers lost in the first round of the ’01 play-
offs, but he had brought the Buccaneers back
to respectability after 14 straight losing sea-
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hen the Pro Football Hall of Fame’s selectors
meet to choose between four and seven new
inductees on Feb. 2, no coaches will be up for
discussion. None made the list of 17 finalists.

That a coach won’t be inducted this year isn’t
a rare occurrence — since 2000, only four
coaches have been voted in, and not more than

one in any year. The last coach to be voted in was John Mad-
den in 2006, and he had to wait 27 years to get his Hall call. In
all, 21 coaches have been inducted into the Pro Football Hall of Fame, which
has a total of 241 enshrinees.

With no coaches even making the list of semifinalists for the ’08 class, we
decided to take a look at the Hall prospects for coaches present and past.
We surveyed eight members of the 44-person Board of Selectors, all of
whom spoke on condition of anonymity, to get a feel for how those prospects
were perceived.

Before we look at the candidates, here’s a refresher on the Hall’s rules for
induction. Prospective inductees from the coaching and playing ranks cannot
be considered until five seasons after their final NFL season. Finalists need at
least 80 percent of the vote to be inducted. The pool of 17 finalists is com-
posed of 15 candidates from the present era and two nominated by the
Hall’s senior committee, which considers prospective inductees who are at

least 25 years removed from their final season in the
league.

The majority of selectors surveyed said the sheer quality
of players up for vote each year makes it tough for coach-
es to get in.

“I always consider players first,” one selector said. “I think any Hall of
Fame is built on the players who played the game. If there is a toss-up,
understandably I am going to go with the player.”

“When you have so many tremendous players in there,” another voter sur-
veyed said, “it gets really tough.You look at all these players and say, ‘Gee,
it’s tough to vote for a coach.’ ”

However, the first tier of candidates analyzed by our panel seems all but
certain to be enshrined in Canton. (Note: Win-loss records include playoffs).
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Canton calling:
Bill Belichick (left)
and Bill Parcells
are locks to enter
the Hall of Fame

Roll call
PFW TAKES A LOOK AT THE 
HALL OF FAME PROSPECTS 
FOR NFL HEAD COACHES 
PAST AND PRESENT
By MIKE WILKENING
SENIOR EDITOR

Roll call
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sons. Dungy wasn’t out of work long, land-
ing in Indianapolis. He has reached the post-
season in every campaign with the Colts,
who captured Super Bowl XLI in Dungy’s
fifth season on the job. The Colts have dom-
inated the AFC South, winning five straight
division titles. Overall, Dungy-coached
teams have made the postseason nine con-
secutive years. Dungy has also contributed
to the game in several other ways. His
Tampa teams ran the cover-2 defense so well
that the scheme became widely copied
throughout the league. Also, former Dungy
assistants Lovie Smith and Herman Edwards
have gone on to be successful head coaches. 

Red marks on the résumé: After firing
Dungy and hiring Jon Gruden, the Bucca-
neers finally won a Super Bowl. Also, play-
off losses following the ’03, ’04 and ’05 sea-
sons had some observers wondering whether
the Colts would ever get over the hump. 

The sentiment from selectors: Dungy is
building an impressive legacy, and barring
any unforeseen events, he’s likely to be very
popular among voters when he becomes eli-
gible. Several voters were effusive in their
praise for Dungy, not only as a coach but as
one of the league’s true gentlemen. A sam-
pling of opinions from voters: “He is a good
name. The Tampa-2 (defense) everybody

talks about now, Dungy may not have invent-
ed that defense, but he certainly refined it.”
… “I think it is an incredible point that he
stayed out of the way of (Indianapolis’
offense). He didn’t go to Indy and say, ‘I’m
running a conservative offense like I did in
Tampa.’ I think that’s a sign of greatness.” …
“He’s looking pretty good, but let’s see how
his career finishes.”

WAITING LIST 
The following candidates, in the eyes of

those polled, have some work to do to get
into the Hall of Fame, but they are not long
shots. Candidates are listed in alphabetical
order. 

■ Bill Cowher
Head-coaching history: Pittsburgh Steel-

ers, 1992-2006 (161-99-1). 
Accomplishments: Led the Steelers to 10

postseason appearances and two Super Bowl
berths in 15 seasons. Perhaps his finest
coaching job came in 2005, when he led a
team that barely got into the playoffs to three
consecutive road wins — including a shock-
er over title favorite Indianapolis — en route
to a 21-10 triumph over Seattle in Super
Bowl XL. His teams will be remembered for
their conservative offenses and blitzing
defenses, but Cowher’s greatest success
came when he had a quarterback who
allowed his offensive coordinators to open

up the playbook (see Neil O’Donnell in 1995
and Ben Roethlisberger in 2005).  

Red marks on the résumé: Went only 2-4
in AFC championship games, and all four
losses came at home. 

The sentiment from selectors: Only 50,
Cowher may not be done coaching. And
more success at another stop could be just
what he needs to push him over the top with
any skeptical selectors. Said our panel: “A
wonderful résumé, but I don’t think he’ll go
very far in the process unless he comes back
into the game and has success.” … “I like
Cowher. I’m just not quite sure he is done (as
a head coach).” … “Cowher is going to be a
tough sell. His AFC championship losses do
not help his cause. But when you look at his
case, it is similar to John Madden’s. And
Madden had more Hall of Famers.” … “To
me, he might be a slight tick below Shana-
han and Holmgren.”

■ Don Coryell
Head-coaching history: St. Louis Cardi-

nals, 1973-77 (42-29-1); San Diego Charg-
ers, 1978-86 (72-60). 

Accomplishments: Regarded as one of the
great offensive minds in NFL history,
Coryell’s innovation in the passing game is
legendary. Joe Gibbs, who coached under
Coryell at San Diego State and with the
Chargers, was strongly influenced by
Coryell, as was longtime NFL offensive
coordinator Ernie Zampese. 

Red marks on the résumé: Won only three
playoff games in his career and never
reached a Super Bowl. 

The sentiment from selectors: One voter
suggested Coryell’s best shot at induction
could come from the senior committee,
which can first consider him for the Class of
2012. Also, Coryell’s lack of playoff success
wasn’t brought up as much as his contribu-
tions to the game, so his candidacy could
have some legs in the years to come.
Thoughts from our panel: “I’m kind of a
Coryell guy. He did a lot of things to revolu-
tionize NFL offenses. What he did with the
Cardinals in St. Louis with as bad an owner
as there was in the league (is impressive).
His legacy is a big part of his candidacy. He
had an impact on the game, and I don’t think
he gets enough credit for it.”

■ Jimmy Johnson
Head-coaching history: Dallas Cowboys,

1989-1993 (51-37); Miami Dolphins, 1996-
99 (38-31).

Accomplishments: Thanks to an uncanny
eye for talent, Johnson rebuilt the Cowboys
in short order, and he led the Cowboys to
consecutive Super Bowl titles. After leaving
Dallas because of a personality conflict with
owner Jerry Jones, Johnson sat out two sea-
sons before replacing Don Shula in Miami.
Although Johnson didn’t have as much suc-
cess with the Dolphins as he did with the
Cowboys, he did draft defensive stalwarts
Zach Thomas and Jason Taylor. 

Red marks on the résumé: The abrupt
ending to Johnson’s tenure in Dallas may be
a negative to some voters. Also, his Dolphins
drafts didn’t set the team up for long-term
success. Miami won only two playoff games
in his tenure and was blown out in division-
al-round losses after the 1998 and ’99 sea-
sons. 

The sentiment from selectors: The sal-
vaging of the Cowboys could only have been
pulled off by a brilliant coach and personnel
man. But Johnson’s legacy is also loaded
with its share of, well, ordinary moments,
and the relatively few wins (89) on his
résumé is another factor that could hurt him.
The voters polled had mixed feelings about
him: “I don’t think Jimmy Johnson left his
stamp on the game like Coryell did. … The
Miami thing, that’s where you might have
been able to further your case. That’s where
he could have made a stronger case.” … “No

one thought a college guy could come in and
win, but he did. I think he changed the way
people operated on draft weekend. He’s a
pretty interesting candidate.” … “From talk-
ing to other voters, I don’t see Jimmy getting
in. His Miami (stint) hurt him. I think he did
a half-decent job with an aging quarterback.
But ‘decent’ doesn’t get you in the Hall of
Fame. (But) I think the Cowboys were one of
the greatest teams of all time, and he built
them.”

However, the voter added, “If you’re
going to be a Hall of Fame coach, shouldn’t
they (have to) tear the headset off your head?
He walked away from the stage. Jimmy
made enough money and decided, ‘What do
I need this for? I’m going to go fishing.’ ”

■ Mike Shanahan
Head-coaching history: Los Angeles

Raiders, 1988-89 (8-12); Denver Broncos,
1995-present (138-83).

Accomplishments: Guided the Broncos to
consecutive Super Bowl titles in the twilight
of QB John Elway’s career and has led Den-
ver to seven playoff berths in all. Shanahan
is regarded as an offensive mastermind not
only for his work with Elway but for a zone-
stretch running attack that annually ranks
among the league’s most productive and has
made 1,000-yard rushers out of a string of
relative unknowns, most notably Super Bowl
XXXII MVP Terrell Davis. 

Red marks on the résumé: He has won
only one playoff game since Elway retired. 

The sentiment from selectors: The two
titles help Shanahan’s case, as does his long
track record of success in Denver. And if he
won another title, he would likely be a lock.
Said the selectors: “I think Shanahan will be
considered. Those championships carry so
much weight when you are considering
coaches for the Hall.” … “I think it’s a little
unfair (to discount his two titles because of
Elway), because if you look at any coach, he
got there with a good quarterback.”

■ Mike Holmgren
Head-coaching history: Green Bay Pack-

ers, 1992-98 (84-42); Seattle Seahawks,
1999-present (86-68).

Accomplishments: Holmgren got the
attention of the Packers with his work as an
offensive assistant on Bill Walsh’s staff in
San Francisco. In seven seasons with Green
Bay, Holmgren led the Packers to six playoff
berths and one Super Bowl title. Holmgren
was instrumental in the development of QB
Brett Favre, who has become one of the
game’s all-time best at his position. Success
was fleeting early in his Seattle tenure — the
Seahawks didn’t win a playoff game in his
first six seasons — but he has guided the
club to five consecutive playoff berths and
four straight NFC West titles. In 2005, the

Not quite: Jimmy Johnson’s success in Dallas
may not be enough to offset falling short in Miami
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Innovator: Don Coryell’s commitment to the passing game helped revolutionize NFL offenses
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(Continued from Page 11)
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Seahawks reached the Super Bowl for the first
time in franchise history.

Red marks on the résumé: In both Green
Bay and Seattle, Super Bowl berths came only
after a few seasons of struggle. Seattle was 31-
34 in his first four seasons. 

The sentiment from selectors: Some of the
voters surveyed lumped him into the same
group as Cowher and Shanahan. However, he
has more wins than those contemporaries, and
he has taken two different teams to the Super
Bowl. A few more strong seasons could be the
ticket for him, but as one voter noted, “(He
has) been very successful in two places but
only has one title, and I don’t know if that is
going to be enough for him.”

BEST OF THE REST
The following candidates have an uphill battle

to be inducted into the Pro Football Hall of
Fame. Opinions of selectors are in quotations: 

Tom Flores (former Raiders and Seahawks
head coach; career record: 105-90, two Super
Bowl titles) — “A good coach, but not a Hall
of Fame coach.”

Chuck Knox (former Rams, Bills and Sea-
hawks head coach; career record: 193-158-1,
zero titles) — “If I were handicapping the list
of coaches, I would put him and Jimmy John-
son in the same boat.” … “He’s somewhat like
(Marty) Schottenheimer in that his teams
always played tough, but I don’t know if he’s
Hall of Fame-worthy.”

Dan Reeves (former Broncos, Giants and Fal-
cons head coach; career record: 201-174-2, zero
titles) — “Very good coach, very good numbers,
degree of longevity, but I don’t think he is a Hall
of Fame coach.” … “A very good football coach,
but I don’t know how he impacted or changed
the game. He will always be going up against
some great players every year.”

Marty Schottenheimer (former Browns, Chiefs,
Redskins and Chargers head coach; career

record: 205-139-1, zero titles) — “Marty will get
some sentimental votes, and the sense I get from
some people in my business is that he hasn’t got
a true shot at some of his stops.” … “He is going
to present an excellent but different case in that
he succeeded at multiple places at a high level
but could not sustain it (in the postseason).”

George Seifert (former 49ers and Panthers
head coach; career record: 124-67, two Super
Bowl titles) — “Nobody’s going to talk about
George Seifert. But what if he didn’t go to
Carolina?”

Dick Vermeil (former Eagles, Rams and
Chiefs head coach; career record: 126-114,
one Super Bowl title) — “What he did in St.
Louis with that offense is amazing.”

Draft Day Report
by Al Dupuy

TWO GREAT PUBLICATIONS!

Preview Issue
An early look at college prospects.

• Available now!!
• Write-ups on top talent
• Height-weight-school
• Rating of 300 prospects
• Players rated by position
• Pictures
• Top-rated Juniors

Draft Day Final
Best buy in it’s field!!

• “By school” section
• Write-ups all top talent
• Pictures
• Team needs, all teams
• Mock draft - top rounds
• Juniors rated with Seniors
• Free agency section
• Draft and combine notes
• Available March

Please order now:

Send check or money order:
Al Dupuy

3516 Harvard Ave.
Metairie, LA 70006

Preview only - $11.00 ______

Final Issue only - $18.00 ______

Both books - $26.00 ______

(save $3.00) 
Sent first class no extra!!!!

Playoff woes: Marty Schottenheimer’s regular-
season success hasn’t translated to the postseason
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The National Handicappers Bowl feature appears every
other week in this paper. To follow the National Handicap-

pers on a weekly basis and see which participants are
leading the weekly statistics and season to date visit us

online at NHBowl.com

Services marked with (P) have passed for the week and
made no selections.

LEADERS FOR SEASON TO DATE
(SEPT. 6 - JAN. 20)

1. Pointwise (P) ......................................5,440
2. All-Star Sports....................................1,100
3. Lekota Sports........................................950
4. SpreadsGuru ........................................340
5. Goodfellas Picks ....................................60

WON-LOST PERCENTAGE LEADERS
1. Pointwise (P) ......................29-13 ....69.0%
2. SpreadsGuru ......................44-36 ....55.0%

Goodfellas Picks ................33-27 ....55.0%
4. All-Star Sports ....................35-29 ....54.7%
5. Lekota Sports......................42-36 ....53.8%

LEADERS FOR SEASON TO DATE
1. Football Picks ....................................5,880
2. Sports Investments ..........................5,220
3. Lekota Sports ....................................4,820
4. Goodfellas Picks (P) ..........................2,560
5. Sports Insight ....................................2,170

WON-LOST PERCENTAGE LEADERS
1. Sports Investments ............30-15 ....66.7%
2. Lekota Sports ......................30-18 ....62.5%
3. Goodfellas Sports (P) ..........13-8 ....61.9%
4. Football Picks......................48-33 ....59.3%
5. Sports Insight ....................42-37 ....53.2%

NFL EDITION

NFL OVER / UNDERS EDITION

Fol low the Nat ional  Handicappers
Bowl onl ine at N H B o w l . c o m

NATIONAL HANDICAPPERS BOWL
P.O. Box 1502 Northbrook, IL 60065-1502

A look at the coaches already enshrined in Canton

Legends of the fall: (Clockwise from upper left) George Halas, Joe Gibbs, Bill Walsh and Vince Lombardi
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Thumbnail sketches of the
21 coaches in the Pro Football
Hall of Fame. All records
include playoffs and refer to
enshrinee’s time as a head
coach:

GEORGE ALLEN
Never suffered a losing sea-

son as coach of Rams (1966-
70) and Redskins (1971-77).
Career record: 118-54-5.

PAUL BROWN
One of game’s great innova-

tors. Led Browns to seven titles
(four in AAFC, three in NFL).
Career record: 167-53-8.

GUY CHAMBERLIN
Player-coach of four cham-

pionship teams in the 1920s.
Career record: 58-16-7.

JIMMY CONZELMAN
Led Chicago Cardinals to

NFL championship in 1947.
Career record: 88-64-17.

WEEB EWBANK
Coached Colts to NFL

titles in 1958 and ’59; nine
seasons later, led Jets to his-
toric upset of Colts in Super
Bowl III. Career record: 134-
130-7.

RAY FLAHERTY
As Redskins’ coach, un-

veiled screen pass in defeat of
the Bears in the 1937 NFL
championship game. Career
record: 82-41-5.

JOE GIBBS
Won three Super Bowls as

Redskins’ head coach.
Career record: 171-101-1
(includes second stint with
Skins after already entering
HOF).

SID GILLMAN
One of the foremost offen-

sive innovators of the 20th
century. Career record: 123-
104-7.

BUD GRANT
Coached Vikings to 11 divi-

sion titles, four Super Bowl
berths. Career record: 168-
108-5.

GEORGE HALAS
Longtime Bears owner.

Coached Bears to six NFL
titles in 40 years. Career
record: 324-151-31.

EARL (CURLY) LAMBEAU
Founder of the Packers

won six NFL titles. Career
record: 229-134-22.

TOM LANDRY
Directed Cowboys to 20

straight winning seasons.
Only Don Shula and Halas
won more games. Career
record: 270-178-6.

MARV LEVY
Coached Bills to record

four straight Super Bowls.
Career record: 154-120.

VINCE LOMBARDI
Won five NFL titles and the

first two Super Bowls. Career
record: 105-35-6.

JOHN MADDEN
Has top regular-season

winning percentage (.759)
among NFL coaches with
100-plus wins. Career record:
112-39-7.

EARLE (GREASY) NEALE
Led Eagles to NFL cham-

pionships in 1948 and ’49.
Career record: 66-44-5.

CHUCK NOLL
Coached Steelers for 23

years, winning four Super
Bowl titles. Career record:
209-156-1.

STEVE OWEN
Coached Giants to eight

division titles, two NFL champi-
onships. Career record: 155-
108-17.

DON SHULA 
Won more games than any

other coach in NFL history;
coached Dolphins to two
Super Bowl titles. Career
record: 347-173-6.

HANK STRAM
AFL’s all-time leader in

coaching wins led Chiefs to
victory in Super Bowl IV.
Career record: 136-100-10.

BILL WALSH 
49ers won three Super

Bowls in his 10 years as coach.
Career record: 102-63-1.

Sources: NFL Record and
Fact Book and Pro Football
Hall of Fame Web site.

http://NHBowl.com
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he subject is black quarterbacks. Pro black
quarterbacks. Former Steelers scout Bill
Nunn still tells the story about Draft Day in
Pittsburgh, 1972.

“I had been watching a player named Joe
Gilliam from Tennessee State,” he says. “A
real talent. His father had been a coach at
the school. The Steelers weren’t really in
the market for a quarterback since we
already had (Terry) Bradshaw and (Terry)

Hanratty, but I had graded Gilliam as a solid fourth-round
prospect on my board and was keeping an eye on him. 

“As the draft moved along, Gilliam was still available …
the fourth round … then the seventh … then the 10th. I was
really getting mad. Visibly. Chuck Noll could tell I was ticked
off about something and asked me why. I wasn’t upset with

the Steelers; I was mad at pro football in general. I told him
that this really talented player was out there and nobody in
the league wanted to give him a chance. 

“We ended up taking him in the (11th) round. At the end of
that year, Noll came back to me and admitted that Gilliam
had been one of the best quarterbacks in the draft.”

Two years later, Sports Illustrated celebrates the opening
of the ’74 season on its cover: “Pittsburgh’s Black Quarter-
back — Joe Gilliam beats the Colts”

Awkward in today’s sensitive society, but 34 years ago?
“Hey, it was an unusual sight,” says Nunn, who patrolled

the Southern black colleges for years in his search for talent.
“Back then, the underlying belief in the NFL was that you
had to be smart to play certain positions — quarterback and
the offensive line, particularly center. Blacks supposedly
weren’t smart enough for those jobs. Did everyone in the

league feel that way? I don’t know. But eventually it became
accepted as the truth within the black community, that they
weren’t getting those jobs because they didn’t have the intel-
ligence. I remember the book on (former Grambling QB)
James Harris when he was coming out of school — really
slow … doesn’t think fast enough. Riiight. Now he’s the gen-
eral manager at Jacksonville.

“There were others I scouted who could’ve played quarter-
back in the NFL. I think of Jim Kearney from Prairie View …
I think of Ken Riley from Florida A&M. Both terrific play-
ers. Both with pro talent. Both moved over to defensive back
without taking a snap.”

What about Doug Williams, quarterback, Grambling …
draft class of ’78?

“There were three quarterbacks worth talking about that
year — Jack Thompson, Matt Cavanaugh from Pitt and

Doug Williams
forever changed
football with
his historical
Super Bowl win
20 years ago
By TOM DANYLUK

PFW ARCHIVES
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Williams,” says Nunn. “My best grade went to Williams.”

The Buccaneers took Williams with the 17th overall pick
that year, the first black quarterback ever selected by an NFL
team in the big-money round. An up-and-down career fol-
lowed. Nine seasons later, Williams was in a Washington
Redskins uniform and shaking hands as MVP after blowing
away the Broncos in Super Bowl XXII. Things had changed
for good. For Doug Williams. For the pro black quarterback.

“Twenty years ago, huh?” says Williams, now back with
Tampa Bay as a personnel executive for the Buccaneers.
“You know, I never got caught up in the racial significance of
that Super Bowl. I understood the history, the logistics of the
thing, guys like Harris and Eldridge Dickey who came before
me, but I didn’t really feel pressure in that way. I was drafted
as a quarterback; I had a quarterback mentality. Which play-
er did I idolize growing up? It was Roman Gabriel of the
Rams. I liked him because he was big and stood tall and
delivered the ball downfield and was oblivious to the rush.

“But I’ll never forget talking to (former Grambling coach)
Eddie Robinson after that Super Bowl. He said in terms of
history it was just like Joe Louis taking out Max Schmeling,
and that I wouldn’t understand the significance of it until I
got older. Yeah, he was right about that.”

“Quarterback is the toughest position to judge, regardless
of race,” says Nunn, who is also African-American. “Guys are
always being missed by the pros, guys who aren’t considered
being up to par — (Joe) Montana fell to the third round …
(Tom) Brady in the sixth … all the way
back to the Steelers giving up on (Johnny)
Unitas. But not having the opportunity to
even play is something different. In terms
of football, the black colleges were the
equivalent of the Negro leagues in baseball,
back when MLB wasn’t open to them. The
black colleges gave them a chance to play
the position, not the white schools.”

Historian Steve Sabol of NFL Films says
the league actually deserves a bit of lenien-
cy on the issue, that its hands were some-
what bound by the racial attitudes that
existed at the major collegiate programs at
the time.

“Did racism exist in the NFL over the
years?” he says. “I’m sure it did, on certain
teams. (Team owner) George Preston Mar-
shall of the Redskins was an example of
that in the ’50s and ’60s. And a lot of the
old players from back then tell me that it
existed, the racial profiling. 

“But the ultimate issue in the NFL is
winning, and teams were going to put the
best players on the field to help them do
that, at any position. You can argue that the
league wasn’t the source of the problem at
all when it came to blacks not playing
quarterback. Why? There simply weren’t
very many around to draft. And you can
directly blame the big college programs for
that. A handful of guys were able to break
through at that level, guys like Jimmy Raye
(Michigan State) and Sandy Stephens
(Minnesota) and Warren Moon at the Uni-
versity of Washington. But for the most part, blacks weren’t
allowed to compete for the quarterback jobs in big-time col-
lege football. And the ones that did, at least from an NFL per-
spective, it turned out they really weren’t that good.”

Jimmy “Shack” Harris was a 6-foot-3 fireballer who
reached the pros via the Grambling railroad. An eighth-round
choice of the Bills in 1969, Harris remembers the “yes …
but” treatment he received from the big-time NCAA names
that were after his talents.

“The University of Houston … a number of the Big Ten
schools — I was high on their radar, but, of course, the caveat
being I would switch to another position,” Harris said. “And
the ones that said I could play quarterback, you really didn’t
trust them. I talked with a lot of other guys who were already
playing at those schools, and they told me they were
promised the same thing but ended up being moved to anoth-
er position once they got there. Well, if I was going to have a
career in the pros, it was going to be as a quarterback. I
wasn’t talented enough to play another position at that level.
At least Eddie Robinson gave me that opportunity.”

Williams’ stay in Tampa was brief. The Bucs had gone
nowhere prior to his arrival, and after five seasons at QB and
three playoff appearances, compensation issues arose.
Williams cried out that he had come on the cheap, one of the
lowest-paid starters in football. 

“It wasn’t just a raise,” says former Tampa GM Phil
Krueger. “His agent (Jimmy Walsh) was asking for Doug to
be the highest-paid player in the league. There’s a difference.”

“I wasn’t coming back for what they were offering,”
Williams says, “not after the success we had and all the phys-
ical punishment I was taking.”

So, he crossed his arms and sat out the ’83 season before
signing a shiny deal with the expansion Oklahoma Outlaws
of the USFL. He threw 36 touchdowns and 38 interceptions
in two seasons of work. Then the league collapsed in 1986,
and it was Doug Williams, substitute teacher, Northwestern
Middle School (Zachary, La.).

“Hey, I needed a job,” he laughs. “They needed a teacher.
“Then Joe Gibbs called and offered me the backup spot in

Washington behind Jay Schroeder. I had known Joe from my
days in Tampa; he was an assistant on John McKay’s staff.
You know, the Redskins were the only team that ever called
me after the USFL went under. I guess Joe was the only one
who thought I could still play.”

Williams worked a clipboard for the ’86 season, as the
Redskins pressed on to the NFC championship game behind
Schroeder. 

Then in ’87 came the QB flip-flop — Schroeder out,
Williams in … Williams out, Schroeder in. Inconsistency
plagued the position. By the time they hit Minnesota for the
season finale, Gibbs was still wavering. Yet, despite all the
shuffling, he still had an 11-4 playoff
team on his hands. 

Then came two more Schroeder
interceptions against the Vikings.

Schroeder to the bench. Williams
goes deep to Ricky Sanders to force
overtime; Skins win it. Gibbs’ nerves
are shot. He can’t take it anymore. On
a hunch, a gut feel, it would be Williams the rest of the way. 

The Redskins’ 1987 playoff run in a capsule:
Jan. 10, 1988, NFC divisional playoff at Chicago — “Four

degrees that day,” says Williams, “plus the wind. Inhumane.
Worst conditions I had ever played in. I thought, ‘How am I
going to survive out here, let alone play a football game?’

“We fell behind 14-0. I close my eyes and see three plays
from that day … a pass to (TE) Clint Didier over the middle
for a touchdown … I hit Sanders for 32 yards on third down,
and we eventually scored. Then there was Darrell Green’s
wild punt return. It saved the day.” Redskins win 21-17.

Jan. 17, 1988, NFC championship vs. Minnesota — “The
Vikings had a monster defense, a lot of things to worry
about,” says Williams. “(DE) Chris Doleman coming off the
left side … Joey Browner and his interceptions. I thought I
played poorly — 9-for-23. People always look at statistics,
and after the game I was pretty down about it. 

“Then Dan Henning, our offensive coordinator, came over
to talk to me. ‘Remember this,’ he said. ‘You threw three or
four passes away to avoid trouble; you threw two touchdown
passes; you hit a big one to set up a field goal … no sacks,
no interceptions, and we won! Now, why was that a bad
day?’

“According to Dan Henning, it was a great day.” Redskins

win 17-10.
Jan. 31, 1988, Super Bowl XXII vs. Denver — “I was sur-

prised they were favored,” Williams admits. “There was no
doubt in my mind we were the better team. But the whole
thing was playing out as me vs. John Elway, the Super story
line. It was like Bill Clinton vs. Jesse Jackson for the Demo-
cratic nomination. Who do you think would be favored to win
that one?

“I knew the race issue would be a topic all week. I knew
what questions were coming, so I put together a game plan
for handling the press — mandatory time at the media ses-
sions, then I was done. No one-on-one interviews. I wasn’t
going to let myself get caught up in it.”

You remember the highlights … the Broncos punchy at the
start, the quick 10-0 lead … Williams shaky early, 3-of-9 pass-
ing, his throws sailing or low or knocked down by the Broncos
before takeoff. Then the twisted knee late in the first quarter,
which threw a scare into the Washington sideline. A brace, a
tape job … back in the game. Then all hell broke loose.

Thirty-five Redskins points in the second quarter, the all-
time record for shock-and-awe. Williams — 9-of-11 in that
span for 228 yards and four touchdowns. Deep to Sanders, a
shot to Gary Clark. Then the muscle of the Washington

ground game, which ripped through the Broncos like an 18-
wheeler taking on a pile of milk crates. A total of 356 yards
in 15 minutes of football, and an ugly stereotype shattered.

“I don’t want to minimize what happened that day, but all
I did was read the defense,” Williams says. “The Broncos dic-
tated what we did. It’s pretty simple. If it’s open deep, then
you hit him deep. If they’re in a base defense, then let’s see if
they can stop the run.”

“We don’t keep one-quarter records,” said Seymour Siwoff of
Elias Sports, the NFL’s statistical arm, “but jeez, 356 yards —
who could’ve gained more than that?” Redskins win 42-10.

“I tell people all the time — Doug’s day in the Super Bowl
was a routine day for him at Grambling,” says Harris. “After
the game I went down to the locker room with Coach Robin-
son to see him. I still remember the look on Coach’s face,
how important the moment was to him, to see him standing
there, shedding tears. 

“I went over to Doug and just embraced him. There were
no real words. There was nothing to say.”

The statement had already been made.

Tom Danyluk is a freelance sportswriter based in Chicago
and the author of “The Super ’70s,” which is available at
www.thesuper70s.com.

“ But I’ll never forget talking
to Eddie Robinson after that
Super Bowl. He said in terms
of history it was just like
Joe Louis taking out Max
Schmeling, and that I wouldn’t
understand the significance
of it until I got older. Yeah,
he was right about that. ”

-Doug Williams Making history:
He was aware of the
racial significance,
but Doug Williams
didn’t get caught up
in Super Bowl hype
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ike many innovations, the advent of the
3-4 defense in the NFL came more out
of necessity than inspiration.

“I think one reason teams went from
the ‘40’ (defense) to the ‘30’ was it became
harder to find effective defensive linemen,”
Hall of Fame DT Merlin Olsen said recently.
“That became especially true with the liber-
alization of the holding rules in 1978. I came
into the league in 1962, when the 4-3 was the
only defense being played. In 1974, we (the
Los Angeles Rams) faced the New England
Patriots, who were the first team to move to
the Oklahoma (3-4) defense, but as I began
covering the NFL for NBC in 1977, I saw
more and more teams switching to the ‘30.’
When I ended my TV announcing career in
the early 1990s, I saw the trend reversing
back.

“I think the 3-4 was successful early
because it was simply different than what
offensive coordinators had seen. It forced
new blocking schemes, and anytime you do
something different, you can take an offense
out of its comfort zone.”

Although Joe Collier had used a 3-4 pack-
age in Buffalo in the 1960s and was one of its
first advocates in pro football, it was not the
base defense there. That did not happen until
former Oklahoma head coach Chuck Fair-
banks arrived in New England in 1973. A
year later he switched the Patriots to the aptly
named “Oklahoma” defense, and the Hous-
ton Oilers quickly followed suit at the urging
of then-Oilers defensive coordinator Bum
Phillips. Thus began a trend that would take
over defensive football for nearly 20 years.

Phillips had to first convince Oilers head
coach Sid Gillman to abandon the 4-3 tradi-
tion, but that task was made easier for him
after Houston traded with the Chiefs to
obtain the prototypical nose tackle of that
era, Curley Culp. Culp arrived with nine
games to play and was immediately domi-
nant. Soon, so was the Oilers’ defense, and
before long the 3-4 was sweeping through
pro football. But as with any scheme, it also
had its weaknesses, and in the opinion of
Hall of Fame DT Dan Hampton, the biggest

was the toll it took on the three down line-
men.

“In my view, teams go with the 3-4 because
they cannot find enough good big guys,”
Hampton said, echoing Olsen. “If all you have
is players who are 6-foot-4, 245 pounds,
you’re going with the 3-4, but they cannot
seem to stay with it because you cannot under-
estimate the beating your three linemen take in
the 3-4. They are at such a disadvantage that
they don’t last long.

“The 3-4 is a simple premise. You have your
front seven, and you’re going to get a helmet
on a helmet, but that is not what the reality is.
Offenses are going to double the nose tackle
play-side every time and try to double the
defensive end play-side if they can. They can-
not allow that defensive end to get inside
leverage. If that happens, then the tackle has to
just seal him and the inside linebacker comes
in and makes a form tackle.

“So it’s an interesting scheme, but it’s like

nitrous oxide. You get the benefits of messing
up an offense, but it does not last and some-
times ends up breaking, usually body parts of
your nose tackle and your ends.”

In other words, it’s a defensive front that is
physically and mentally demanding because
the linemen must be both stout and unselfish,
taking on blocks to free up the linebackers
behind them. And those linebackers, espe-
cially on the inside, have to control their gap
and make the bulk of the tackles against the
run. That is why, over time, even the 3-4
defenses began to seek ever bigger men, both
on the nose and at inside linebacker.

“In the early days of the 3-4, the nose man
was a smaller, quick guy who could use
leverage,” Olsen recalled. “They were short
and broad physically. They were often a bit
off the ball, not right on the line of scrim-
mage. It was a read position. It was more a
challenge of leverage than strength.

“That changed a little, and I think Fred

Smerlas was one of the first nose tackles to
get in the center’s face. Fred was bigger,
maybe 300 pounds, and would force the cen-
ter into errors by making him react so quick-
ly, whereas earlier in the 1970s the nose man
would react to what the center would do and
try and defeat him with leverage.

“The best nose tackles can react to the run
and tie up blockers but also pass-rush enough
to keep the quarterback deep in the pocket.
Sacks usually came from the outside, and in
the ‘30’ that meant the outside linebackers.
Look at all the great pass-rushing linebackers
and they’ll tell you that without help from the
inside they would have a tough time getting
to the quarterback. All the great pass-rushing
linebackers like (Lawrence) Taylor, (Andre)
Tippett or (Rickey) Jackson had excellent
nose tackles.

“The defensive ends in the ‘30’ are more
run-oriented. They’re nose up on the tackle,
which is a horrible position from which to
rush the passer. Even the great ‘30’ defensive
ends had to have subtle moves to go along
with the power they needed to play the run.
Howie Long was incredible. He was quick
enough and had good hands and great change
of direction.

“I never knew why, but most defensive
coordinators love linebackers. It doesn’t mat-
ter if it’s a 3-4 or a 4-3. They put big guys in
a place so the linebackers could make plays.
With the 3-4, that is even more pronounced
because the defensive line is a sacrificial
lamb for the linebackers to get the plays and
the glory.”

Within six years after Fairbanks intro-
duced the 3-4 in New England, it had been
adopted by more than half the NFL teams (16
of 28 teams in 1980). That grew until by
1985, 23 of the league’s 28 teams ran the 3-4
as their primary defensive front. That was the
high point for the 3-4, which went into a slow
decline. In 1992, 15 teams ran the 4-3 as its
base defense and only 13 used the 3-4, the
first time in 12 years that there were more 4-
3 defenses in the NFL than 3-4s.

The number continued to dwindle until by
1996, even the Patriots had abandoned it,

The 3-4 defense traditionally has called for
brutish linemen up front, backed by athletic

and instinctive linebackers.
Only certain men have been able to play

in this scheme, and PFW looks at the best
to play each spot in the 3-4 defense since

its arrival on the NFL scene in the
early 1970s up through the present day.

By RON BORGES
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despite the fact it remained the defense
favored by their head coach, Bill Parcells.
The falloff continued until by 2001, only the
Steelers were still using the 3-4 as a base
front, as they had since 1982. That was the
nadir for the 3-4, which is now undergoing a
bit of a renaissance. Four teams (Houston,
Atlanta, Baltimore and New England)
employed the 3-4 in 2002, and it has contin-
ued to regain popularity, with 11 teams using
it primarily this year while 21 remain in the
4-3 mostly.

Despite this resurgence, it is clear that the
3-4 era began in 1974 and reached its peak
from 1980-1992. Who were the best of the
practitioners of the 3-4? That is open to
debate. So John Turney, the well-respected
researcher and historian who is a member of
the Pro Football Researchers Association,
polled a panel of 45 former NFL players and
coaches with intimate knowledge of the 3-4
era and asked them to name an all-time 3-4
front seven.

Here are the selections:

■ DRE Lee Roy Selmon
Tampa Bay Buccaneers
(21 votes)
Notes: Nine seasons, seven Pro Bowls, four-
time NFLPA NFC Defensive Lineman of the
Year.
Sacks: 78
Forced fumbles: 28
Fumbles recovered: 10

Selmon was the first player ever drafted
by the Buccaneers. If every choice had
worked out as well, the franchise’s history
would be quite different. Selmon was the
1979 Associated Press NFL Defensive Play-
er of the Year after recording 11 sacks and
117 tackles. He led that team to the NFC title
game, in which the Buccaneers’ defense did
not allow a point in a 9-0 loss to the Los
Angeles Rams. Selmon remains the team’s
all-time sack leader and its single-season
leader with 13, as well as holding the club
record for forced fumbles. Personnel guru

Mike Giddings says of Selmon, “No one had
better lateral movement. He could speed- or
power-rush the passer.” On July 29, 1995,
Selmon became the only Buc ever selected
to the Pro Football Hall of Fame.

Others receiving votes: Elvin Bethea, Hous-
ton Oilers (16 votes); Richard Seymour,
Patriots (three votes); Leonard Marshall,
Giants (two votes); others (three votes).

■ NT Curley Culp
Kansas City Chiefs / Houston Oilers / Detroit Lions
(18 votes)
Notes: Fourteen seasons, six Pro Bowls, 1975
Newspaper Enterprise Association (NEA)
Defensive Player of the Year.
Sacks: 93
Forced fumbles: 14
Recovered fumbles: 10

Culp combined unusual strength with
tremendous leverage, which he developed as
a collegiate wrestler. Culp won the 1967
NCAA heavyweight title and two years later
became instrumental in the Chiefs’ domi-
nance of the Vikings in Super Bowl IV when
Hank Stram put him head-up on C Mick Tin-
gelhoff in a four-man front known as a
“stack over.” Tingelhoff wasn’t strong
enough to handle Culp, and the resultant
problems not only helped destroy Minneso-
ta’s offense but also have been credited for
the advent of the 3-4 in the NFL. Culp’s
greatest years at nose tackle came in Hous-
ton, where he made the Pro Bowl four times
(1975-78). Then-Oilers defensive coordina-
tor Bum Phillips had convinced head coach
Sid Gillman to switch to the 3-4, but it was
not until Culp arrived with nine games to
play in 1974 that the defense became domi-
nant. “Curley made it work,” Phillips has
said. “He made me look smart.” A year later,
Culp had a remarkable 111⁄2 sacks, an
unheard-of total from that position, and was
named NFL Defensive Player of the Year.
“Curley Culp was perhaps the strongest man
I ever lined up against,” Hall of Fame C Jim
Otto has said. Hall of Fame OG John Han-

nah claims, “Curley Culp was the best. They
ran that ‘stack over’ when he was with
Kansas City, and then in Houston the 3-4,
and he was the best.”

Others receiving votes: Fred Smerlas,
Bills/Patriots (12 votes); Ruben Carter,
Broncos (five votes); Joe Klecko, Jets/Colts
(three votes); Tim Krumrie, Bengals (two
votes); others (five votes).

■ DLE Howie Long
Oakland Raiders
(19 votes)
Notes: Thirteen seasons, eight Pro Bowls,
1989 NEA co-Defensive Player of the Year,
1985 NFL Alumni Defensive Lineman of the
Year, NFLPA AFC Defensive Lineman of
the Year (1984, 1985).
Sacks: 911⁄2
Forced fumbles: 14
Recovered fumbles: 10

According to arguably one of the most
intense offensive linemen ever to play the
game, “Howie Long’s intensity set him
apart. That and the physical nature of his
game. He was awesome.” So said Hall of
Fame OG John Hannah of Long, the second-
highest vote getter from the panel among
defensive linemen. “When the Raiders went
to the nickel (defense), he’d be over me, so I
know about his game. He had a strong rip
(move), and when he plowed it, he could
push you to the quarterback. He was so
strong. And to be great at both end and tack-
le is really something else.” Long was
inducted into the Hall of Fame seven years
ago after a 13-year career in which he went
to the Pro Bowl eight times. Long finished
his career with 911⁄2 career sacks, including
the 71⁄2 he had in 1981, before sacks became
an official NFL statistic. Long was an unusu-
al blend of power and quickness, a combina-
tion that allowed him to play end in the 3-4
and slide inside in a four-man front to play
defensive tackle, the forerunner to what has
been asked in New England of five-time Pro
Bowler Richard Seymour today.

Others receiving votes: Bruce Smith,
Bills/Redskins (13 votes; he was a right end
but received votes at both DE spots); Art
Still, Chiefs/Bills (three votes); Jacob Green,
Seahawks/49ers (two votes); others (six
votes).

■ ROLB Lawrence Taylor
New York Giants
(41 votes)
Notes: Thirteen seasons, 10 Pro Bowls, AP
Defensive Player of the Year (1981, 1982,
1986), five-time NFLPA NFC Linebacker of
the Year.
Sacks: 142
Forced fumbles: 40
Recovered fumbles: 11
Interceptions: 9

Taylor is regarded as a seminal performer
in the history of the game at outside line-
backer. Former Oakland Raiders head coach
John Madden has said of Taylor, “He
changed the way defense is played; the way
pass rushing is played; the way linebackers
play; and the way offenses block lineback-
ers.” After that, what more is there to say?
Taylor played 13 years in the NFL and start-
ed every game he ever played (184), finish-
ing as the second all-time leader in sacks at
1321⁄2 when he retired. That total does not
include another 91⁄2 sacks he had as a rookie
in 1981, before that statistic was officially
kept. In 1986, Taylor was named the NFL’s
Most Valuable Player after piling up 201⁄2
sacks, 105 tackles, five passes defended and
two forced fumbles. He was Rookie of the
Year in 1981 and made the Pro Bowl a
record 10 straight times between 1981-90.
Taylor’s combination of quickness, speed,
power and aggressiveness made him, in the
opinion of Pro Bowl pass rusher Kevin
Greene, “the prototype for an outside line-
backer in a 3-4. We were all chasing L.T.”
Adds Randy Gradishar, who is also a mem-
ber of the all-time 3-4 front, “Lawrence Tay-
lor was quite, quite special. He had speed

Making history: Lee Roy Selmon was the first-
ever draft choice of the Tampa Bay Buccaneers
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Game-changer: Lawrence Taylor changed how
the OLB position is played in the NFL  

Dominant: Curley Culp enjoyed some of his best
seasons playing in the 3-4 with the Oilers 

Versatile: Howie Long could play end in the 3-4
and then slide inside in 4-3 looks



and size that was unique. He was my ideal
guy that was used in an ideal way by Bill
Parcells.”

Others receiving votes: Pat Swilling,
Saints/Lions/Raiders (two votes); Robert
Brazile, Oilers (one vote); DeMarcus Ware,
Cowboys (one vote).

■ RILB Harry Carson
New York Giants
(33 votes)
Notes: Thirteen seasons, nine Pro Bowls,
NFLPA NFC Linebacker of the Year (1978,
1979).
Sacks: 19
Forced fumbles: 9
Recovered fumbles: 14
Interceptions: 11

Carson was elected to the Hall of Fame in
2006, capping a 13-year career in which he
reached the Pro Bowl seven straight times
between 1982 and 1988. Carson was a pun-
ishing tackler and physical run defender who
aggressively took on blockers but was also
quick enough to get into coverage, where he
intercepted 11 passes during his career. “I
saw Harry as the prototype of the player who
played the run and was effective against the
pass,” Gradishar said. “Harry was very
aggressive against the run.” Carson was also
considered the heart of the Giants’ defenses
that led the team to two Super Bowl victo-
ries. Although Lawrence Taylor was the
dominant figure in that New York defense,
Kevin Greene said, “I believe everyone in
the league knew that Harry kept that defense
together and going strong. He was the leader.
L.T. was doing stuff on the side, which was

OK, but Harry was the run stuffer, the
pounder. I can’t believe he was passed up all
those years for Canton.”

■ LILB Randy Gradishar
Denver Broncos
(31 votes)
Notes: Ten seasons, seven Pro Bowls, 1978
AP Defensive Player of the Year.
Sacks: 191⁄2
Forced fumbles: 10
Fumble recoveries: 13
Interceptions: 20

Gradishar averaged 204.9 tackles per sea-
son in his 10-year career in Denver and forced
33 turnovers (20 interceptions, 13 fumble
recoveries). Despite being undersized at only
233 pounds, Gradishar made plays with
quickness, intelligence and aggressiveness.
He was nimble both mentally and physically,
and the combination led him to the ball more
often than nearly any of his peers. “I knew
that he and I were always mentioned as the
best inside guys from that time,” Harry Car-
son recalled. “I think we had to play a more
disciplined game than the ‘Mikes’ (4-3 mid-
dle linebackers) to ensure our responsibili-
ties.” Olsen added that Carson and Gradishar
“were the ones who stood out. Both had antic-
ipatory skills. Carson would take on a block,
shed the guard and make a tackle. Randy
wouldn’t be there when the guard tried to
block him. Two separate styles but the same
result, which was a highly effective defense.
Randy would also excel in coverage. I cannot
remember how many passes he deflected, but
when I’d do a game (for NBC), it seemed like
he’d get at least one or two a game. That was
instinct. It’s something that cannot be taught.”

Others receiving votes (the voting for the
ILB spots were counted together): Steve Nel-
son, Patriots (nine votes); Sam Mills,

Saints/Panthers (seven votes); Matt Millen,
Raiders/Redskins/49ers (two votes); Vaughan
Johnson, Saints/Eagles (two votes); others
(six votes).

■ LOLB Andre Tippett
New England Patriots 
(22 votes)
Notes: Eleven seasons, five Pro Bowls, 1985
NEA co-Defensive Player of the Year,
NFLPA AFC Linebacker of the Year (1984,
1985, 1987), NFL Alumni Linebacker of the
Year (1987).
Sacks: 100
Forced fumbles: 17
Recovered fumbles: 14
Interceptions: 1

Tippett finished with more than twice as
many votes as any other outside linebacker
other than Taylor and is considered, along
with Hall of Famer Dave Wilcox, as the
game’s best pure strong-side linebacker.
Unlike most pass rushers, Tippett always
rushed from the strong side, where he was
covered by both a tackle and tight end. He
produced 100 sacks (seventh all-time when
he retired and third among linebackers),
despite being used sparingly as a rookie and
missing a full season in his prime to a pec-
toral injury. His 0.66 sacks per game is
fourth all-time among linebackers. In 1984
and ’85, Tippett had 35 sacks (181⁄2 in ’84 and
161⁄2 in 1985), the highest two-year sack total
by a linebacker in history. “Andre Tippett
was the best 3-4 outside linebacker,” said
Hall of Fame OG Joe DeLamielleure, who
played against him in Buffalo and Cleveland.
“If he played defensive end only, I think he’d
have been an All-Pro. As it was, he was All-
Pro at strong-side linebacker. He was phe-
nomenal.” Tippett averaged less than half a
tackle per game fewer than Taylor for his

career. “Tippett was terrific,” said Bears Hall
of Fame DT Dan Hampton. “Even though
we beat those guys pretty bad (in Super
Bowl XX), you could see that Tippett was a
superior athlete. Had the game been closer,
and it wasn’t for a lot of reasons, Tippett
might have had a chance to shine on nation-
al television. I don’t think New England was
on TV a lot back then, were they?”

Others receiving votes: Kevin Greene,
Rams/Steelers/Panthers/49ers (10 votes);
Rickey Jackson, Saints/49ers (five votes);
Carl Banks, Giants/Browns (five votes); oth-
ers (three votes).

Note on methodology: During November
2007, John Turney, co-chair of the Pro Foot-
ball Researchers Association awards com-
mittee, polled a panel of 45 former players
and coaches, including talent evaluator Mike
Giddings, and asked them to name their all-
time 3-4 team. Only players and coaches
who were involved in the NFL during the 3-
4 era — 1974 through the mid-1990s —
were polled. Most were contacted by e-mail,
although some were also contacted by phone
during the last week of November and early
December. Of the 45 voters, 11 are Hall of
Famers and many more were All-Pros during
that era.

Partial list of voters: John Ralston, Joe Col-
lier, Paul Wiggin, Monte Clark, Mike Gid-
dings, Merlin Olsen, John Hannah, Harry
Carson, Joe DeLamielleure, Dave Pear, Jerry
Sisemore, Ron Yary, Jack Youngblood, Dan
Dierdorf, Fred Smerlas, Dan Hampton, Tony
Siragusa, Kevin Greene, Randy Gradishar,
Elvin Bethea, Phil Olsen, Stan Jones, Manny
Fernandez, Andre Tippett, L.C. Greenwood,
Don Macek, Ed White, Dave Wilson, Sam
Huff, Joe Klecko. (Some votters, not listed
above, participated on the condition of
anonymity.)
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Recent Hall of Famer: Harry Carson was enshrined in 2006 Century club: Andre Tippett is credited with 100 sacks in his career Productive: Randy Gradishar averaged nearly 205 tackles a year
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DIMINISHING THE GAME:

Bone-chilling playoff games a disservice to participants
t the bottom of the picture being dis-
played by a television set in my Green
Bay room, a streamer is announcing,
“Frostbite can develop in 20 minutes in

these conditions.”
This is not how I would prefer my Sunday

to begin. I’m sorry, Green Bay. Yours is a
community of which I am fond, as anybody
with a feeling for the NFL and its history
would be. There is no better football town.
No other site is even close. Green Bay is the
Packers in the finest and most touching of
ways. To be in Green Bay and to experience
this is a gladdening thing.

But for the NFL to hold playoff games in
Green Bay in the middle of the Wisconsin
winter defeats what the league should be
about, which is presenting the greatest game
of our times in circumstances that celebrate
football as it can be played at its profession-
al level.

An hour or two after this writing, I shall
be making my way toward Lambeau Field
and an NFC championship game between
the Packers and the New York Giants that is
to be conducted in temperatures that would
give a polar bear the shivers.

Folly, I say. At this writing, the chill factor
at Lambeau is being measured at from 25 to
35 degrees below zero. In weather like this,

there is no possibility that the teams can per-
form at a level that would do credit to the
league. Neither will the superior team neces-
sarily win.

A visitor from San Diego brought up this
point with Brett Favre. “To a certain extent, I
would agree with that,” the quarterback said.
“But I think that’s part of the game, the ele-
ments. You look around the league, and
physically, all the guys are quick and fast.
Mentally, these games measure toughness
more than games in 70 degrees. Maybe they
take away some of the physical gifts we
were given, but I think the mental toughness
required makes up for it.”

Favre’s position is the NFL’s, precisely.
The league holds that to schedule games of
consequence preceding the Super Bowl at
neutral, warm-weather sites would represent
a disservice to the team that has claimed the
home-field advantage and its fans. Nonsense,
I say. Give us championship football in
championship circumstances. Move these
things. Put them in San Diego or Miami or
Glendale, Ariz. Or in one of the league’s
several indoor venues. 

Doing this, in my thinking, would be an
act of kindness to the good burghers of Wis-
consin, who regard showing up to support
the Packers, no matter what the conditions,

as a civic responsibility. So they come to
Lambeau in their mukluks and their thermal
underwear and their masks and they suffer,
meantime putting themselves at risk of expe-
riencing frostbite and worse.

Sympathy must be extended to the play-
ers. I was, I might note, in Cincinnati on Jan.
10, 1982, when the Bengals and the Charg-
ers contested an AFC championship game in
a chill factor of negative-59. I should not
have said “contested.” There was no contest.
The Southern Californians were coming off
their classic 41-38 overtime conquest of the
Dolphins on a suffocatingly humid evening
in Miami. They had no chance. The Bengals,
their systems more accustomed to the cold,
won 27-7.

On certain days, Dan Fouts continues to
experience discomfort in his extremities
from the frostbite he experienced on that
afternoon.

The most meaningful statistic I came
across while awaiting Packers-Giants was
this: Lambeau had increased its staff of med-
ical attendants from 16 to about 20. When
the Packers and the Dallas Cowboys were
parties to the so-called “Ice Bowl” in Green
Bay on Dec. 31, 1967, when the temperature
was 13 degrees below zero and the chill fac-
tor at minus-48, one person did perish from

exposure, I have been advised by a longtime
Green Bay resident. What does it take for the
NFL to act? Must there be other fatalities? 

The matter of cost comes up. There would
be increased expenses for the Packers’ faith-
ful to follow the team to a conference cham-
pionship game in, say, Miami, but it must be
considered here that the NFL does not intend
its product for the poor and disenfranchised
of this world. The average ticket price for
Packers-Giants, according to the Green Bay
Press Gazette, was $160.31. Just about
everyone who could afford such a fee could
put themselves on an airplane for a game in
Miami, I suspect. 

Economically, Green Bay would be hurt
by the Packers being jerked out of here in
January. Revenues from Packers-Giants were
being projected as sufficient to carry local
merchants through the first quarter of 2008.
The NFL, however, is not in the business of
enhancing the Green Bay economy. Its
charge is to present football games as they
can be when the circumstances are favorable
for championship performances. They don’t
exist in this town. 

Jerry Magee has covered pro football for
the San Diego Union-Tribune since 1961
and for PFW since its inception in 1967.

JERRY MAGEE

A

IT’S GETTING OLD:

Prime head-coaching candidates bypassed due to age
or as heavily criticized as it is, I’m a fan of the
Rooney Rule. NFL bylaws stipulate that franchises
looking to fill their head-coaching position must
interview at least one minority candidate or face

sanctions from the league. It’s unclear as to whether the
controversial piece of NFL legislation, proposed by diver-
sity committee chairman and Steelers owner Dan Rooney
in 2003, has been directly responsible for any hires, but
I’m skeptical to attribute the increased number of African-
American NFL head coaches to mere coincidence —
especially considering the college game remains bereft of
them.

Yet, as the influx of African-Americans has helped tip the
racial coaching balance to a more equitable ratio, there
appears to be a new discriminatory practice that has taken
its place. It reads something like this: “Old guys need not
apply.”

You only need to glance at the list of head-coaching can-
didates to see that teams are steering clear of the elder-
ly. Think about the hot names that started surfacing
when the annual coaching staff overhaul sessions
began a few weeks ago. There was Jason
Garrett, the Cowboys’ wiz-kid offensive
coordinator, who was courted with unre-
lenting fervor by multiple teams. Patri-
ots offensive coordinator Josh
McDaniels, who looks as if he started
shaving last week, heard his name pop up
so often that he had to issue a formal
statement saying he’s not interested in
leaving his post in New England.
Heck, even Jets offensive coor-
dinator Brian Schottenheimer,
Marty’s kid, who directed the
league’s 26th-ranked offense,
earned himself an interview in
Baltimore. None has been coordi-
nating for more than two years.

Lest I stray from my point, the
problem isn’t about youth get-
ting served. Far from that.
These guys ought to be

commended for rising through the ranks as quickly as they
have, not scorned. The problem is the blatant age discrimi-
nation of the seniors.

For my money, the three most deserving head-coaching
candidates are defensive coordinators Jim Johnson of the
Eagles and Monte Kiffin of the Buccaneers and offensive
coordinator Tom Moore of the Colts.

All have exemplified excellence throughout their distin-
guished careers. Along with Tony Dungy, Kiffin’s responsi-
ble for the revolutionary Tampa-2, which changed the per-
ception that massive linemen and quicker, smaller corner-
backs are the hallmarks of great defenses. Johnson proved
that sacrificing a body or two in your back seven in favor of
the blitz on nearly every down can be far more of a boon
than a liability. Moore has called the shots on the millenni-
um’s most prolific offense while helping to mold Peyton
Manning into an all-time great. 

Additionally, all are at an age where their
contemporaries are moseying down to the

diner to order the early-bird special.
The result? In the annual head-

coaching carousel, they hardly attract
a fleeting glance. Meanwhile, Colts
assistant head coach/quarterbacks
Jim Caldwell had the luxury of
saying “thanks but no thanks” to
the Ravens and Falcons, presum-
ably because owner Jim Irsay
promised him the Colts’ gig if
Dungy were to step down. Kiffin
gushed as his son, Lane, was

appointed Raiders skipper a year ago
after a single season of sharing

play-calling duties with Steve
Sarkisian at USC. John-

son sat around idly
as his DB coach

of one year,
John Har-

baugh,
followed

up a

runner-up finish to Rick Neuheisel at UCLA by landing the
Ravens’ job.

With this esteemed trio, we’re not talking about coaches
who flamed out in earlier stints as head coaches. The argu-
ment that assistants such as Mike Tice (Jaguars), Dick
LeBeau (Steelers) and Mike Mularkey (Dolphins, until get-
ting axed) don’t merit head-coaching consideration is a jus-
tifiable position, as each has already fizzled in that capacity.

Experience is an asset in most industries. Want to run for
Congress? The Constitution prohibits you from doing so
until you’re 25. Want the presidency? That mandates you’re
at least 35 — and a mop of distinguished gray hair certainly
won’t hurt your cause.

I understand that the NFL is a young person’s game. Con-
ventional wisdom holds that a running back’s treads start
wearing thin north of 30 and that a quarterback flicks his
wrist with diminishing authority just a few birthday cards
after that. And there’s no shortage of evidence to support the
theory.

But the last time I checked, head coaching doesn’t
demand peak physical fitness, or at least more than is need-
ed from assistants. The only additional stamina required is
standing on the sideline for a few hours once a week,
instead of sitting upstairs in the coaching booth.

I appreciate the desire of the league’s owners to appoint a
guy who will stick around for the next 20 years. But let’s be
honest for a second. Unless it’s with the Steelers, coaching
tenures rarely exceed 10 years. There’s going to be an
inevitable down season or two, and when it happens, most
coaches are told to pack their bags and start scouring the
job-listing pages on Monster.com. As Marty Schottenheimer
can attest, not even the league’s best record grants you
immunity.

Sure, racial discrimination is far more of a pressing con-
cern — and touchy subject — than age discrimination. Con-
sequently, the enactment of a rule mandating head-coaching
interviews to senior citizens isn’t going to generate a whole
lot of support, and the senior stalwarts will continue to get
overlooked. Just the same old story.

PFW associate editor Matt Sohn can be reached via e-
mail at msohn@pfwmedia.com.
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HISTORICAL DILEMMA:

NFL still hasn’t figured out how to rank quarterbacks
hate the NFL’s passer-rating system. It’s by far the best
way to rate passers, but I still hate it. I’ll explain in a
minute, but first, a little history.

When the NFL started keeping statistics in 1932, most
of how to do it was obvious. You added up the yards or the
catches or the points and the one with the most was declared
the winner. Except for passing. If you added up the yards,
you’d likely just name the guy who threw the most passes as
the passing champ. Some players back then were terrible
passers, but if they threw enough of their ducks, they would
eventually get a stat title. By 1938, the NFL had enough of
that. It began ranking passers by completion percentage.  

That didn’t work either. The passers at the lower end of
the qualifiers could win the title while the league’s best
throwers were throwing too often to keep their completion
percentage up.  

During the 1940s, the league tried ranking all of its
passers from first to worst in multiple categories, then
putting all those rankings together to come up with the top
grade. That was a mess. To figure who was on top, you had
to know what every other passer was doing so you could line
them up. Then as soon as someone threw another pass, the
whole ranking could change.

What the stat folks wanted was one supreme number that
showed the best passer around. In the 1950s, they thought
they had found it. They divided the passer’s yardage by his
attempts, and ranked everybody by yards gained per pass.

It wasn’t the worst idea in the world, but to qualify for the
championship, a passer had to throw a minimum number of
passes. Too often someone at the lower end of the qualifiers
would hit a couple long passes and end up leading the league
over workhorse quarterbacks who threw far more passes.

By 1962, the NFL was trying different inversely ranked
categories again — with all of the same old problems. Then,
just when some of us were ready to give up and grade passers

alphabetically, the NFL passer-rating system was born.
A committee made up of Don Smith, now retired, but then

with the Pro Football Hall of Fame, Seymour Siwoff of the
Elias Sports Bureau and the league’s official statistician, and
the late Don Weiss of the NFL studied all the passing stats
from 1960 through 1972. They chose four pass categories —
completion percentage, average yards gained per attempt,
touchdown percentage and interception percentage. They set
up a scale for each category where an average performance
got 1.000 and the highest number a player could receive in a
category was 2.375. Then they tossed all four grades in a pot
and converted the stew into a 100-point grade like you used
to get on tests at school. A really terrific passer could get
more than 100, just like nerds used to do with “extra credit.”

The NFL has ranked its passers that way for more than 30
years, and not one of those years has gone by without some-
one complaining about it. I’ll make my complaint in a
minute, but first let me defend the system.

First off, it was never intended to be a QB rating system. It
doesn’t rank leadership or calling audibles or ball-handling.
It ranks passing. Moreover, it doesn’t even say the top guy is
the “best” passer, which could mean different things on dif-
ferent days. The system says it rates passing “efficiency” —
who got the most out of his passes on average.

I have a small quarrel with including completion percent-
age among the crucial categories. A passer who completes
three passes to gain nine yards will have a higher rating than
a passer who completes 1-of-3 for 12 yards. Yet, only the
second guy gets his team a first down.

I also think a passer is penalized too much for throwing an
interception. In effect, it’s like he threw a 100-yard loss.
That’s a bit stiff. Some interceptions are no more harmful
than punts. In the system, you lose more by throwing an
interception than you gain by throwing a touchdown.

However, I can live with those glitches. What really both-

ers me stems from the original creation. The league based all
the category scales on the average figures from 1960 through
1972. In 1972, an average score was 66.7. If you scored that,
you were an average, so-so, common, everyday, run-of-the-
mill, ordinary passer.  

Then it went and changed the rules to allow offensive line-
men to extend their arms in pass blocking and limited what
defenders could do to receivers. Shortly after that, the West
Coast offense arrived with its low-risk short passes. And dur-
ing the whole period, coaches were screaming about limiting
“mistakes.” In coach speak, an interception is a huge mistake. 

So with those modifications in place, the average comple-
tion rate has gone way up and the average interception rate
has dived. And yet the passers are still being ranked against
those 1972 averages.  

Last year, Colts QB Peyton Manning had a 101.0 rating.
Seven other passers scored above 90. Going into this season,
of the all-time top 20 QBs in passer rating, 15 are still active.  

Have the passers improved that much? I can’t tell. The
physical act of throwing a football hasn’t changed. Maybe
today’s passers are a little bigger, a little stronger.   

It looks to me that the rules and strategy have combined to
make my boyhood heroes — Otto Graham, Bob Waterfield,
Sammy Baugh, Bobby Layne, Y.A. Tittle and the rest —
look like a bunch of scatterarms. How could I ever have
believed those bums could hold a candle to Brian Griese?

Of course, the whole thing could be fixed by basing the
ratings for each particular season on that year’s averages
instead of 1963’s. If that’s too much trouble, maybe the NFL
could re-work the averages every five years. Every 10 years?

Until it does something to get Sammy Baugh into the top
20, I’m going to hate the NFL’s passer-rating system. 

Bob Carroll is a football historian who has written several
books about pro football and helped edit “Total Football.”

BOB CARROLL PRO FOOTBALL HISTORIAN
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SUPER BOWL FORESIGHT:

Neutral site, stable conditions part of Rozelle’s genius
s I watched the snowplows trying to
clear the field during the NFC playoff
game between the host Green Bay
Packers and Seattle Seahawks, I

thought how lucky the NFL has been that
Pete Rozelle decided to have the Super Bowl
played on a neutral site, preferably a warm-
weather city.

Also, how lucky the NFL has been with
its commissioners, starting with Bert Bell,
through Rozelle, Paul Tagliabue and the cur-
rent commissioner, Roger Goodell. But, first
things first.

When the NFL and AFL finally sued for
peace in the ’60s, the centerpiece was to be
the championship game between the two
leagues, and later, between the two confer-
ences in one realigned league. The game
quickly became known — colloquially, then
officially — as the Super Bowl, after Chiefs
owner Lamar Hunt talked of his young
daughter playing with a Superball.

Rozelle decided the game would be played
at a neutral site in a warm-weather city. His
first choice, Los Angeles, was not an inspired
one. L.A.-area fans are not interested in test-
ing a new product. They want an established
one, and they treated the game with indiffer-
ence. The next two games were in Miami,
and when the Jets upset the Colts in the third
game, the Super Bowl was truly launched.

Rozelle’s original idea of playing in a
warm-weather city has been somewhat com-
promised because cities in the northern tier
wanted the lucrative game. But only those
northern cities with domed stadiums have
gotten it. There might be snow outside the

stadium, but not on the field. This year, it
will be in Glendale, Ariz., and if it’s not
warm enough, the dome can be closed.

Playing the Super Bowl at a neutral site is
taken for granted now, but it went against all
professional sports’ precedent at the time.
Championship games had always been
played at the stadiums/parks/arenas of the
contending teams. In baseball and the NBA,
which have a series of games, they still go
back and forth between the home cities. In
the NFL, they had been played in one of the
stadiums of the competing teams.

Rozelle wanted something that would set
the game apart from the other sports. Practi-
cally speaking, that decision has also made it
much easier for the NFL to prepare for the
game because hotels for teams and media
can be reserved well in advance. 

And as the regular season has lengthened
from 12 games to 14 to the current 16, as the
postseason has expanded and the premier
game has been shoved into February, the
weather has become an ever more significant
factor. However pretty a winter wonderland
may be, it’s not what we want to see at the
Super Bowl. Thanks to Rozelle, we never
will.

There are announcers who revel in bad-
weather games, most notably John Madden,
who likes to say that it’s “football weather.”
Recently, Madden said in one of his radio
commentaries that he has never been
involved, either as coach or announcer, in a
game where snow fell, and that he’d really
like to announce a game in those conditions. 

Spoken like a former offensive lineman,

which Madden was in college (he had a
brief, unsuccessful NFL tryout). Offensive
linemen love bad conditions because it slows
down the faster players, which is virtually
anybody else on the field. But talking about
“football weather” ignores the history of
American football.

The game started at the collegiate level in
the 19th century, primarily in the colleges of
the Northeast, now known as the Ivy
League. The schedule was specifically
designed to end before Thanksgiving, to
avoid the bad weather in the Northeast. Real
football weather, in other words, was
deemed to be the mostly pleasant autumn in
New England. The game’s originators never
foresaw a significant number of games in
even heavy rain, let alone snow.

NFL rules makers consistently have opted
for rule changes to open up the offensive
game, allowing superior athletes to make the
great plays that have made pro football by
far the most popular sport, whether you mea-
sure interest by polls or TV ratings. It makes
no sense to compromise these changes by
playing in bad weather. There’s no way to
prevent that in the playoffs, but thanks to
Rozelle’s foresight, the Super Bowl doesn’t
have that problem.

That decision was only one of many made
by Rozelle, whom I regard as the game’s
best commissioner. It was his predecessor,
Bell, who instituted revenue-sharing at the
gate, following the collegiate precedent of a
60-40 split, but Rozelle had the foresight to
put together one league-wide television
package that was shared equally by all

teams. He had to convince the more success-
ful teams that it was in their best interest,
instead of the separate team packages they
had, but money from the national TV con-
tracts is the most significant source of rev-
enue for NFL owners today. He also worked
with Rams owner Dan Reeves and 49ers
president Lou Spadia to start NFL Proper-
ties, another huge moneymaker.

Even Rozelle couldn’t get free agency in
the NFL, as owners fought it resolutely. (I
hear echoes of that fight in the current TV
dispute between the writers, who want a per-
centage of the Internet profits, and the pro-
ducers, who simply want it all.) But when the
players kept winning court battles, Tagliabue
was able to convince the owners to accept
free agency with a salary cap, which has
brought unprecedented wealth to the league.

With the money issues largely settled,
Goodell has turned his attention to the disci-
plinary issues within the league. Working
with Gene Upshaw, executive director of the
NFL Players Association, Goodell suspended
Michael Vick while he was awaiting trial,
put Pacman Jones on a one-year suspension
and has indicated a zero-tolerance attitude
toward players who act like thugs.

So the NFL prospers, and as you watch a
Super Bowl played under perfect conditions,
remember that it all goes back to a decision
made by the NFL’s best commissioner. 

Glenn Dickey has been covering pro foot-
ball since 1967 and now has his own Web
site, www.GlennDickey.com. E-mail him at
glenndickey@hotmail.com.

GLENN DICKEY
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2007 2006 2005
New England A-38(-131⁄2) Did not play Did not play
vs. N.Y. Giants H-35W

CODE: H, A or N (home, away or neutral) followed by team’s score; number in parentheses is number of points by which that team was favored to win; E means game was rated
as even; W is placed next to a team that beat the pointspread; asterisk means that team beat the pointspread in both regular-season meetings that year; T means that neither beat
the pointspread; P refers to playoff game; OT refers to overtime game.

10-YEAR HISTORY
NEW ENGLAND vs. N.Y. Giants

2-0 (—) (—)

Series leader is listed in CAPS with its record below. Series
leader’s record at this week’s game site is listed in paren-
theses, followed by series leader’s record vs. pointspread at
this week’s site. This year’s games not included.

HOME TEAM IN CAPS. Asterisk (*) denotes team will cover pointspread but lose game.

FAST FACT
The Patriots are 1-3-1 ATS in Super Bowls and

have never covered as a favorite. ... A favorite of
seven points or more hasn’t covered in the Super
Bowl since the Broncos defeated the Falcons 34-
19 as 71⁄2-point favorites in Super Bowl XXXIII.

7
EARLY POINTSPREADS AS OF SUNDAY, JAN. 20

HANDICAPPER’S CORNERHANDICAPPER’S CORNER

SUPER BOWL XL I I  OPPONENTS VS.  SPREAD SER IES  RECORDS

SUPER BOWL

Hub Arkush
PATRIOTS 38, GIANTS 16

It’s ironic that the Giants open as a
13-point underdog to a club that
beat them by three points just four
weeks ago, and considering that the
Patriots have covered the spread
just once in their past eight games.
Those facts are also irrelevant. A
close look at the matchups still has
the Giants coming up short in every
area, and now Bill Belichick has an
extra week to prepare for a club he
just beat? How many points would
you like them to score? Tom Brady
played as poorly as you’ll see him
play in the AFC championship game,
and the Patriots still beat the Charg-
ers by nine points. Eli Manning can’t
play any better than he has been
playing, and the most points New
York has scored in the playoffs is 24.
Look for New England to score 38
points for a second time against the
Giants.

Keith Schleiden
PATRIOTS 38, GIANTS 14

I’ve heard some people try to com-
pare these pass-happy Patriots of
2007 to the high-octane Rams of
2001 — the same St. Louis team
that entered Super Bowl XXXVI as
14-point favorites. And we all know
what happened in that game — Tom
Brady and Company pulled off the
gigantic upset, giving birth to a
dynasty that has ruled much of the
newest millennium. Do the Giants
have what it takes to pull off a simi-
lar feat, ending the Patriots’ quest to
go down as the greatest team in NFL
history? Fat chance. Yes, New York
gave New England a hard-fought
game in Week 17. But Bill Belichick’s
boys are in a class unto themselves
when it comes to postseason prepa-
ration. Look for the Patriots to shut
down Eli Manning early and coast to
the only perfect 19-0 season in NFL
history.

Mike Holbrook
PATRIOTS 31, GIANTS 24

It’s too hard to pick against a moti-
vated, driven Patriots team that is so
close to its goal of finishing off
arguably the greatest NFL season of
all time. But there’s something about
these Giants that makes me think
they are going to play the Patriots
close for the second time in five
weeks. They’ve shown they have no
fear of the Patriots, having built a 12-
point third-quarter lead when the
teams played in the Meadowlands
on Dec. 29. Plus, they are playing
historically well on the road, having
won 10 straight games away from
home. And I love the way Giants
defensive coordinator Steve Spagn-
uolo attacks from all angles, a key to
slowing down Tom Brady. However,
the difference will be the coaching,
preparation and execution that are
hallmarks of Bill Belichick-led teams
on the NFL’s biggest stage.

Dan Arkush
PATRIOTS 34, GIANTS 14

Let me make this perfectly clear.
While I would love to see the Giants
make a game out of Super Bowl XLII
— and they just might do so for a
while in the first half — the Year of
the Patriots will come to a resound-
ing climax after New England
methodically pulls away in the sec-
ond half with what ends up being a
relatively easy victory. After being
held in check in the Pats’ playoff vic-
tories over the Jaguars and Charg-
ers, I look for New England WR
Randy Moss to rise to the occasion
and one-up Plaxico Burress with a
big game. I also expect at least half
of the Patriots’ points to be set up by
Giants turnovers, and New Eng-
land’s rock-solid offensive line to
hold the Giants’ potent pass rush in
check.

Trent Modglin
PATRIOTS 31, GIANTS 23

For those who assume this game
will be a runaway, clearly you haven’t
watched the Patriots much over their
last eight games, as the Eagles and
Giants had their chances late, the
Jets held them to 265 total yards
and the Ravens, well, the Ravens
just plain should’ve won. In my mind,
if LaDainian Tomlinson and Antonio
Gates had been healthy in the AFC
title game, it could easily be Norv
Turner packing for Glendale, not Bill
Belichick. The Giants, avoiding rest-
ing their key players despite having
nothing to gain, went toe to toe with
the Patriots in Week 17, and
although they lost a 38-35 heart-
breaker, they showed they’re not
intimidated in the least. With two
weeks to prepare, though, I can’t go
against Belichick, Brady & Co. The
Giants will make it entertaining until
Brady takes over in the clutch.

Eric Edholm
PATRIOTS 27, GIANTS 24

The Giants are getting a second
chance to end history. They came up
just short at stopping the Patriots’
quest for 16-0, and now they have
an opportunity to prevent 19-0.
Every Yankees, Knicks and, of
course, Giants fan from Peekskill to
Utica is praying that Eli Manning and
the Road Warriors can end the
Boston-area run of recent sports
domination. After the Patriots won
the earlier game, I thought I would
pick the Packers to beat the Patriots
had that been the matchup. And as
much as I like this resilient Giants
team, I just can’t pick against Bill
Belichick with two weeks to prepare
against a team he faced so recently,
even one that nearly beat him.
There’s no way that Tom Brady will
have two bad games in a row,
although I think Eli will remain on his
recent streak of strong play.

Jeff Reynolds
PATRIOTS 29, EAGLES 27

If you’re looking for flashy plays on
offense and a tired scoreboard operator,
look elsewhere. I see this game having
the potential for being an ugly, drag-it-
out affair, and I’m actually looking for-
ward to it. I’m choosing the Pats, but
that is not a slight against the Panthers
and what they’ve done this postseason.
It’s just me not daring to go against Bill
Belichick & Co. with two weeks to pre-
pare. They brought Peyton Manning
back to earth and will keep Carolina
from ever getting in a rhythm.Tom Brady
will make the clutch plays when needed.

Mike Wilkening
PATRIOTS 44, GIANTS 20

We haven’t seen a favorite like this
in the NFL championship game
since the Rams were laying 14
points against the Patriots in Super
Bowl XXXVI. Six years later, it’s the
Patriots as heavy favorites, a role
they haven’t played all that well in
the second half of the season — at
least from a pointspread perspec-
tive. That’s probably why there
appeared to be a lot of early money
on the Giants, who have been out-
standing to bettors who have backed
them all season. If the Giants give
the Patriots a tough game, it will not
be a shocker. Hey, Super Bowl
upsets can happen — those Patri-
ots, in their plucky underdog incar-
nation, reminded us of that. But not
this year. And not to these Patriots,
not with all of those skilled players in
the passing game and all that time to
game-plan.

Dan Parr
PATRIOTS 31, GIANTS 27

It’s not the story line the media
hoped to hype for two long weeks,
but it is a rematch of the most-
watched NFL regular-season tele-
cast since 1995. The Giants and
Patriots met in Week 17, and New
England topped New York 38-35.
This time the master scout and
schemer, Patriots coach Bill
Belichick, has 336 hours — and
don’t think he won’t figure out how to
make Eli Manning look like his old,
lost self again in that time — to pre-
pare the Pats for a second tilt with
New York. Against the four oppo-
nents they’ve played twice this sea-
son, however, the undefeated Patri-
ots have had an equal or smaller
margin of victory in three of the four
rematches. The Giants will keep it
close, but the Patriots are just too
talented and too determined. New
England wins by four.

Neil Warner
PATRIOTS 34, GIANTS 28

The Giants have won three playoff
games on the road, each as an
underdog of three points or more.
Tom Coughlin’s team is clicking on
nearly all cylinders, their field-goal
unit being one exception. The Giants
gave New England one of its tougher
games during a 16-0 regular season
back in Week 17, and they match up
pretty well with the AFC champion.
The keys to beating the Patriots are
pressuring Tom Brady and control-
ling the clock, and the Giants have
the personnel to do both, having
ranked first in the league in quarter-
back sack percentage and fourth in
rushing yardage. But do the Giants
have enough capable defensive
backs to cover the Patriots’ deep, tal-
ented WR corps? Not likely. That’s
why I’m picking the Patriots, but only
by six.

Matt Sohn
PATRIOTS 41, GIANTS 17

A host of close games late in the
season has changed the perception
of the Patriots. A barnstorming start
to their campaign had us grasping
for superlatives to describe their
offensive assault on the record
books, but eking out sometimes
steady, sometimes clutch perfor-
mances in the season’s second half
had us believing they’re more “win-
ners” than “dominators.” But I firmly
believe that inclement weather is an
underrated equalizer. When the ele-
ments come into play, pure talent
doesn’t have its usual impact. In Ari-
zona, the Pats will finally be able to
air it out again, and their superior tal-
ent will be too much for the Giants to
match. This team wants to waltz into
the league annals as undefeated
champions with a resounding excla-
mation mark. The Giants don’t have
the personnel to deny them.
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PFW STAFF  SELECT IONS

New England -13 vs. N.Y. Giants (531⁄2) N.E. N.E. NYG* N.E. NYG* NYG* N.E. N.E. NYG* N.E.

Last week vs. spread 1-1 0-2 2-0 0-2 1-1 1-1 1-1 2-0 1-1 1-1

Season to date vs. spread 130-128-8 130-128-8 126-132-8 136-122-8 141-117-8 123-135-8 125-133-8 128-130-8 128-130-8 134-124-8

Season to date best bets 25-25-1 28-22-1 24-25-2 29-21-1 24-27 22-28-1 23-26-2 25-25-1 27-23-1 32-36

Last week straight-up 1-1 1-1 1-1 1-1 1-1 1-1 1-1 1-1 1-1 1-1

Season to date straight-up 171-95 175-91 182-84 175-91 184-82 174-92 174-92 172-94 180-86 180-86
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Eli Manning: Giants QB has
been hot in the postseason 
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Richard Seymour: Looking
to capture his fourth ring
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History
at stake
in duel
in desert

Players hugged, fans high-fived, con-
fetti rained down. Still, the postgame
celebration at Gillette Stadium was
noticeably muted. It was moments after
the Patriots disposed of San Diego, but
the triumph over the Chargers wasn’t at
the forefront of players’ minds. In keep-
ing with their season-long mantra, the
victory was already a thing of the past,
and focus had already fast-forwarded to
Glendale, Ariz.

The Foxborough faithful had been
preparing for their trek to the desert
since training camp broke. For the past
five months, the Super Bowl loomed as
an oasis to fans and media alike, tanta-
lizing them as it seemed like the Pats’
distant yet inevitable destination.

The players, coaches and front office
never allowed themselves the luxury of
dreaming about the future. Starting
with the season-opening thumping of
the Jets, the Pats practiced what they
preached — that the only game that
mattered was the next one.

For 18 consecutive games, their one-
game-at-a-time approach manifested

itself in victory. They’re now just one
more victory from the NFL’s first unde-
feated season since the 1972 Dolphins,
and from hoisting the Lombardi Trophy
for the fourth time since the 2001 sea-
son.

In a league that prides itself in fos-
tering parity, the Patriots have over-
thrown the football establishment.

The Giants’ path hasn’t been quite as
inspiring — until recently. Infused with
confidence after coming within three
points of beating the Patriots in the reg-
ular-season finale, the NFC’s fifth seed
shed its enigmatic label on the road in
the postseason.

First, the Giants knocked off the
Buccaneers in Tampa Bay. Then, they
marched into the Dallas and downed a
Cowboys team that had already
smacked them around twice, and one
that most believed to be the NFC’s
eventual representative in the Super
Bowl. But they saved the most dramat-
ic for the conference’s championship

game.
On the hallowed turf of Lambeau

Field, in the third-coldest game in
league history, PK Lawrence Tynes
launched the pigskin 47 yards through
the uprights in overtime and sent Giants
fans into a frenzy.

Their reward? The chance to re-
affirm the time-honored belief that the
Patriots have shattered this season: that
on any given Sunday, anything can hap-
pen.

When the Patriots
have the ball:

As if their record-setting offense
weren’t lethal enough, the Patriots have
found a running game. After toiling in
the background for most of the season,
RB Laurence Maroney has tapped into
the potential that made him the team’s
first-round draft pick in 2006. Starting
in Week 15, Maroney has rattled off
100-yard rushing outings in four of the

past five games, including a pair of
gems in the postseason.

The emergence of the running game
doesn’t do much to alter the Patriots’
offensive game plan — they are, after
all, good/confident/arrogant enough to
do whatever they want — but it does
throw a kink into the prevailing wisdom
that defenses need to sell out against
the pass when facing New England.

Yet this remains a pass-first offense,
one that has maintained its aerial pro-
clivity through the late-season
inclement weather conditions of the
Northeast. In the desert, they’ll have an
easier time finding success in the
spread. An offseason spent stocking
their roster with top-tier receivers has
led the Pats to use three- and four-
receiver alignments approximately 75
percent of the time. They even dabbled
with a five-wide formation vs. the
Chargers. In so doing, the nickel and
dime become defensive mainstays for
their opponents.

In the past two weeks, the Jaguars
and Chargers have rendered standout
WR Randy Moss a statistical nonfac-
tor, but he was instrumental in creating
opportunities for the other receivers.
CBs Sam Madison and Corey Webster
will take turns covering Moss — they
don’t switch sides — and will likely be
asked to disrupt his route by playing
press coverage. But after Moss torched
them for 100 yards and a pair of touch-
downs in Week 17, he’ll be met by a
Giants safety should he break the jam.
Epitomized by his 26-for-28 outing vs.

POSITION-BY-POSITION EDGE
WR — Hard to overlook Burress et al, but Moss, Welker are tough to beat
OT — Diehl, McKenzie are underrated; Light, Kaczur keep Brady upright
OG — Battle of lunchpail, Pro Bowl-level guys: Snee (NYG) vs. Mankins (NE)
C — Koppen going to Hawaii, but O’Hara deserves a lot of credit
QB — Brady is Lord of the Rings; Manning has handled adversity well lately
TE — Watson not frequent target, but dangerous; Boss has been impressive
RB — Slight edge goes to Giants’ 1-2 punch, but Faulk, Maroney look strong
DE — Strahan, Umenyiora, Tuck are elite pass rushers; Pats’ DEs curtail run
DT — Wilfork controls nose in 3-4; Giants’ solid DTs make you respect them
OLB — Mitchell has stepped up his play; Thomas, Vrabel quiet in playoffs
ILB — Pierce is heart and soul of NYG defense; Bruschi, Seau defy time
CB — Webster has saved his best for lately; Samuel is a great zone corner
S — Gibril Wilson has been strong; Harrison makes big plays in big games
PK — Tynes’ GB misses raise doubt; Gostkowski hasn’t had to make big one
P — Feagles one of the few coffin-corner guys; Hanson is serviceable
RS — Hixon ran TD back in Week 17; NE uses committee approach well
ST — Giants can struggle to cover KOs; Kelley Washington leads cover units
Coach — Edge goes to Belichick’s five rings, but Coughlin has looked smart
Assistants — Best showdown: Blitz-happy Spagnuolo vs. savant McDaniels

THE MATCHUPS

DATE AND SITE: 6:18 p.m. ET, Sunday, Feb. 3, University of Phoenix Stadium,
Glendale, Ariz.

TYPE OF TURF: Grass.

SEASON RECORDS: N.Y. Giants 13-6 (3-5 home, 10-1 road, NFC wild card);
New England 18-0 (10-0 home, 8-0 road, AFC East champion).

SEASON RECORDS VS. SPREAD: N.Y. Giants 13-6; New England 10-8.

LAST MEETING: Dec. 29, 2007, at New York. New England (-131⁄2) 38-35.

LIFETIME SERIES: New England leads series 5-3.

GAME AT A GLANCE
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Jacksonville, QB Tom Brady won’t
force the issue to Moss in double cov-
erage.

The onus thus falls on rookie CB
Aaron Ross taking care of slot WR Wes
Welker. Ross is the most fluid athlete in
the secondary, but his instincts leave
something to be desired, and he won’t
outmuscle Welker. The third and fourth
receivers, Jabar Gaffney and Donté
Stallworth, are both savvy technicians
who would be No. 2 options on other
offenses but won’t be privy to the
bump-and-run coverage that Moss gets.

Maroney’s late-season domination
doesn’t affect the way the secondary
plays, but it will have ramifications for
the Giants’ D-line. A front four that sets
the standard in rushing the passer
allows them to stay away from blitzing
their linebackers, but they stunt and mix
up their personnel along the front
extremely efficiently. Yet, as effective
as tinkering with their base package is
in pressuring the quarterback, it’s a lia-
bility vs. the run. For example, they fre-
quently line up 274-pound Justin Tuck
as a penetrating tackle, but Brady could
audible into a running play for
Maroney, as New England’s bullish O-
line would have its way with an under-
sized defensive front.

When the Giants
have the ball:

Eli Manning has been a model of effi-
ciency down the stretch, tossing eight
touchdowns and just one interception in
the final four games. His decision-mak-
ing in three straight road playoff games
stands as convincing evidence that he
can’t be considered a “wild card,” a title
he has perpetually carried in his four-
year career. He should be even more
confident considering that the last two
defenses he faced, the Packers’ and the
Cowboys’, boast superior secondaries to
the Patriots’.

In the process, the Giants have
achieved the balance they’ve longed
for, after the ground attack played the
headlining act while the passing game
was relegated to comedic relief for
much of the regular season. Belichick
will do his best to ensure Manning
reverts to his mistake-prone ways. A
steady dose of blitzes from every level
will force him into quick decisions, and
the Patriots are particularly effective
disguising their zone blitzes — where a
D-lineman retreats into coverage as a
linebacker or a D-back pursues upfield.

But the Giants no longer subscribe to
the notion that they must run to set up
the pass. In the passing game, a full
arsenal of receiving weapons has taken
the pressure off Plaxico Burress to have
a big night catching the ball. A big,
physical presence at 6-5, 232 pounds,
Burress feasted against the Packers’
cornerbacks last week who were intent
on playing press coverage, grabbing 11
balls for 154 yards. New England does
not employ that aggressive mentality
and instead will have its corners play a
standard seven yards off the line. The
problem in this defense, however, is
that the Pats could be vulnerable
against quick outs and bubble screens,
particularly when OLBs Mike Vrabel or
Adalius Thomas abandon their post on
blitzing assignments.

The Giants lack the Patriots’ depth at
receiver, but the age-defying Amani
Toomer and rookie Steve Smith are a
pair of sure-handed targets who com-
bine with Burress to give legitimate cre-
dence to the spread formation.

On the other hand, the absence of
Jeremy Shockey, out since Week 15
with a broken leg, limits the creativity
of the TE position. Rookie TE Kevin
Boss has been a consistent receiving
threat, but he doesn’t flex out wide or in
the slot the way Shockey did. Patriots
SS Rodney Harrison ordinarily assumes
TE duties, but the combination of Boss’
relative limitations and the increasing
amount of blitzing Harrison is asked to
do makes him a long shot to be utilized
as a TE shadower for this game.

Yet, for all the evolution of the
Giants’ passing game, a punishing
ground attack is the attribute that gives
the Giants the best chance of pulling off
the upset. RBs Brandon Jacobs and
Ahmad Bradshaw form a complemen-
tary 1-2 punch. At 264 pounds, Jacobs
levels defenders in his path, something
that Packers CB Charles Woodson
would nod in agreement with. Brad-
shaw, a smaller, more explosive back,
was kept under wraps until the Week
16 matchup against the Bills. Since
then, he has been sensational, provid-
ing the Giants with the type of pop
from the RB position they’ve lacked
since Tiki Barber decided to hang up
the pads last offseason. But Brad-
shaw’s not merely a scatback; he’s
trusted to earn the tough yards in short-
yardage and goal-line situations.

The Pats, meanwhile, have made
stopping the run a season-long saga.
They are razor-thin at linebacker and can
wear down late because of the lack of
depth and the age of the unit’s members.
For the most part, New England’s leads
have been big enough to force offenses
to go to the air, thus averting disaster. 

Special teams:
The Patriots and Giants are remark-

ably similar when it comes to the kick-
ing game.

Both teams have reason to be wary
about their placekickers. If the game
comes down to a do-or-die field goal,
it’s safe to say that neither team would
trot out its kicker without significant
trepidation. Sure, Tynes delivered the
game-winning boot in subzero weather
at Lambeau Field, but he botched two
earlier attempts, including one horren-
dous miss that would’ve sealed the win
at the end of regulation. He connected
on 23-of-27 FG attempts in the regular
season, but a season long of 48 yards
makes lengthy tries a roll of the dice.

Pats PK Stephen Gostkowski has had
his share of slip-ups as well, although
they have largely been a nonfactor
because of his team’s excellence.

Both teams are also ordinary when it
comes to their punters. Patriots P Chris
Hanson has spent the majority of the
season collecting dust on the bench,
although he was fine when given exten-
sive duty in the AFC championship
game. Giants 41-year-old P Jeff Feagles
is one of the few punters who still kicks
to the coffin corner, a tactic that con-
tributed to his downing 25 punts inside
the 20 during the regular season.

Patriots punt-returning duties are
split between Welker and RB Kevin
Faulk, both of whom make up for their
lack of game-breaking returns by being
sure-handed and gaining modest
yardage the majority of the time. Giants
PR-CB R.W. McQuarters provides a bit
more pop.

Between Patriots CB-KR Ellis
Hobbs and Giants WR-KR Domenik
Hixon, there’s no shortage of electricity
to be found on kickoffs.

FIVE KEYS TO THE GAME

O F F E N S E
WR 17 BURRESS / 85 Tyree / 87 Hixon
OLT 66 DIEHL / 79 Whimper 
OLG 69 SEUBERT

C 60 O’HARA / 65 Ruegamer
ORG 76 SNEE / 77 Boothe
ORT 67 McKENZIE / 61 Koets*

TE 89 BOSS* / 88 Matthews* / 86 Collins
WR 81 TOOMER / 83 S. Moss / 12 S. Smith*
QB 10 MANNING / 13 Lorenzen / 2 Wright
RB 27 JACOBS / 44 Bradshaw / 22 Droughns / 26 Ware*
FB 39 HEDGECOCK

D E F E N S E
DLE 92 STRAHAN / 71 Tollefson

NT 96 COFIELD / 75 Wright / 99 Davis 
DT 98 ROBBINS / 73 Alford*

DRE 72 UMENYIORA / 91 Tuck 
SLB 53 TORBOR / 51 DeOssie* / 52 Daniels
MLB 58 PIERCE / 57 Blackburn
WLB 55 MITCHELL / 59 Wilkinson
LCB 31 ROSS* / 25 McQuarters / 33 Pope*
RCB 23 WEBSTER / 29 Madison / 35 Dockery

SS 37 BUTLER
FS 28 WILSON / 43 Johnson*

S P E C I A L I S T S
P 18 FEAGLES

PK 9 TYNES 
H 18 FEAGLES

PR 25 MCQUARTERS / 31 Ross* / 83 Moss / 87 Hixon
KR 87 HIXON / 44 Bradshaw* / 22 Droughns
LS 51 DeOSSIE* / 73 Alford* / 65 Ruegamer

* ROOKIE

NO. PLAYER POS. HT. WT. EXP. COLLEGE
73 Alford, Jay DT 6-3 304 R Penn State
57 Blackburn, Chase LB 6-3 247 3 Akron
77 Boothe, Kevin OG 6-5 315 2 Cornell
89 Boss, Kevin TE 6-6 252 R Western Oregon
44 Bradshaw, Ahmad RB 5-9 198 R Marshall
17 Burress, Plaxico WR 6-5 232 8 Michigan State
37 Butler, James S 6-3 215 3 Georgia Tech
96 Cofield, Barry DT 6-4 306 2 Northwestern
86 Collins, Jerome TE 6-4 267 2 Notre Dame
52 Daniels, Tank LB 6-3 248 2 Harding
99 Davis, Russell DT 6-4 306 9 North Carolina
51 DeOssie, Zak LB-LS 6-4 250 R Brown
66 Diehl, David OG 6-5 319 5 Illinois
35 Dockery, Kevin CB 5-8 188 2 Mississippi State
22 Droughns, Reuben RB 5-11 220 8 Oregon
18 Feagles, Jeff P 6-1 215 20 Miami (Fla.)
39 Hedgecock, Madison FB 6-3 266 3 North Carolina
87 Hixon, Domenik WR 6-2 182 2 Akron
27 Jacobs, Brandon RB 6-4 264 3 Southern Illinois
43 Johnson, Michael S 6-2 211 R Arizona
61 Koets, Adam OT 6-5 300 R Oregon State
13 Lorenzen, Jared QB 6-4 285 3 Kentucky
29 Madison, Sam CB 5-11 180 11 Louisville
10 Manning, Eli QB 6-4 225 4 Mississippi
88 Matthews, Michael TE 6-4 270 R Georgia Tech
67 McKenzie, Kareem OT 6-6 327 7 Penn State
25 McQuarters, R.W. CB 5-10 194 10 Oklahoma State
55 Mitchell, Kawika LB 6-1 253 5 South Florida
83 Moss, Sinorice WR 5-8 185 2 Miami (Fla.)
60 O’Hara, Shaun C 6-3 303 8 Rutgers
58 Pierce, Antonio LB 6-1 238 7 Arizona
33 Pope, Geoffrey DB 6-0 186 R Howard
98 Robbins, Fred DT 6-4 317 8 Wake Forest
31 Ross, Aaron CB 6-0 193 R Texas
65 Ruegamer, Grey OG-C 6-4 299 9 Arizona State
69 Seubert, Rich OG 6-3 310 7 Western Illinois
12 Smith, Steve WR 5-11 197 R USC
76 Snee, Chris OG 6-3 317 4 Boston College
92 Strahan, Michael DE 6-5 255 15 Texas Southern
91 Tollefson, Dave DE 6-4 255 1 NW Missouri State
81 Toomer, Amani WR 6-3 203 12 Michigan
53 Torbor, Reggie LB 6-2 250 4 Auburn
91 Tuck, Justin DE 6-5 274 3 Notre Dame
9 Tynes, Lawrence PK 6-1 202 4 Troy

85 Tyree, David WR 6-0 206 5 Syracuse
72 Umenyiora, Osi DE 6-3 261 5 Troy
26 Ware, Danny RB 6-0 234 R Georgia
23 Webster, Corey CB 6-0 202 3 LSU
79 Whimper, Guy OT 6-5 302 2 East Carolina
59 Wilkinson, Gerris LB 6-3 231 2 Georgia Tech
28 Wilson, Gibril S 6-0 209 4 Tennessee
2 Wright, Anthony QB 6-1 211 9 South Carolina

75 Wright, Manny DT 6-5 345 3 USC

GIANTS DEPTH CHART

GIANTS ROSTER

O F F E N S E
WR 81 MOSS / 83 Welker / 15 Washington / 80 T. Brown
OLT 72 LIGHT / 65 Britt
OLG 70 MANKINS / 71 Hochstein / 74 Yates

C 67 KOPPEN / 71 Hochstein
ORG 61 NEAL / 71 Hochstein / 74 Yates
ORT 77 KACZUR / 68 O’Callaghan

TE 84 WATSON / 88 K. Brady / 82 Spach
WR 18 STALLWORTH / 10 Gaffney / 17 C. Jackson
QB 12 T. BRADY / 16 Cassel / 7 Gutierrez*
RB 39 MARONEY / 33 Faulk
FB 44 EVANS / 38 Eckel

D E F E N S E
DLE 94 WARREN / 90 Smith

NT 75 WILFORK / 90 Smith / 95 Moore
DRE 93 SEYMOUR / 97 Green
OLB 50 VRABEL / 58 Woods
ILB 55 SEAU / 96 Thomas 
ILB 54 BRUSCHI / 52 Alexander / 53 Izzo

OLB 96 THOMAS / 58 Woods
LCB 22 SAMUEL / 21 Gay / 28 Spann
RCB 27 HOBBS / 31 Meriweather*

SS 37 HARRISON / 26 Wilson / 24 Mitchell
FS 36 SANDERS / 23 Andrews / 41 Ventrone

S P E C I A L I S T S
P 6 HANSON

PK 3 GOSTKOWSKI
H 6 HANSON

PR 83 WELKER / 33 Faulk / 80 T. Brown
KR 27 HOBBS / 83 Welker
LS 66 PAXTON

* ROOKIE

NO. PLAYER POS. HT. WT. EXP. COLLEGE
52 Alexander, Eric LB 6-2 240 3 LSU
23 Andrews, Willie DB 5-10 190 2 Baylor
88 Brady, Kyle TE 6-6 280 13 Penn State
12 Brady, Tom QB 6-4 225 8 Michigan
65 Britt, Wesley OT 6-8 320 2 Alabama
80 Brown, Troy WR 5-10 196 14 Marshall
54 Bruschi, Tedy LB 6-1 247 12 Arizona
16 Cassel, Matt QB 6-4 230 3 USC
38 Eckel, Kyle FB 5-11 237 1 Navy
44 Evans, Heath FB 6-0 250 7 Auburn
33 Faulk, Kevin RB 5-8 202 9 LSU
10 Gaffney, Jabar WR 6-1 200 6 Florida
21 Gay, Randall CB 5-11 190 4 LSU
3 Gostkowski, Stephen PK 6-1 210 2 Memphis

97 Green, Jarvis DE 6-3 285 6 LSU
7 Gutierrez, Matt QB 6-4 231 R Idaho State
6 Hanson, Chris P 6-2 202 7 Marshall

37 Harrison, Rodney S 6-1 220 14 Western Illinois
27 Hobbs, Ellis CB 5-9 195 3 Iowa State
71 Hochstein, Russ OG-C 6-4 305 6 Nebraska
53 Izzo, Larry LB 5-10 228 12 Rice
17 Jackson, Chad WR 6-1 215 2 Florida
77 Kaczur, Nick OT 6-4 315 3 Toledo
67 Koppen, Dan C 6-2 296 5 Boston College
72 Light, Matt OT 6-4 305 7 Purdue
70 Mankins, Logan OG 6-4 310 3 Fresno State
39 Maroney, Laurence RB 5-11 220 2 Minnesota
31 Meriweather, Brandon DB 5-11 195 R Miami (Fla.)
24 Mitchell, Mel S 6-1 225 6 Western Kentucky
95 Moore, Rashad DL 6-3 325 4 Tennessee
81 Moss, Randy WR 6-4 210 10 Marshall
61 Neal, Stephen OG 6-4 305 6 Cal State-Bakersfield
68 O’Callaghan, Ryan OT 6-7 330 2 California
66 Paxton, Lonie LS 6-2 260 8 Sacramento State
22 Samuel, Asante CB 5-10 185 5 Central Florida
36 Sanders, James S 5-10 210 3 Fresno State
55 Seau, Junior LB 6-3 250 18 USC
93 Seymour, Richard DL 6-6 310 7 Georgia
90 Smith, Le Kevin DL 6-1 308 2 Nebraska
82 Spach, Stephen TE 6-4 250 2 Fresno State
28 Spann, Antwain CB 6-0 195 2 Louisiana-Lafayette
18 Stallworth, Donté WR 6-0 200 6 Tennessee
96 Thomas, Adalius LB 6-2 270 8 So. Mississippi
41 Ventrone, Raymond S 5-10 200 2 Villanova
50 Vrabel, Mike LB 6-4 261 11 Ohio State
94 Warren, Ty DE 6-5 300 5 Texas A&M
15 Washington, Kelley WR 6-3 216 5 Tennessee
84 Watson, Benjamin TE 6-3 255 4 Georgia
83 Welker, Wes WR-PR 5-9 185 4 Texas Tech
75 Wilfork, Vince DT 6-2 325 4 Miami (Fla.)
26 Wilson, Eugene S 5-10 195 5 Illinois
58 Woods, Pierre LB 6-5 250 2 Michigan
74 Yates, Billy OG 6-2 305 4 Texas A&M

PATRIOTS DEPTH CHART

PATRIOTS ROSTER

1Pressure Brady.
In the games in
which the Patri-

ots have been tested
this season, their
opponents have all
had in common an
ability to pressure
Tom Brady with
some level of consis-
tency. The Eagles
and Ravens suc-
cessfully used a fair
amount of blitzing
from all angles. The
Giants led the
league in sack per-
centage and boast a
front four capable of
collapsing the pock-
et, allowing the line-
backers to stay on
the second level.

2Giants control
the clock.
With a power-

running game featur-
ing Brandon Jacobs
and Ahmad Brad-
shaw, the Giants will
aim to keep Brady
and his arsenal of
weapons off the field
as much as possible
with time-consuming
drives. The Giants
are 10-3 this season
in games in which
they won the time-of-
possession battle,
including their NFC
championship win
over the favored
Packers, when they
had the ball for bet-
ter than 40 minutes.

3Asante
vs. Plaxico.
The job of con-

trolling Giants WR
Plaxico Burress
won’t fall entirely on
the shoulders of
Asante Samuel, as
the Patriots will use
a form of bracket
coverage, but
Samuel’s ability to
shadow the 6-5 Bur-
ress off the line of
scrimmage will go a
long way toward
determining the
Giants’ success
through the air. Bur-
ress abused Packers
CB Al Harris en
route to 11 catches
for 154 yards.

4Eli avoiding
turnovers.
After turning the

ball over 26 times
through the first 15
games, Giants QB Eli
Manning has been
significantly more
careful with the ball
of late, committing
just one turnover in
the last four games
(an interception vs.
New England in
Week 17) while toss-
ing eight TD passes.
The opportunistic
Pats will throw a lot
of different looks at
Manning to try to bait
him into the miscues
that have haunted
him in the past.

5Patriots get the
RAC yardage.
As methodical

as the Patriots look
at times moving the
ball through the air
with the precise
throws, timing routes
and spread forma-
tions, it can be easy
to forget how many
big plays they make
after the catch. If the
Giants miss tackles
against the likes of
Randy Moss, Wes
Welker and Donté
Stallworth, it will be
curtains early. If New
York’s secondary can
limit the big plays,
however, it can hang
close.
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RUSHING
REGULAR SEASON
Giants No. Yards Avg. Long TD
Jacobs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .202 ............1009 ............5.0 ............43t  . . . . . . .4
Ward  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .125 ..............602 ............4.8 ............44  . . . . . . .3
Droughns  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .85 ..............275 ............3.2 ............45  . . . . . . .6
Bradshaw  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .23 ..............190 ............8.3 ............88t  . . . . . . .1
Manning  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .29 ................69 ............2.4 ............18  . . . . . . .1
Five players with one carry.
PLAYOFFS
Giants No. Yards Avg. Long TD
Bradshaw  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .39 ..............163 ............4.2 ............11  . . . . . . .1
Jacobs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .48 ..............155 ............3.2 ............12  . . . . . . .3
Manning  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5 ..................6 ............1.2 ..............2  . . . . . . .0
REGULAR SEASON
Patriots No. Yards Avg. Long TD
Maroney  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .185 ..............835 ............4.5 ............59t  . . . . . . .6
Morris  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .85 ..............384 ............4.5 ............49  . . . . . . .3
Faulk  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .62 ..............265 ............4.3 ............14  . . . . . . .0
Evans  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .34 ..............121 ............3.6 ............11  . . . . . . .3
T. Brady  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .37 ................98 ............2.6 ............19  . . . . . . .2
Eckel  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 ................90 ............2.7 ............14  . . . . . . .2
One player with five carries; two players with four carries; two players with one carry.
PLAYOFFS
Patriots No. Yards Avg. Long TD
Maroney  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .47 ..............244 ............5.2 ............29  . . . . . . .2
Faulk  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5 ................17 ............3.4 ..............8  . . . . . . .0
T. Brady  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4 ..................-1 ..........-0.3 ..............2  . . . . . . .0
One player with two carries; two players with one carry.

PASSING
REGULAR SEASON
Giants Att. Cmp. Pct. Yds. Avg. TD %TD Int. %Int. Lg. Rtg.
Manning ......529......297 ....56.1....3336 ......6.3 ..23 ....4.3 ....20 ....3.8 ..60t ......73.9
Lorenzen ..........8..........4 ....50.0........28 ......3.5 ....0 ....0.0 ......0 ....0.0 ......9 ......58.3
Wright ..............7..........1 ....14.3........12 ....12.0 ....0 ....0.0 ......0 ....0.0 ....12 ......39.6
PLAYOFFS
Giants Att. Cmp. Pct. Yds. Avg. TD %TD Int. %Int. Lg. Rtg.
Manning ........85........53 ....62.4......602 ......7.1 ....4 ....4.7 ......0 ....0.0 ..52t ......99.3
REGULAR SEASON
Patriots Att. Cmp. Pct. Yds. Avg. TD %TD Int. %Int. Lg. Rtg.
T. Brady ........578......398 ....68.9....4806 ......8.3 ..50 ....8.7 ......8 ....1.4 ..69t ....117.2
Cassel ..............7..........4 ....57.1........38 ......5.4 ....0 ......0 ......1 ..14.3 ....21 ......32.7
Gutierrez ..........1..........1 ..100.0........15........15 ....0 ......0 ......0 ........0 ....15 ....118.8
PLAYOFFS
Patriots Att. Cmp. Pct. Yds. Avg. TD %TD Int. %Int. Lg. Rtg.
Brady..............61........48 ....78.7......471 ......7.7 ....5 ....8.2 ......3 ....4.9 ....53 ....105.7

RECEIVING
REGULAR SEASON
Giants No. Yards Avg. Long TD
Burress ........................................70 ............1025 ..........14.6 ............60t ............12
Toomer ........................................59 ..............760 ..........12.9 ............40 ..............3
Shockey ......................................57 ..............619 ..........10.9 ............29 ..............3
Ward ............................................26 ..............179 ............6.9 ............17 ..............1
Jacobs..........................................23 ..............174 ............7.6 ............34 ..............2
Moss ............................................21 ..............225 ..........10.7 ............20 ..............0
Boss ..............................................9 ..............118 ..........13.1 ............23 ..............2
Smith..............................................8 ................63 ............7.9 ............12 ..............0
Droughns ......................................7 ................49 ............7.0 ............11 ..............0
Hedgecock ....................................6 ................45 ............7.5 ..............9 ..............0
Matthews........................................6 ................28 ............4.7 ..............6 ..............0
Tyree ..............................................4 ................35 ............8.8 ............24 ..............0
One player with three receptions; one player with two receptions; one player with one
reception.
PLAYOFFS
Giants No. Yards Avg. Long TD
Burress ........................................16 ..............197 ..........12.3 ............32 ..............0
Toomer ........................................15 ..............196 ..........13.1 ............52t ..............3
Smith..............................................9 ..............102 ..........11.3 ............22 ..............0
Boss ..............................................4 ................45 ..........11.3 ............19 ..............0
Jacobs............................................4 ................29 ............7.3 ............11 ..............1
Bradshaw ......................................3 ................24 ............8.0 ..............9 ..............0
Two players with one reception.
REGULAR SEASON
Patriots No. Yards Avg. Long TD
Welker ........................................112 ............1175 ..........10.5 ............42 ..............8

Moss ............................................98 ............1493 ..........15.2 ............65t ............23
Faulk ............................................47 ..............383 ............8.1 ............23 ..............1
Stallworth ....................................46 ..............697 ..........15.2 ............69t ..............3
Gaffney ........................................36 ..............449 ..........12.5 ............56t ..............5
Watson ........................................36 ..............389 ..........10.8 ............35 ..............6
K. Brady ........................................9 ................70 ............7.8 ............20 ..............2
Morris ............................................6 ................35 ............5.8 ............18 ..............0
Maroney ........................................4 ..............116 ..........29.0 ............43 ..............0
Evans ............................................4 ................43 ..........10.8 ............29 ..............0
Vrabel ............................................2 ..................3 ............1.5 ..............2t ..............2
Three players with one reception.
PLAYOFFS
Patriots No. Yards Avg. Long TD
Welker ..........................................16 ..............110 ............6.9 ............12 ..............2
Faulk ............................................13 ..............118 ............9.1 ............14 ..............0
Stallworth ......................................5 ................79 ..........15.8 ............53 ..............0
Gaffney ..........................................4 ................38 ............9.5 ............13 ..............1
Maroney ........................................3 ................49 ..........16.3 ............33 ..............0
Watson ..........................................3 ................20 ............6.7 ..............9t ..............2
Moss ..............................................2 ................32 ..........16.0 ............18 ..............0
Two players with one reception.

INTERCEPTIONS
REGULAR SEASON
Giants No. Yards Avg. Long TD
Madison ........................................4 ................59 ..........14.8 ............27 ..............0
Wilson ............................................4 ................12 ............3.0 ............10 ..............0
Ross ..............................................3 ................51 ..........17.0 ............43t ..............1
Four players with one interception.
PLAYOFFS
Giants No. Yards Avg. Long TD
McQuarters ....................................3 ................11 ............3.7 ............11 ..............0
Webster..........................................2 ..................9 ............4.5 ..............9 ..............0
REGULAR SEASON
Patriots No. Yards Avg. Long TD
Samuel ..........................................6 ................89 ..........14.8 ............42 ..............1
Gay ................................................3 ................52 ..........17.3 ............31 ..............0
Seau ..............................................3 ................28 ............9.3 ............23 ..............0
Sanders..........................................2 ................43 ..........21.5 ............42 ..............0
Five players with one interception.
PLAYOFFS
Patriots No. Yards Avg. Long TD
Harrison ........................................1 ................10 ..........10.0 ............10 ..............0
Samuel ..........................................1 ................10 ..........10.0 ............10 ..............0
Hobbs ............................................1 ..................-3 ..........-3.0 ..............-3 ..............0

KICKING
REGULAR SEASON
Giants XP XPA FG FGA Pts.
Tynes............................................40 ................42 ............23 ............27 ..........109
PLAYOFFS
Giants XP XPA FG FGA Pts.
Tynes..............................................8 ..................8 ..............4 ..............6 ............20
REGULAR SEASON
Patriots XP XPA FG FGA Pts.
Gostkowski ..................................74 ................74 ............21 ............24 ..........137

PLAYOFFS
Patriots XP XPA FG FGA Pts.
Gostkowski ....................................7 ..................7 ..............1 ..............2 ............10

PUNTING
REGULAR SEASON
Giants No. Yards Avg. Long Blk.
Feagles ........................................71 ............2865 ..........40.4 ............60 ..............1
PLAYOFFS
Giants No. Yards Avg. Long Blk.
Feagles ........................................15 ..............611 ..........40.7 ............52 ..............0

REGULAR SEASON
Patriots No. Yards Avg. Long Blk.
Hanson ........................................44 ............1821 ..........41.4 ............64 ..............1
PLAYOFFS
Patriots No. Yards Avg. Long Blk.
Hanson ..........................................5 ..............190 ..........38.0 ............48 ..............0

PUNT RETURNS
REGULAR SEASON
Giants No. FC Yards Avg. Long TD
McQuarters ..................................42 ..........18 ..........318 ..........7.6..........27 ..........0
Bradshaw ........................................1 ............0 ..............1 ..........1.0............1 ..........0
PLAYOFFS
Giants No. FC Yards Avg. Long TD
McQuarters ....................................7 ............5 ............64 ..........9.1..........25 ..........0
REGULAR SEASON
Patriots No. FC Yards Avg. Long TD
Welker ..........................................25 ............7 ..........249 ........10.0..........35 ..........0
T. Brown ..........................................6 ............2 ............55 ..........9.2..........28 ..........0
Jackson ..........................................2 ............0 ..............7 ..........3.5............6 ..........0
Faulk................................................0 ............9 ..............0 ..........0.0............0 ..........0
PLAYOFFS
Patriots No. FC Yards Avg. Long TD
Welker ............................................1 ............1 ............14 ........14.0..........14 ..........0
Faulk................................................0 ............2 ..............0 ............0............0 ..........0

KICKOFF RETURNS
REGULAR SEASON
Giants No. Yards Avg. Long TD
Bradshaw ......................................38 ..............921............24.2 ..............68 ..............0
Droughns ......................................20 ..............437............21.9 ..............34 ..............0
Hixon ..............................................8 ..............221............27.6 ............74t ..............1
PLAYOFFS
Giants No. Yards Avg. Long TD
Hixon ............................................10 ..............251............25.1 ..............45 ..............0
Two players with one kickoff return.
REGULAR SEASON
Patriots No. Yards Avg. Long TD
Hobbs............................................35 ..............911............26.0 ..........108t ..............1
Welker ............................................7 ..............176............25.1 ..............33 ..............0
Jackson ..........................................5 ................85............17.0 ..............39 ..............0
Andrews ..........................................4 ..............149............37.3 ............77t ..............1
One player with two kickoff returns; two players with one kickoff return.
PLAYOFFS
Patriots No. Yards Avg. Long TD
Jackson ..........................................4 ................78............19.5 ..............21 ..............0
Maroney ..........................................2 ................43............21.5 ..............22 ..............0
Hobbs..............................................2 ................39............19.5 ..............24 ..............0
Andrews ..........................................2 ................23............11.5 ..............13 ..............0

SCORING
REGULAR SEASON
Giants TD TDR TDP TDM 2-PT Pts.
Tynes ..............................................0 ..............0 ............0 ............0............0 ......109
Burress..........................................12 ..............0 ..........12 ............0............0 ........72
Jacobs ............................................6 ..............4 ............2 ............0............0 ........36
Droughns ........................................6 ..............6 ............0 ............0............0 ........36
Ward................................................4 ..............3 ............1 ............0............0 ........24
Toomer ............................................3 ..............0 ............3 ............0............0 ........18
Shockey ..........................................3 ..............0 ............3 ............0............0 ........18
Two players with two touchdowns; six players with one touchdown.
PLAYOFFS
Giants TD TDR TDP TDM 2-PT Pts.
Jacobs ............................................4 ..............3 ............1 ............0............0 ........24
Tynes ..............................................0 ..............0 ............0 ............0............0 ........20
Toomer ............................................3 ..............0 ............3 ............0............0 ........18
Bradshaw ........................................1 ..............1 ............0 ............0............0 ..........6
REGULAR SEASON
Patriots TD TDR TDP TDM 2-PT Pts.
Moss..............................................23 ..............0 ..........23 ............0............0 ......138
Gostkowski ......................................0 ..............0 ............0 ............0............0 ......137
Welker ............................................8 ..............0 ............8 ............0............0 ........48
Maroney ..........................................6 ..............6 ............0 ............0............1 ........38
Watson ............................................6 ..............0 ............6 ............0............0 ........36
Gaffney............................................5 ..............0 ............5 ............0............0 ........30
Morris ..............................................3 ..............3 ............0 ............0............0 ........18
Evans ..............................................3 ..............3 ............0 ............0............0 ........18
Stallworth ........................................3 ..............0 ............3 ............0............0 ........18
Five players with two touchdowns; eight players with one touchdown.
PLAYOFFS
Patriots TD TDR TDP TDM 2-PT Pts.
Welker ............................................2 ..............0 ............2 ............0............0 ........12
Watson ............................................2 ..............0 ............2 ............0............0 ........12
Maroney ..........................................2 ..............2 ............0 ............0............0 ........12
Gostkowski ......................................0 ..............0 ............0 ............0............0 ........10
Gaffney............................................1 ..............0 ............1 ............0............0 ..........6

OFFENSE N.Y. Rank N.E. Rank
Total yards/game 331.4 16th 411.3 1st
Rushing yards/game 134.3 4th 115.6 13th
Average gain/rush 4.6 4th 4.1 14th
Passing yards/game 197.1 21st 295.7 1st
Average gain/pass play 5.5 22nd 7.8 1st
Pct. had intercepted 3.7 25th 1.5 1st
Pct. QB sacks allowed 4.9 11th 3.5 5th
First downs/game 20.1 8th 24.6 1st
Average gain/off. play 5.1 19th 6.2 1st
Third-down efficiency 41.6 12th 48.2 2nd
Punt-return average 7.4 27th 9.4 11th
Kickoff-return average 23.9 7th 25.2 4th
Gross punting average 39.8 32nd 40.5 29th
Net punting average 36.0 25th 36.1 24th

N.Y. Rank N.E. Rank
Points per game 23.3 14th 36.8 1st
Extra-point kicking pct. 95.2 32nd 100 1st(t)
Field-goal pct. 85.2 15th 87.5 8th(t)

DEFENSE
Opp. yards/game 305.0 7th 288.3 4th
Opp. rushing yards/game 97.7 8th 98.3 10th
Average gain/rush 3.8 9th 4.4 26th
Opp. passing yards/game 207.3 11th 190.1 6th
Average gain/pass play 5.8 10th 5.3 5th
Pct. intercepted by 2.9 23rd 3.6 6th
QB sack pct. 9.2 1st 8.2 2nd
Opp. first downs/game 18.0 10th(t) 17.4 5th(t)
Avg. gain/def. play 5.0 8th 4.9 7th

N.Y. Rank N.E. Rank
Third-down efficiency 34.6 5th 33.7 4th
Opp. punt-return avg. 6.2 5th 5.4 2nd
Opp. kickoff-return avg. 23.1 22nd 22.1 11th
Opp. gross punting avg. 41.7 7th 43.4 19th
Opp. net punting avg. 37.1 15th 36.9 11th
Opp. points per game 21.9 17th 17.1 4th
Opp. field-goal pct. 72.4 4th 85.7 20th

MISCELLANEOUS
Point differential +22 13th +315 1st
Turnover edge -9 26th +16 3rd
Penalty-yards edge +222 3rd +74 10th
Punt-return differential +1.2 9th +4.0 5th
Kickoff-return differential +0.8 12th +3.1 6th

REGULAR-SEASON TEAM RANKINGS

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS

GIANTS 2007-08 RESULTS
2007-08 STATISTICS

POINTSPREAD REFERS TO NEW YORK
DAT E OPPONENT SPREAD SCORE

Sept. 9 At Dallas (+6) 35-45
Sept. 16 Green Bay (-3) 13-35
Sept. 23 At Washington (+3.5) 24-17
Sept. 30 Philadelphia (+3) 16-3
Oct. 7 New York Jets (-3.5) 35-24
Oct. 15 At Atlanta (-5.5) 31-10
Oct. 21 San Francisco (-9.5) 33-15
Oct. 28 At Miami (-10) 13-10
Nov. 4 BYE
Nov. 11 Dallas (+1.5) 20-31
Nov. 18 At Detroit (-3) 16-10
Nov. 25 Minnesota (-7) 17-41
Dec. 2 At Chicago (-1) 21-16
Dec. 9 At Philadelphia (+3) 16-13
Dec. 16 Washington (-6) 10-22
Dec. 23 At Buffalo (-2.5) 38-21
Dec. 29 New England (+13.5) 35-38
Jan. 6 At Tampa Bay (+3) 24-14
Jan. 13 At Dallas (+7) 21-17
Jan. 20 At Green Bay (+8) 23-20*

* OVERTIME

PATRIOTS 2007-08 RESULTS
POINTSPREAD REFERS TO NEW ENGLAND

DAT E OPPONENT SPREAD SCORE

Sept. 9 At New York Jets (-6) 38-14

Sept. 16 San Diego (-3.5) 38-14

Sept. 23 Buffalo (-16.5) 38-7

Oct. 1 At Cincinnati (-7.5) 34-13

Oct. 7 Cleveland (-15.5) 34-17

Oct. 14 At Dallas (-5) 48-27

Oct. 21 At Miami (-15.5) 49-28

Oct. 28 Washington (-14.5) 52-7

Nov. 4 At Indianapolis (-5) 24-20

Nov. 11 BYE

Nov. 18 At Buffalo (-15.5) 56-10

Nov. 25 Philadelphia (-24) 31-28

Dec. 3 At Baltimore (-19) 27-24

Dec. 9 Pittsburgh (-10.5) 34-13

Dec. 16 New York Jets (-20.5) 20-10

Dec. 23 Miami (-22) 28-7

Dec. 29 At New York Giants (-13.5) 38-35

Jan. 12 Jacksonville (-13.5) 31-20

Jan. 20 San Diego (-14) 21-12
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Patriots
P

erfection. No other word better
describes the Patriots’ historic
run in the 2007 season.
Although they need to top the
Giants before claiming the Lom-

bardi Trophy, not since the Dolphins in
1972 has a team won every regular-
season game.

Along the way, they set several NFL
records, most notably the single-season
mark for points scored (589), the 50 TD
passes thrown by QB Tom Brady, the
league MVP, and the 23 TD receptions
by WR Randy Moss, an All-Pro selection.

Some games were close — think
Colts, Eagles, Ravens and Giants during
the second half of the season — but
most were blowouts, and all had the
same end result: victory.

WEEK ONE
PATRIOTS 38, JETS 14

It didn’t take Randy Moss long to make an
impact as a Patriot. Despite still recuperat-
ing from a hamstring injury that sidelined
him through the preseason, Moss caught
nine balls for 183 yards and a touchdown at
the Meadowlands. But the big story coming
out of the game was the revelation that
coach Bill Belichick had illegally videotaped
Jets coaching signals. “Spygate” and a jug-
gernaut were born.

■   ■   ■

WEEK TWO
PATRIOTS 38, CHARGERS 14

The Chargers weren’t able to avenge their
controversial loss to the Pats in the division-
al round of last season’s playoffs, getting
hammered in every phase of the game.
Reigning league MVP LaDainian Tomlinson
was held to 43 rushing yards on 18 carries,
as the Pats gave the Gillette Stadium faithful
a resounding victory in the home opener.

■   ■   ■

WEEK THREE
PATRIOTS 38, BILLS 7

An injury-plagued Bills defense had no
answer for New England’s myriad offensive
weapons, as Laurence Maroney and Randy
Moss broke the 100-yard marks in rushing
and receiving, respectively. The Pats rolled
up 177 rushing yards and Brady tacked on
311 passing yards and four TDs, two of
which went to Moss.

■   ■   ■

WEEK FOUR
PATRIOTS 34, BENGALS 13

In front of a national-television audience
on Monday night, the Pats tamed the Ben-
gals in the Jungle. A sterling defensive effort
limited Cincinnati’s explosive offense to 283
total yards, as Carson Palmer never could
get settled in the pocket. RB Sammy Morris
rumbled for 117 rushing yards and a touch-
down in relief of the injured Laurence
Maroney. Moss added 102 receiving yards
and two more TDs.

■   ■   ■

WEEK FIVE
PATRIOTS 34, BROWNS 17

Browns coach Romeo Crennel was ada-
mant that Moss wouldn’t dominate the way

he had been doing leading up to the game.
So the Browns designated two, and some-
times even three defenders to cover him,
which opened things up for TE Ben Watson
(6-107-2) and WR Donté Stallworth (4-65-
1). New England’s defense was equally
opportunistic, picking off emerging QB
Derek Anderson three times.

■   ■   ■

WEEK SIX
PATRIOTS 48, COWBOYS 27

In a meeting of undefeated teams, the
Cowboys hung tough for most of the after-
noon, even leading in the third quarter,
before the Pats pulled away late. Stallworth
and Wes Welker each had monster games,
combining for 18 catches, 260 yards and
three touchdowns. Brady also was outstand-
ing, throwing for five TDs and 388 yards.The
victory proved costly, however, as Morris
was lost for the year with a chest ailment.

■   ■   ■

WEEK SEVEN
PATRIOTS 49, DOLPHINS 28

In a game that epitomized the Patriots’
dominance and the Dolphins’ ineptitude, the
Pats raced out to a 42-7 halftime lead. Brady
could seemingly do no wrong, tossing a
career-high six TD passes, as Miami had no
answer for the vertical passing game. Welk-
er made his former team regret trading him
to New England, hauling in nine receptions
for 138 yards and two touchdowns, and
Moss had two spectacular TD catches as
part of a 4-122-2 day.

■   ■   ■

WEEK EIGHT
PATRIOTS 52, REDSKINS 7

The murmurs that the Patriots were run-
ning up the score had been heard for a cou-
ple weeks, but only after their lopsided dis-
mantling of the Redskins did the suspected
practice become an incontrovertible truth.
The Pats’ defense was just as good as their
offense, as they held Joe Gibbs’ crew to 224
yards while putting up 486 yards of their
own and controlling the ball for nearly 38
minutes. Brady had two TD passes, giving
him 28 on the season against two intercep-
tions.

■   ■   ■

WEEK NINE
PATRIOTS 24, COLTS 20

The regular-season “Game of the Centu-
ry” lived up to its billing, as the Pats rallied
from a 10-point fourth-quarter deficit on the
road to exact revenge on the team that
overcame a 21-3 hole in last season’s AFC
championship game to end New England’s
season. Neither Brady nor Peyton Manning
had his best game, but Brady’s late-game
heroics kept the Pats’ bid for perfection
alive.

■   ■   ■

WEEK 11
PATRIOTS 56, BILLS 10

Just hours after Cowboys WR Terrell
Owens hauled in four touchdowns vs. the
Redskins, Randy Moss caught four of his
own in Orchard Park — in the first half. The
surging Bills entered the Sunday-night
game on the heels of a four-game winning
streak but never had any chance against
their AFC East rival. Brady was nearly flaw-
less, completing 31-of-39 passes for 373
yards and five touchdowns. Moss finished

with 10-128-4 receiving.

■   ■   ■

WEEK 12
PATRIOTS 31, EAGLES 28

With QB Donovan McNabb sidelined due
to injury, Las Vegas line makers instilled the
Patriots as the biggest favorite in league his-
tory for their Week 12 date with the Eagles.
However, Philly came awfully close to pulling
off the upset as reserve QB A.J. Feeley
played inspired ball, but ultimately couldn’t
overcome a trio of interceptions, including a
late one to CB Asante Samuel that pre-
served perfection. Brady threw for 380 yards,
and Welker had 13 catches for 149 yards.

■   ■   ■

WEEK 13
PATRIOTS 27, RAVENS 24

For the second straight week, the Patriots
had a brush with defeat. Down by four with
less than four minutes remaining, Brady led
a game-winning TD drive that culminated in
an eight-yard TD pass to WR Jabar Gaffney
with 44 seconds left. The drive wasn’t with-
out its controversy, as a pair of penalties in
the Patriots’ favor saved them on two fourth-
down plays. The Ravens also hurt them-
selves by calling a timeout to negate a
fourth-down stop that would’ve clinched the
game for them.

■   ■   ■

WEEK 14
PATRIOTS 34, STEELERS 13

FS Anthony Smith guaranteed his Steel-
ers would be the first to knock off the Pats.
Didn’t happen. Not even close. The Patriots
dominated from the opening kickoff,
rebounding from two consecutive nerve-
wracking wins to secure a 21-point victory.
Brady threw for a season-high 399 yards,
making a mockery of Smith in the process,
particularly on a trick play that saw Gaffney
(7-122-1) score after hauling in a bomb fol-
lowing a lateral pass from Moss to Brady.

■   ■   ■

WEEK 15
PATRIOTS 20, JETS 10

Although the Pats throttled the Jets in
Week One, the rematch was billed as a
revenge game for Belichick after Jets coach
and former protégé Eric Mangini blew the
whistle on his Patriots’ counterpart for his
spying tactics. New England was never seri-
ously threatened, but was nonetheless
underwhelming in the 10-point win, being
held to a season-low 265 yards of offense.
Brady had his worst game, throwing for just

140 yards and no TDs.
■   ■   ■

WEEK 16
PATRIOTS 28, DOLPHINS 7

The Patriots were quick to douse any
good feelings that Miami mustered courtesy
of its first win of the season the prior week
vs. the Ravens. Maroney had his second
straight 100-yard rushing performance,
including a pair of 50-plus-yard runs. Dol-
phins QB Cleo Lemon was under duress all
afternoon, completing just 18-of-41 passes.

■   ■   ■

WEEK 17
PATRIOTS 38, GIANTS 35

Thanks to commissioner Roger Goodell
striking a mid-week deal with NBC and CBS,
all Americans owning a television were able
to tune in to the Patriots’ clinching an unde-
feated regular season, instead of just those
with access to NFL Network. Despite being
locked into the NFC’s fifth seed, Giants head
coach Tom Coughlin opted to play his
starters, who nearly pulled off the stunner.
Once again, the Pats overcame a double-
digit deficit to emerge victorious, with the key
play coming on a TD bomb from Brady to
Moss — a record-setting score for both play-
ers that put the Pats ahead for good.

■   ■   ■

DIVISIONAL PLAYOFFS
PATRIOTS 31, JAGUARS 20

Brady redefined quarterbacking excel-
lence in the divisional-round win over the
Jaguars, completing 26-of-28 passes. His
92.9 completion percentage set a single-
game record — regular season and post-
season — for quarterbacks with at least 20
attempts. Jacksonville’s vaunted running
game failed to generate any consistency, as
RBs Fred Taylor and Maurice Jones-Drew
were held to 66 yards on 19 carries.

■   ■   ■

AFC CHAMPIONSHIP
PATRIOTS 21, CHARGERS 12

Just as the pundits had proclaimed in the
week leading up to the game, the Chargers
proved little more than a speed bump on the
Patriots’ path to the Super Bowl. San
Diego’s injuries to three key offensive per-
formers — QB Philip Rivers, RB LaDainian
Tomlinson and TE Antonio Gates — the
week before in Indianapolis proved too diffi-
cult to overcome, as none was able to make
an impact. Tom Brady was uncharacteristi-
cally shaky with three interceptions, but Lau-
rence Maroney picked up the slack, rum-
bling for 122 yards on 25 carries.

Pursuit of perfection: Tom Brady is the first quarterback in league history with 18 wins in one season
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Giants
T

he heat was on Tom Coughlin
from the minute he was given a
one-year extension after the
2006 season had ended. Many
people were shocked he was

back in the first place, despite an 8-8
record and a playoff berth. Every 2007
preseason coaching “hot list” started
— and sometimes ended — with
Coughlin’s name.

GM Jerry Reese had taken over for
Ernie Accorsi, and the sons of
deceased former owners Wellington
Mara and Robert Tisch now were com-
fortable in their ownership positions.
Reese made a big splash by axing
several veteran players and appeared
poised to put his stamp on this new
Giants team.

There was more drama: Michael
Strahan, on the eve of training camp,
was considering retirement. With Tiki
Barber already gone, a new defensive
system in place and the shaky Eli
Manning running the show on offense,
the Giants were given little hope to
contend in the NFC East.

It certainly played to form early. But
after an 0-2 start and a 17-3 halftime
deficit in Washington in the third game,
a comeback against the Redskins was
the start of a six-game win streak. And
although the team lost its final four
home games, it did enough to make
the postseason.

And that’s where the fun began. A
road win in Tampa was followed by a
win over the Cowboys, whom the
Giants had lost to twice previously.
That set up the highlight of the season
thus far, a dramatic overtime win in
Green Bay in the NFC championship
game — the team’s NFL-record-setting
10th win in a row on the road.

WEEK ONE
COWBOYS 45, GIANTS 35

It was clear that the Cowboys’ and Giants’
defenses were a little behind the offenses.
Tony Romo and Manning engaged in a
shootout, with both tossing four TD passes.
In the end, Romo and the Cowboys had
more, capping the scoring with a 51-yard TD
to Sam Hurd with less than four minutes left.

■   ■   ■

WEEK TWO
PACKERS 35, GIANTS 13

The big story was that Manning, who hurt
his shoulder vs. Dallas, even played. Brett
Favre quickly stole the attention with a third-
quarter flurry against a still-confused Giants
defense. Favre completed 29-of-38 passes
for 286 yards and three touchdowns, and

the Giants were undone by their lack of dis-
cipline, committing six penalties in crucial
situations.

■   ■   ■

WEEK THREE
GIANTS 24, REDSKINS 17

Two Manning interceptions in the first half
led to a 17-3 Redskins lead, and it appeared
that the Giants were headed for 0-3. But an
improving defense limited the Redskins to
81 yards of offense in the second half. WR
Plaxico Burress, playing gamely through a
badly sprained ankle that would plague him
all season, dropped three first-half passes
but caught what would be the game-winning
score with 5:32 remaining. The Giants’ “D”
had a stirring four-play, goal-line stop in the
final minute that helped turn around the sea-
son.

■   ■   ■

WEEK FOUR
GIANTS 16, EAGLES 3

Eagles QB Donovan McNabb was sacked
12 times, including a Giants-record six by
DE Osi Umenyiora. It didn’t hurt that the
Eagles were without RB Brian Westbrook,
OLT William Thomas (who would’ve blocked
Umenyiora) and other key players. RB Der-
rick Ward, filling in for an injured Brandon
Jacobs, had 80 yards rushing to overcome
an off day from Manning.

■   ■   ■

WEEK FIVE
GIANTS 35, JETS 24

Jacobs piled up 100 yards rushing and a
touchdown, and Ward chipped in with 56
more yards and a score. Burress — who
scored his seventh TD, and at least one in
every game — caught five balls for 124
yards. And CB Aaron Ross, the team’s first-
round pick, bounced back from a first-half
suspension for breaking team rules to inter-
cept his first two NFL passes, bringing the
second one back for the final score.

■   ■   ■

WEEK SIX
GIANTS 31, FALCONS 10

In a Monday-night game, the Giants over-
came a slow start to dominate in all phases.
The defense had four sacks, and the offense
held the ball nearly twice as long as the Fal-
cons. Burress (6-97-1) was a star again
despite missing practice all week, and WR
Amani Toomer (7-89-1) passed Barber on
the franchise’s all-time receptions list.

■   ■   ■

WEEK SEVEN
GIANTS 33, 49ERS 15

Facing its second straight backup quarter-
back, the Giants’ “D” dominated with six
sacks and two interceptions. Strahan and
Justin Tuck combined for four sacks, and
Umenyiora strip-sacked 49ers QB Trent Dil-
fer, picking the ball up and running 75 yards
for a touchdown. Jacobs (18-107-1) contin-
ued to impress.

■   ■   ■

WEEK EIGHT
GIANTS 13, DOLPHINS 10 (AT LONDON)

The Giants and Dolphins made NFL his-
tory by playing the league’s first regular-sea-
son game in London, and like most trips to
England, there was rain. Manning (8-of-22,
59 yards passing) and Dolphins QB Cleo
Lemon struggled with the elements, but
Manning had a key 10-yard TD scramble.

Led by Jacobs’ 131 rushing yards, the
Giants ran for 189 yards on the sloppy field
to edge the winless Dolphins.

■   ■   ■

WEEK 10
COWBOYS 31, GIANTS 20

With two weeks to prepare for the Cow-
boys’ offense, the Giants still couldn’t solve
Romo (20-of-28 passing, four TDs) and WR
Terrell Owens (6-125-2 receiving). The loss
knocked the Giants out of the divisional
race, with the Cowboys holding essentially a
three-game lead in the East. TE Jeremy
Shockey (12-129-1) was a bright spot, but
Manning’s second-half struggles prevented
a comeback.

■   ■   ■

WEEK 11
GIANTS 16, LIONS 10

Lions QB Jon Kitna threw for 377 yards
but was picked off three times, including
twice in the final two minutes by S James
Butler and CB Sam Madison to salt away a
tough win in Detroit. Strahan, three days shy
of 36th birthday, logged three sacks. With
the ground game slowed, Manning hit on
28-of-39 passes, connecting with nine differ-

ent receivers.

■   ■   ■

WEEK 12
VIKINGS 41, GIANTS 17

Whoops. All the good feelings from Detroit
came crashing down in this shocking loss to
the upstart Vikings. Manning threw four
interceptions, three of which were returned
for touchdowns, to what had been the NFL’s
last-ranked pass defense coming in.

■   ■   ■

WEEK 13
GIANTS 21, BEARS 16

Manning struggled again for most of the
game but led the team back on two fourth-
quarter scoring drives, the final touchdown
coming with 1:33 left. Ward ran for 154 yards
and a score but fumbled twice and saw his
season come to an end with a fractured fibu-
la. Tuck (11⁄2 sacks) led a six-sack assault of
Bears QB Rex Grossman.

■   ■   ■

WEEK 14
GIANTS 16, EAGLES 13

Westbrook (116 yards rushing, receiving
TD) was terrific, but Eagles PK David Akers’
last-second, 57-yard field goal clanked off

Road warriors: Tom Coughlin’s Giants have thrived away from the swirling winds in the Meadowlands
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Super debut: Patriots QB Tom Brady first appeared in a Super Bowl against the Rams after the 2001 season
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SB Date Winner (share) Loser (share) Score Site Attendance Game MVP / Team
XLI 2-4-07 Indianapolis ($73,000) Chicago ($38,000) 29-17 Miami 74,512 QB Peyton Manning / Indianapolis
XL 2-5-06 Pittsburgh ($73,000) Seattle ($38,000) 21-10 Detroit 68,206 WR Hines Ward / Pittsburgh
XXXIX 2-6-05 New England ($68,000) Philadelphia ($36,500) 24-21 Jacksonville 78,125 WR Deion Branch / New England
XXXVIII 2-1-04 New England ($68,000) Carolina ($36,500) 32-29 Houston 71,525 QB Tom Brady / New England
XXXVII 1-26-03 Tampa Bay ($63,000) Oakland ($35,000) 48-21 San Diego 67,603 FS Dexter Jackson / Tampa Bay
XXXVI 2-3-02 New England ($63,000) St. Louis ($34,500) 20-17 New Orleans 72,922 QB Tom Brady / New England
XXXV 1-28-01 Baltimore ($58,000) N.Y. Giants ($34,500) 34-7 Tampa 71,921 LB Ray Lewis / Baltimore
XXXIV 1-30-00 St. Louis ($58,000) Tennessee ($33,000) 23-16 Atlanta 72,625 QB Kurt Warner / St. Louis
XXXIII 1-31-99 Denver ($53,000) Atlanta ($32,500) 34-19 Miami 74,803 QB John Elway / Denver
XXXII 1-25-98 Denver ($48,000) Green Bay ($29,000) 31-24 San Diego 68,912 RB Terrell Davis / Denver
XXXI 1-26-97 Green Bay ($48,000) New England ($29,000) 35-21 New Orleans 72,301 WR-RS Desmond Howard / Green Bay
XXX 1-28-96 Dallas ($42,000) Pittsburgh ($27,000) 27-17 Tempe 76,347 CB Larry Brown / Dallas
XXIX 1-29-95 San Francisco ($42,000) San Diego ($26,000) 49-26 Miami 74,107 QB Steve Young / San Francisco
XXVIII 1-30-94 Dallas ($38,000) Buffalo ($23,500) 30-13 Atlanta 72,817 RB Emmitt Smith / Dallas
XXVII 1-31-93 Dallas ($36,000) Buffalo ($18,000) 52-17 Pasadena 98,374 QB Troy Aikman / Dallas
XXVI 1-26-92 Washington ($36,000) Buffalo ($18,000) 37-24 Minneapolis 63,130 QB Mark Rypien / Washington
XXV 1-27-91 N.Y. Giants ($36,000) Buffalo ($18,000) 20-19 Tampa 73,813 RB Ottis Anderson / N.Y. Giants
XXIV 1-28-90 San Francisco ($36,000) Denver ($18,000) 55-10 New Orleans 72,919 QB Joe Montana / San Francisco
XXIII 1-22-89 San Francisco ($36,000) Cincinnati ($18,000) 20-16 Miami 75,129 WR Jerry Rice / San Francisco
XXII 1-31-88 Washington ($36,000) Denver ($18,000) 42-10 San Diego 73,302 QB Doug Williams / Washington
XXI 1-25-87 N.Y. Giants ($36,000) Denver ($18,000) 39-20 Pasadena 101,063 QB Phil Simms / N.Y. Giants
XX 1-26-86 Chicago ($36,000) New England ($18,000) 46-10 New Orleans 73,818 DE Richard Dent / Chicago
XIX 1-20-85 San Francisco ($36,000) Miami ($18,000) 38-16 Stanford 84,059 QB Joe Montana / San Francisco
XVIII 1-22-84 L.A. Raiders ($36,000) Washington ($18,000) 38-9 Tampa 72,920 RB Marcus Allen / L.A. Raiders
XVII 1-30-83 Washington ($36,000) Miami ($18,000) 27-17 Pasadena 103,667 RB John Riggins / Washington
XVI 1-24-82 San Francisco ($18,000) Cincinnati ($9,000) 26-21 Pontiac 81,270 QB Joe Montana / San Francisco
XV 1-25-81 Oakland ($18,000) Philadelphia ($9,000) 27-10 New Orleans 76,135 QB Jim Plunkett / Oakland
XIV 1-20-80 Pittsburgh ($18,000) L.A. Rams ($9,000) 31-19 Pasadena 103,985 QB Terry Bradshaw / Pittsburgh
XIII 1-21-79 Pittsburgh ($18,000) Dallas ($9,000) 35-31 Miami 79,484 QB Terry Bradshaw / Pittsburgh
XII 1-15-78 Dallas ($18,000) Denver ($9,000) 27-10 New Orleans 75,583 DT Randy White, DE Harvey Martin / Dallas
XI 1-9-77 Oakland ($15,000) Minnesota ($7,500) 32-14 Pasadena 103,438 WR Fred Biletnikoff / Oakland
X 1-18-76 Pittsburgh ($15,000) Dallas ($7,500) 21-17 Miami 80,187 WR Lynn Swann / Pittsburgh
IX 1-12-75 Pittsburgh ($15,000) Minnesota ($7,500) 16-6 New Orleans 80,997 RB Franco Harris / Pittsburgh
VIII 1-13-74 Miami ($15,000) Minnesota ($7,500) 24-7 Houston 71,882 RB Larry Csonka / Miami
VII 1-14-73 Miami ($15,000) Washington ($7,500) 14-7 Los Angeles 90,182 S Jake Scott / Miami
VI 1-16-72 Dallas ($15,000) Miami ($7,500) 24-3 New Orleans 81,023 QB Roger Staubach / Dallas
V 1-17-71 Baltimore ($15,000) Dallas ($7,500) 16-13 Miami 79,204 LB Chuck Howley / Dallas
IV 1-11-70 Kansas City ($15,000) Minnesota ($7,500) 23-7 New Orleans 80,562 QB Len Dawson / Kansas City
III 1-12-69 N.Y. Jets ($15,000) Baltimore ($7,500) 16-7 Miami 75,389 QB Joe Namath / N.Y. Jets
II 1-14-68 Green Bay ($15,000) Oakland ($7,500) 33-14 Miami 75,546 QB Bart Starr / Green Bay
I 1-15-67 Green Bay ($15,000) Kansas City ($7,500) 35-10 Los Angeles 61,946 QB Bart Starr / Green Bay

the right upright and the Giants hung on.
Jacobs returned for the first time since get-
ting hurt in Week 11 but lost two fumbles.
The hero was Burress, who caught seven
passes for 136 yards and a touchdown.

■   ■   ■

WEEK 15
REDSKINS 22, GIANTS 10

The Redskins gave the Giants plenty of
opportunities to get back into the game
after taking a 19-3 lead, but Manning mis-
fired on 34 of his 52 passing attempts in the
gusty Meadowlands — the most incomple-
tions in the NFL in 40 years. Dropped pass-
es and poor tackling felled the Giants. And
adding injury to insult, Shockey broke his
leg, ending his season.

■   ■   ■

WEEK 16
GIANTS 38, BILLS 21

The Giants fought off a scrappy Bills club
that took an early 14-0 lead to lock in the
fifth playoff spot. Manning threw two picks in
15 attempts and lost four fumbles, but the
run game picked up the slack with 289
yards — career bests from both Jacobs
(143 yards, two TDs) and rookie Ahmad
Bradshaw (151 yards, including an 88-yard
TD run).

■   ■   ■

WEEK 17
PATRIOTS 38, GIANTS 35

Faced with the option of resting some
weary starters with their playoff matchup
sealed, Coughlin opted to go toe to toe with
the league’s best team, the Patriots, who
were attempting to complete the NFL’s first
17-0 regular season. The Giants built a 12-
point second-half lead. But the Patriots’
record-breaking offense scored touch-
downs on three of the next four posses-
sions and recovered an onside kick to pre-
serve the perfect season. Manning was
excellent in defeat, throwing four TDs (two
to Burress).

■   ■   ■

WILD-CARD PLAYOFFS
GIANTS 24, BUCCANEERS 14

The Giants overcame a 7-0 deficit to score
24 straight points and punch out the well-
rested Buccaneers in Tampa. Manning was
precise and commanding, completing 20-of-
27 passes and not turning the ball over. Stra-
han was the defensive hero, racking up nine
tackles, a sack and a forced fumble.

■   ■   ■

DIVISIONAL PLAYOFFS
GIANTS 21, COWBOYS 17

Despite being outgained by more than
100 yards and losing the time-of-posses-
sion battle by 13 minutes, the Giants willed
their way to victory with a tremendous sec-
ond-half defensive performance. Manning
turned in his third straight impressive effort.
CB R.W. McQuarters, playing because of
injuries to three of the Giants’ top four cor-
ners, sealed the win with an endzone inter-
ception in the final moments.

■   ■   ■

NFC CHAMPIONSHIP
GIANTS 23, PACKERS 20, OT

The Giants dispelled the weather, the
tradition and the odds. In one of the more
memorable conference-title games in
recent memory, the underdog Giants took
down the Packers at Lambeau Field — in
below-zero temperatures — in overtime.
After CB Corey Webster picked off Brett
Favre on the Packers’ first possession of
OT, Lawrence Tynes sent a 47-yard field
goal through the uprights after missing
from 43 and 36 yards on two potential
game-winning attempts in the final seven
minutes of regulation. Manning continued
his playoff brilliance by throwing for 254
yards — 154 of them to Burress on 11
catches.

Team W L Pct. PF PA
San Francisco 5 0 1.000 188 89
Baltimore Ravens 1 0 1.000 34 7
Chicago 1 0 1.000 46 10
N.Y. Jets 1 0 1.000 16 7
Tampa Bay 1 0 1.000 48 21
Pittsburgh 5 1 .833 141 110
Green Bay 3 1 .750 127 76
Baltimore/Indy Colts 2 1 .667 52 46
New York Giants 2 1 .667 66 73
Dallas 5 3 .625 221 132
Oak./L.A. Raiders 3 2 .600 132 114
Washington 3 2 .600 122 103
New England 3 2 .600 107 148
Kansas City 1 1 .500 33 42
Miami 2 3 .400 74 103
Denver 2 4 .333 115 206
St. Louis/L.A. Rams 1 2 .333 59 67
Atlanta 0 1 .000 19 34
Carolina 0 1 .000 29 32
Seattle 0 1 .000 10 21
Philadelphia 0 2 .000 31 51
San Diego 0 1 .000 26 49
Tennessee 0 1 .000 16 23
Cincinnati 0 2 .000 37 46
Buffalo 0 4 .000 73 139
Minnesota 0 4 .000 34 95

SUPER BOWL STANDINGS

SUPER BOWL HISTORY

SUPER BOWLSUPER BOWL
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MIKE HOLBROOK
MANAGING EDITOR

OG ALAN FANECA 
Don’t cry for the 10-year NFL

veteran as he enters free agency at
the ripe old age of 31. 

Although he’s at an age and a
position that normally might
result in lower pay, the seven-time
Pro Bowler couldn’t be hitting the
market at a more opportune time
for a player with such a distin-
guished résumé. 

On the heels of record-breaking
free-agent salaries paid to OGs
Steve Hutchinson (Vikings), Eric
Steinbach (Browns), Leonard
Davis (Cowboys) and Derrick

Dockery (Bills) the past two
years, and with a number of teams
likely to vie for Faneca’s services,
it won’t be a surprise to see
Faneca break the bank this offsea-
son. 

With a desperate need to keep
their top offensive lineman, the
Steelers likely will do all they can
to retain Faneca, despite failing to
agree to an extension prior to the
2007 season. But the Steelers will
also have lots of competition. 

Foremost among the suitors
likely will be the Cardinals, fea-
turing ex-Steelers coaches Ken
Whisenhunt and Russ Grimm,
with whom Faneca has an excel-
lent relationship. 

Or, he could choose to go to
Seattle and help the Seahawks
finally replace Hutchinson two
years after he left via free agency. 

It also wouldn’t be a surprise to
see the Dolphins or Bears, with
big O-line needs, make a play for
him.

■   ■   ■

TRENT MODGLIN
SENIOR EDITOR

WR RANDY MOSS 
To me, not only is Moss’ turn-

around in New England one of the
more interesting storylines of the

entire NFL season, but his pend-
ing free agency could be just as
intriguing. 

My guess is the Patriots, while
ecstatic with his NFL-record 23
TD catches, good behavior and
ability to fit in with a team-first
locker room, won’t be eager to
shell out big bucks to keep him.
Possible, but it’s not their way. 

They want him back, and he
surely is none too eager to start
over somewhere else with some-
one other than Tom Brady throw-
ing him passes, so it will be inter-
esting to see if he’s willing to play
for well below market value, as he
did in 2007, when he took a sig-
nificant paycut to help broker the
trade from Oakland. 

If he’s not, and he wants to
break the bank after reviving his
career, I’m curious how eager
another team will be to offer him
an abundance of guaranteed
money, considering  his spotty
character history and age (31 in
February). 

Let’s face it, the Moss experi-
ment has worked as well as any-
one could have imagined in New
England. He has made everyone
around him better and even has
been labeled as a leader by team-
mates. 

But will the Patriots want to roll
the dice on a long-term deal? If
they low-ball him, will Moss take
it as a slap in the face and move
the circus tent elsewhere? Lots of
questions, few answers.

■   ■   ■

ERIC EDHOLM
SENIOR EDITOR

OLB-DE TERRELL SUGGS 
Teams in need of a pass-rushing

defensive end certainly could give
him a call one minute after mid-
night on the first day of free
agency. And those 3-4 teams look-
ing for a strong-side linebacker
also should be interested.

Suggs is the kind of guy who
could interest just about any team

because of his versatility, but he’s
not without his question marks
either. Primarily, he had the low-
est sack total (five) of his career
this past season and yet still
reportedly wants Dwight Freeney
money. If there’s one position
that’s loaded in free agency, it’s
defensive line, with several high-
profile guys.

But all of them are set to cash
in. The one thing we learned this
season is that this is now a passing
league, first and foremost. Teams
that can throw the ball have a
chance. Even “running teams”
such as the Steelers and Jaguars
became passing outfits once they
got to the postseason.

Question: Who is the most intriguing free agent in 2008?
Ask THE EXPERTS
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Available now:
• Streaming audio for the year-round Pro Football Weekly radio show.

• Fan forums, where you can express your views on any football-related topic.
• Our blogs have moved to a new Web site, where they can be read throughout the year.

Pro Football Weekly Radio produces a one-hour radio show that, during the offseason, 
offers expert analysis of timely NFL issues. The program, which is broadcast on affiliate 

stations across the country every week, will be made available on ProFootballWeekly.com 
each Friday for immediate listening or download.

Our blogs have been moved to a new Web site — NFLblogs.ProFootballWeekly.com — with
commentary on the NFL, the draft and handicapping year-round, as well as fantasy football

advice during much of the year.

Fan ZoneThe Fan Zone is here
ProFootballWeekly.com has launched a 

new channel on its Web site — the Fan Zone.

Now you can buy Pro Football Weekly publications
and PFW-branded merchandise online, with the

click of your computer mouse.

At PFWstore.com you’ll soon be able to order the 2008 Draft Guide, 
a magazine that will be shipped in March, as well as our widely acclaimed

2008 Draft Preview book, which will be shipped the first week in April.
You can also purchase any of our magazines, football or basketball, when they

become available. We also offer subscriptions to Pro Football Weekly, 
as well as individual issues, in print or PDF format.

PFWstore.com also sells PFW-branded apparel and accessories at
competitive prices, including shirts, jackets, caps, stadium blankets and duffel bags.
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http://www.profootballweekly.com/PFW/Fan+Zone/default.htm


That’s why having an edge
rusher is crucial. Four of the five
top sack-percentage teams made
the playoffs. All of the bottom five
sack teams missed the playoffs.

So who might be interested in
case he leaves Baltimore? What
about the Cardinals, who have
enough cap space and are in need
of another defensive star, espe-
cially one who can rush the quar-
terback? Suggs is a local kid who
attended Arizona State and report-
edly told an area television station
in early January that he’d love to
play for the Cardinals. That alone
makes him different.

Other teams that might call
include the Jets, Bengals, Vikings
and Lions. And the Ravens are not
out of the mix, either.

■   ■   ■

MIKE WILKENING
SENIOR EDITOR

LB LANCE BRIGGS 
There are other star free agents

who will receive the franchise tag,
but not Briggs, as the Bears will
allow him to test unrestricted free
agency after designating him their
franchise player in 2007.

And Briggs, 27, won’t be lack-
ing for interested suitors. 

The question is, what type of
contract will Briggs get in a cash-
flush market? It’s a perfect set of
circumstances for him. Teams are
better than ever at managing the
salary cap, which will be about
$116 million in ’08. And while the
demand for top free agents is,
generally, what it has been since

the league expanded to 32 clubs,
the supply of those free agents has
been reduced by the franchise tag
and the ability and willingness of
teams to extend the contracts of
their top players before they hit
unrestricted free agency. 

Briggs never got the credit he
deserved in Chicago. Some of it
has to do with the presence of
Brian Urlacher, but he didn’t help
himself by trying to complain his
way into a long-term deal with
the Bears last offseason. There
was little sympathy for Briggs in
Chicago; after all, he was thumb-
ing his nose at a one-year, $7.2
million contract that became
guaranteed the instant he signed
it.

Worry not for Briggs, though:
He’ll get his money, and a lot of
it, with a whole bunch upfront. 

■   ■   ■

MATT SOHN
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

CB ASANTE SAMUEL 
For all of Samuel’s pouting

when the Patriots slapped him
with the franchise tag last offsea-
son, it worked out quite well for
his savings account. Not only did
he pocket $7.79 million, which is
significantly more than his ’07
salary would’ve been under a
long-term deal, but his Pro Bowl
season has considerably raised his
realistic asking price. After his 10-
interception ’06 campaign, he was
believed to be a standout in part
because of a Patriots system that
played to his strengths. The book
on him now is that he’s among the
league’s elite cornerback talents,
and the organization that signs
him will have to break the bank to
do so.

My hunch is that New England
opts not to cough up the cash.
Even though the Pats’ secondary
will be in a world of hurt without
him, Bill Belichick and Scott Pioli
will be hesitant to shell out top
dollar to a guy who proved during
his ’07 training-camp holdout that
he doesn’t subscribe to the Patri-
ots’ team-first mantra. Instead, I
expect them to lock down Randy
Moss to a lucrative — but below-
market value — deal, and spread
the remaining wealth on a smat-
tering of less pricey additions.
New England will grab a corner-
back or two in its offseason haul,
just not Samuel.

So where does the dread-locked
dynamo land in ’08? Here’s
guessing that Sean Payton can
convince him he’d be living large
in the Big Easy.

■   ■   ■

DAN PARR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

RB MICHAEL TURNER 
Despite playing behind

LaDainian Tomlinson, whose on-
field talent and flashbulb-pop-
inducing smile have led him to
about as many endorsement deals
as Peyton Manning, Chargers RB
Michael Turner has found a way
to infringe on the star’s spotlight.

After four seasons in which he
made only one start, the question
is, what will Turner do once an all-
time great is out of his way? His
career is shrouded in intrigue
because, collectively, it has only
been a sneak peek. Turner has 228

career carries — almost 100 fewer
than Tomlinson had this season
alone — but averages 5.5 yards per
carry and has fumbled just twice.

The Northern Illinois product is
nicknamed “Burner” and has an
enticing combination of speed and
size (5-foot-10, 237 pounds), but
Chargers general manager A.J.
Smith has told PFW that he won’t
stand in the way of Turner finding
greener pastures.

Turner will look for a destina-
tion where he can finally be a full-
time starter and the piece that puts
a teetering team over the edge and
into the playoffs. However, a GM
with a good chunk of salary-cap
space and a solid starter at run-
ning back might be persuaded to
employ the popular 1-2 punch
strategy, offering Turner a gener-
ous raise to continue his backup
role while not ruling out an oppor-
tunity to win the No. 1 spot on the
depth chart.

Here is some of the content you’ll find on

ProFootballWeekly.com:

♦ “The Way We Hear It,” rumors and analysis on every team, 

updated at least once a week.

♦ The PFW spin on the day’s most noteworthy events, plus regular 

columns and various blogs.

♦ Weeklong coverage of the Super Bowl.

♦ Draft-related insights and analysis, including coverage of the Senior

Bowl, the Scouting Combine and Draft Day.

♦ Team pages, with insider information, features and transactions.

♦ PFW Online, our print edition delivered electronically.

♦ Amazing statistics, current and historical, and daily player news.

ProFootballWeekly.com provides analysis for

every aspect of the NFL, whether it’s breaking

news or rumors, fantasy football, player ratings,

handicapping or the NFL draft.
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Eighteen down, only one to go.
The Patriots withstood three

turnovers, a determined Chargers
defense and the bitter cold before
preserving their perfect record
with a 21-12 victory over San
Diego in the AFC championship
game at Foxborough to punch
their ticket for Super Bowl XLII. 

On a day when Tom Brady
tossed three interceptions for
only the second time in his play-
off career and Randy Moss was
held to one catch for 18 yards, the
Patriots’ other offensive weapons
stepped up in a big way.

RB Kevin Faulk came up huge
time and again, catching eight
passes for 82 yards while RB Lau-
rence Maroney made his presence

felt by grinding out 122 rushing
yards, 106 of which came in the
second half with the Patriots trying
to protect a slim lead. 

The Pats’ defense played well,
picking off Chargers QB Philip
Rivers twice and limiting San
Diego to field goals on all three of
its drives into the red zone.

“I’m happy for all our guys,”
Patriots head coach Bill
Belichick said. “The guys that
have been here and the guys that
came in this year. Even some of
the young kids who’ve only been
here for a year or two. It’s been a
total team effort all year.”

Chargers RB LaDainian Tom-
linson’s impact was minimal (five
rushing yards), as his injured knee
forced him to the sideline for good
after the team’s second series.

RBs Michael Turner (17-65 rush-
ing) and Darren Sproles (3-34
rushing) did a decent job in relief,
but the Chargers clearly missed
Tomlinson’s nose for the endzone
when they had the opportunity to
score touchdowns and were limit-
ed to four Nate Kaeding field
goals.

Also hurting the Chargers’
cause was the fact that the injured
toe of TE Antonio Gates (2-17
receiving) helped make him a rel-
ative non-factor.

San Diego’s defense was
superb, as it used the perfect blend
of blitzes and coverage to sack
Brady twice and harass him into a
66.4 passer rating, and did every-
thing it could to keep the Chargers
in the game. 

Following Drayton Florence’s
interception of Brady, the Charg-
ers cut New England’s lead to 14-
12 with 8:40 left in the third quar-
ter.

And when Antonio Cromartie
picked off Brady in the Chargers’
endzone on the ensuing drive, it
appeared as if an upset might be in
the works.

However, the Patriots’ “D” rose
up and forced San Diego to punt.
The Patriots then drove 67 yards in
eight plays for the score that final-
ly gave New England some breath-
ing room, as WR Wes Welker
caught a six-yard TD pass from
Brady to make it 21-12 with 12:15
left to play.

Following a Chargers punt on
their next possession, the Patriots
took over, eating away the final
9:13 of the game thanks to
Maroney and Faulk, who touched
the ball on 11 of the last 15 plays. 

Foxborough, Mass., Jan. 20, 2008
SAN DIEGO 3 6 3 0 — 12
NEW ENGLAND 0 14 0 7 — 21
Attendance: 68,756.

SCORING
San Diego: Kaeding, 26 FG, 2:55, 1Q (7p-

32y-2:12), 3-0.
New England: Maroney, 1 run (Gostkowski

kick), 13:48, 2Q (10p-65y-4:07), 3-7.
San Diego: Kaeding, 23 FG, 9:14, 2Q (9p-

65y-4:34), 6-7.
New England: Gaffney, 12 pass from T. Brady

(Gostkowski kick), 3:51, 2Q (2p-24y-0:45), 6-14.
San Diego: Kaeding, 40 FG, 0:08, 2Q (6p-

43y-1:38), 9-14.
San Diego: Kaeding, 24 FG, 8:36, 3Q (8p-

43y-3:56), 12-14.
New England: Welker, 6 pass from T. Brady

(Gostkowski kick), 12:15, 4Q (8p-67y-4:17), 12-
21.

TEAM STATISTICS
S.D. N.E.

First downs 17 25
By rush-pass-pen. 4-12-1 13-11-1

Total yards 311 347
Rushing yards 104 149
Passing yards 207 198

Passes comp.-att.-int. 19-37-2 22-33-3
Sacks allow.-yds. lost 1-4 2-11

Punts-average 5-38.0 4-40.0
KO’s-endzone-touchbacks 5-0-0 4-1-0
Punt returns-yds. ret. 3-16 0-0
Kickoff returns-yds. ret. 4-84 5-92
Penalties-yards 1-5 2-19
Rushing plays-avg. gain 22-4.7 31-4.8
Total plays-avg. gain 60-5.2 66-5.3
Fumbles-lost 1-0 1-0
Field goals-attempted 4-4 0-0
Third-down efficiency 3-12 7-13
Fourth-down efficiency 0-0 0-0
Time of possession 26:40 33:20
Avg. yard line start 29 32
Inside 20 poss.-TD-FG 3-0-3 4-3-0

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING

CHARGERS — Turner 17-65, 12L; Sproles
3-34, 26L; Tomlinson 2-5, 3L.

PATRIOTS — Maroney 25-122, 20L, 1td;
Moss 1-14; Faulk 1-8; Evans 2-7, 4L; T. Brady 2-
(-2), -1L.

PASSING
CHARGERS — Rivers 19-37-211, 2i, 21L.
PATRIOTS — T. Brady 22-33-209, 3i, 18L,

2td.
RECEIVING

CHARGERS — Chambers 7-90, 20L; Jack-
son 6-93, 21L; Gates 2-17, 9L; Sproles 2-5, 4L;
Turner 1-5; Tomlinson 1-1.

PATRIOTS — Faulk 8-82, 14L; Welker 7-56,
12L, 1td; Stallworth 2-11, 6L; Moss 1-18; Evans 1-
13; Gaffney 1-12, 1td; Maroney 1-9; Watson 1-8.

PUNTING
CHARGERS — Scifres 5 for 38.0 avg, 49L, 1

tb, 2 ins 20.
PATRIOTS — Hanson 4 for 40.0 avg, 48L, 1

ins 20.
PUNT RETURNS

CHARGERS — Sproles 3-16, 13L.
PATRIOTS — Faulk 2fc; Welker 1fc.

KICKOFF RETURNS
CHARGERS — Sproles 4-84, 23L.
PATRIOTS — Maroney 2-43, 22L; Hobbs 2-

39, 24L; Andrews 1-10.
INTERCEPTIONS

CHARGERS — Cromartie 1-7; Florence 1-7;
Jammer 1-0.

PATRIOTS — Samuel 1-10; Hobbs 1-(-3).
TACKLES-ASSISTS-SACKS

CHARGERS — Cromartie 7-2-0; Olshansky
5-2-.5; Weddle 5-2-0; Hart 4-3-0; Cooper 5-1-.5;
Bingham 3-3-0; Phillips 3-3-0; McCree 5-0-0;
Merriman 3-1-0; Florence 2-1-0; Williams 1-2-0;
Jammer 2-0-0; Tucker 2-0-0; Wilhelm 1-1-0;
Castillo 1-0-1.

PATRIOTS — Hobbs 7-1-0; Bruschi 6-2-0;
Harrison 4-3-0; Seau 3-3-1; Wilfork 1-5-0; War-
ren 3-1-0; Meriweather 1-3-0; A. Thomas 3-0-0;
Green 3-0-0; Samuel 3-0-0; Sanders 3-0-0; Sey-
mour 1-2-0; Vrabel 1-2-0; Gay 1-0-0.

FUMBLES-RECOVERED-FORCED
CHARGERS — Jackson 0-0-1; Sproles 1-0-0.
PATRIOTS — Hobbs 1-0-0; Sanders 0-1-0.

FIELD GOALS
CHARGERS — Kaeding 26g, 23g, 40g, 24g.

DID NOT PLAY/INACTIVES
CHARGERS — Volek, Withrow (DNP);

Chandler, Floyd, Gordon, McKinney, Oliver,
Rayner, Waters, Whitehurst (inac.).

PATRIOTS — Cassel (DNP); Britt, C. Jack-
son, Gutierrez, L. Smith, Mitchell, Spann, T.
Brown, Yates (inac.).

Role players, team effort key in Pats win

Time to reassess New England ground game
The critics who watched all season claimed that the running game

was the Patriots’ weakness — they couldn’t get tough yards in the red
zone or at the end of the game, and they couldn’t use it to sustain dri-
ves. Then came Sunday. Laurence Maroney became the first New Eng-
land running back to post consecutive 100-yard rushing games in the
playoffs since Craig James in 1985. He finished the game with 122
yards and one score, but it was his physical nature that sealed the vic-
tory for the home team. The Chargers hounded QB Tom Brady, forcing
him to throw three interceptions, including his first red-zone pick in
more than two years (since Champ Bailey did the trick in the 2005 AFC
divisional round). But Maroney was rock solid, especially on the last
drive, when he had 37 of New England’s 65 yards, all on the ground.

— MATT DUFFY

GAME-DAY
REVIEWS

PATRIOTS 21
CHARGERS 12
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In one of the wildest — and
coldest — conference-title games
in NFL history, the hero was a
kicker who had missed two FG
attempts, including the potential
game-winner, in regulation. 

The goat was a certain first-bal-
lot Hall of Famer.

Lawrence Tynes’ 47-yard field
goal 2:35 into overtime gave the
Giants a 23-20 win vs. the Pack-
ers. The Giants, only the third
NFL team to win three postseason
road games in a row, will play the
Patriots in Super Bowl XLII. 

Tynes got a second opportunity
for redemption after Packers QB
Brett Favre threw an interception
on Green Bay’s second play of
overtime. Giants CB Corey Web-

ster stepped in front of the pass
and returned it nine yards to the
Packers’ 34. Four plays later,
Tynes split the uprights, ending a
game that kicked off in a wind
chill of 23 degrees below zero. 

Minutes before his clinching
kick, Tynes missed a 36-yard field
goal at the end of regulation that
snaphooked well left of the mark.
Earlier in the fourth quarter, Tynes
had missed a 43-yard FG attempt
wide left. 

Had the Giants lost, there would
have been an offseason lamenting
the many mistakes they made in
regulation. Even before Tynes
missed his second kick in the last
6:53 of the fourth quarter, the
Giants made a couple of major
miscues. First, R.W. McQuarters
— whose fumble on an intercep-

tion return early in the fourth quar-
ter allowed the Packers to tie the
game at 20 on a 37-yard Mason
Crosby field goal — put the ball
on the turf once again, this time on
a punt return. The Giants recov-
ered, but what looked like a
promising return ended in a zero-
yard gain. On the next play, Giants
RB Ahmad Bradshaw broke loose
for a touchdown, but the play was
nullified because of a holding
penalty on ORG Chris Snee. 

The Packers also made no short-
age of mistakes themselves. They
committed four penalties on the
Giants’ first drive of the second
half, twice on third down. The
Giants capitalized, with RB Bran-
don Jacobs’ one-yard TD run giv-
ing the Giants a 13-10 lead. 

But back came the Packers, with
an assist from Giants CB Sam
Madison, who was flagged for
unnecessary roughness when it
appeared his team had made a key
third-down stop. One play later,
Favre hit TE Donald Lee for a 12-
yard TD pass that gave the Packers
a 17-13 lead with 5:07 left in the
third quarter. 

The Giants, though, were
resilient. Manning, so steady all
postseason, engineered a seven-
play, 57-yard drive that culminated
in a four-yard TD run by Brad-
shaw that made the score 20-17.

Manning’s top target was WR
Plaxico Burress, who got the best
of Packers CB Al Harris all game

and caught 11 passes for 154
yards. In tough conditions, Man-
ning threw no interceptions.
Meanwhile, Favre threw two
picks. 

Green Bay, Wis., Jan. 20, 2008
NEW YORK GIANTS 3 3 14 0 3 23
GREEN BAY 0 10 7 3 0 20
Attendance: 72,740.

SCORING
New York Giants: Tynes, 29 FG, 4:50, 1Q

(14p-71y-7:48), 3-0.
New York Giants: Tynes, 37 FG, 11:41, 2Q

(7p-38y-3:04), 6-0.
Green Bay: Driver, 90 pass from Favre (Cros-

by kick), 11:18, 2Q (1p-90y-0:23), 6-7.
Green Bay: Crosby, 36 FG, 1:30, 2Q (8p-29y-

2:58), 6-10.
New York Giants: Jacobs, 1 run (Tynes kick),

7:56, 3Q (12p-69y-7:04), 13-10.
Green Bay: Lee, 12 pass from Favre (Crosby

kick), 5:00, 3Q (6p-39y-2:56), 13-17.
New York Giants: Bradshaw, 4 run (Tynes

kick), 2:12, 3Q (7p-57y-2:48), 20-17.
Green Bay: Crosby, 37 FG, 11:46, 4Q (4p-0y-

2:14), 20-20.
New York Giants: Tynes, 47 FG, 12:25, OT

(4p-5y-1:39), 23-20.

TEAM STATISTICS
N.Y.G. G.B.

First downs 24 13
By rush-pass-pen. 8-12-4 2-9-2

Total yards 380 264
Rushing yards 134 28
Passing yards 246 236

Passes comp.-att.-int. 21-40-0 19-35-2
Sacks allow.-yds. lost 2-8 0-0

Punts-average 4-32.5 6-32.2
KO’s-endzone-touchbacks 6-1-1 5-0-0
Punt returns-yds. ret. 4-24 2-1
Kickoff returns-yds. ret. 5-121 5-103
Penalties-yards 6-50 7-37
Rushing plays-avg. gain 39-3.4 14-2.0
Total plays-avg. gain 81-4.7 49-5.4
Fumbles-lost 5-1 1-0
Field goals-attempted 3-5 2-2
Third-down efficiency 6-16 1-10
Fourth-down efficiency 0-1 0-0
Time of possession 40:01 22:34
Avg. yard line start 36 34
Inside 20 poss.-TD-FG 5-2-2 3-1-2

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING

GIANTS — Jacobs 21-67, 12L, 1td; Brad-
shaw 16-63, 10L, 1td; Manning 2-4, 2L.

PACKERS — Grant 13-29, 13L; Favre 1-(-1).
PASSING

GIANTS — Manning 21-40-254, 32L.
PACKERS — Favre 19-35-236, 2i, 90L, 2td.

RECEIVING
GIANTS — Burress 11-154, 32L; Toomer 4-

42, 23L; Smith 2-25, 14L; Boss 1-12; Bradshaw
1-9; Jacobs 1-8; Tyree 1-4.

PACKERS — Driver 5-141, 90L, 1td; Robin-
son 4-16, 16L; Lee 3-35, 18L, 1td; Morency 2-9,
7L; Jennings 1-14; Hall 1-12; Franks 1-11; Jack-
son 1-1; Grant 1-(-3).

PUNTING
GIANTS — Feagles 4 for 32.5 avg, 38L, 1 ins

20.
PACKERS — Ryan 6 for 32.2 avg, 39L, 2 ins

20.
PUNT RETURNS

GIANTS — McQuarters 4-24, 1fc, 9L.
PACKERS — T. Williams 2-1, 1fc, 1L.

KICKOFF RETURNS
GIANTS — Hixon 5-121, 36L.
PACKERS — Robinson 4-54, 24L; T.

Williams 1-49.
INTERCEPTIONS

GIANTS — McQuarters 1-11; Webster 1-9.
TACKLES-ASSISTS-SACKS

GIANTS — Wilson 5-3-0; Pierce 6-0-0; Butler
4-2-0; Tuck 3-1-0; Mitchell 3-0-0; Webster 2-1-0;
Strahan 2-0-0; Madison 1-1-0; McQuarters 1-1-
0; Robbins 1-1-0; Alford 0-2-0; MJohnson 1-0-0;
Ross 0-1-0; Torbor 0-1-0.

PACKERS — Bigby 8-1-0; C. Williams 4-5-0;
Harris 7-1-0; Barnett 4-4-0; Hawk 4-3-1; Kamp-
man 3-4-0; Jenkins 4-1-0; Woodson 4-1-0;
Collins 4-0-0; Poppinga 2-2-0; Pickett 2-1-0;
Gbaja-Biamila 1-0-1; Harrell 1-0-0; T. Williams 1-
0-0; Montgomery 0-1-0.

FUMBLES-RECOVERED-FORCED
GIANTS — Boss 0-1-0; Burress 1-0-0; Hixon

0-1-0; Jacobs 1-0-0; Manning 0-1-0; McQuarters
2-0-0; O’Hara 1-0-0.

PACKERS — Grant 0-0-1; Harris 0-0-1;
Robinson 1-0-0; T. White 0-0-1; T. Williams 0-1-
0; Tauscher 0-1-0.

FIELD GOALS
GIANTS — Tynes 29g, 37g, 43n, 36n, 47g.
PACKERS — Crosby 36g, 37g.

DID NOT PLAY/INACTIVES
GIANTS — A. Wright (DNP); Collins, Davis,

Dockery, Koets, Lorenzen, M. Wright, Moss,
Ware (inac.).

PACKERS — Rodgers (DNP); Blackmon,
Bodiford, Bolston, Krause, Muir, Nall, Thomp-
son, Walker (inac.).

Road warriors: Giants beat Packers in OT 

Packers’ best title chance may have passed 
The Packers will assuredly be on the short list of NFC teams expect-

ed to reach Super Bowl XLIII, and some will say Green Bay is primed
to contend for years to come. Me? I wonder if the Packers’ window has
already closed. QB Brett Favre will be 39 next October. Facing a Giants
secondary riddled with injuries, Favre threw two interceptions and
made other questionable throws. The offense, which rolled for much of
the season, looked at least one playmaker short against the Giants. The
same could be said of the defense, which allowed the Giants to run 81
offensive plays. The secondary didn’t play well, with WR Plaxico Bur-
ress repeatedly beating CB Al Harris. The Giants made mistake after
mistake — and still won. They may be back in this spot next season.
The Packers? I wouldn’t bet on it.

— MIKE WILKENING

GAME-DAY
REVIEWS

GIANTS 23
PACKERS 20

OT

http://nflblogs.profootballweekly.com/
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T
eams at the top of the 2008
draft will be looking to trade
down and acquire more
value to fill a greater number
of holes and avoid having to

make the major investment that
comes with top-10 picks. Typically,
there are no suitors, however, that
show interest in moving up, and the
Dolphins can be expected to have to
make a pick at the top spot. If they
truly want to trade down, they will
have to take a stand like A.J. Smith did
in 2004, when he was pressured not
to select Eli Manning by his family but
did so anyway, only to move the pick
four spots later. After thoroughly ana-
lyzing this draft, however, the Dol-
phins may not want to trade at all.

Editor’s note: Juniors are denoted
with an asterisk. The third, fourth and
fifth picks overall will be decided by a
coin flip during the NFL Scouting
Combine in February.

F I R S T  R O U N D

1 MIAMI DOLPHINS
QB MATT RYAN ■ BOSTON COLLEGE
Wayne Huizenga found a key ingredient

the Dolphins had been missing since Don
Shula departed when he hired master chef
Bill Parcells. Still left to address is the gap-
ing hole at quarterback that has kept the
Dolphins down since Dan Marino left.
Although Tony Sparano’s appreciation for
offensive linemen could make Jake Long an
attractive commodity, Parcells made Drew
Bledsoe the cornerstone of the Patriots’
franchise in his first rebuilding project. Ryan
is every bit as good as Bledsoe coming out
and appears further along at this stage in his
career than even Tom Brady was. QB coach
David Lee was hired even before the head
coach and will be ready to take Ryan’s game
to the level he took Tony Romo’s in Dallas.

Expect Parcells to focus on fixing the prob-
lem no one before him has been able to fix.
Ryan has everything a team could want in a
quarterback, and his exceptional intelli-
gence and intangibles will make the decision
easy for new GM Jeff Ireland. Being a Penn-
sylvania native like Marino certainly won’t
hurt Ryan, either. If the Dolphins do not take
the only sure thing at quarterback in free
agency or the draft, it would be a shocker.

2 ST. LOUIS RAMS
OT JAKE LONG ■ MICHIGAN
The Rams have busted on far too many

defensive linemen, as much as they could
use more. Orlando Pace is not getting
younger and has not been able to stay
healthy. Long has the toughness to play
inside initially and could be a 12-year starter
on the blind side after Pace hangs up the
cleats.

3 ATLANTA FALCONS
DL GLENN DORSEY ■ LSU
New GM Tom Dimitroff cut his teeth under

Scott Pioli and Bill Belichick, and the way they
built the Patriots was on the defensive line.
Richard Seymour was their first first-round
pick in New England and was followed not
long after by Ty Warren and Vince Wilfork,
making D-line the position of choice in three
of the Patriots’ first five drafts. Dorsey is stout
and explosive and can play the nose as well
as the “three-technique,” and his versatility will
be a big draw. He would also make ’07 first-
rounder Jamaal Anderson look a lot better.

4 OAKLAND RAIDERS
RB DARREN MCFADDEN* ■ ARKANSAS
Al Davis has never placed a premium on

character and will have no problem pulling
the trigger on an exciting playmaker who
can take some of the pressure off the first-
round investment he made a year ago in
JaMarcus Russell, especially given that he
sees McFadden as being a tougher version
of Marcus Allen.

5 KANSAS CITY CHIEFS
OT RYAN CLADY* ■ BOISE STATE
Clark Hunt has spoken. The Chiefs need

to be competitive next year to avoid a major
housecleaning.The top priority has to be the
offensive line. Although it’s rich for Clady,
expect another run on tackles this year and
for the naturally athletic 300-pounder to be
pushed up the draft board, like Levi Brown
was a year ago, because of the Chiefs’ glar-
ing hole on the left side since Willie Roaf
retired.

6 NEW YORK JETS
OLB CHRIS LONG ■ VIRGINIA
In a unique position to trump the Patriots,

the Jets, also in need of an outside line-
backer, get the chance to one-up their divi-
sion rival for the Mike Vrabel-like outside
edge rusher. Long’s versatility will make him
an attractive target.

7 NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS [FROM S.F.]
OLB VERNON GHOLSTON* ■ OHIO STATE
An untapped pass rusher with explosive

pass-rush ability and the versatility to drop
into coverage, Gholston has tremendous
upside, too much for the Pats to pass on.

8 BALTIMORE RAVENS
CB LEODIS MCKELVIN ■ TROY
Has dynamic return ability — a big plus to

a former special-teams coach like John Har-
baugh — that will push up his value. Com-
bine his outstanding size, feet and ability to
play the off-man coverage the Ravens fre-

quently run, and McKelvin is a great fit.

9 CINCINNATI BENGALS
DE DERRICK HARVEY* ■ FLORIDA
Marvin Lewis fell in love with Jarvis Moss

a year ago but shied away because of char-
acter concerns. Harvey does not come with
baggage and is a more natural pass rusher.

10 NEW ORLEANS SAINTS
DT SEDRICK ELLIS ■ USC

Ellis could be gone sooner, especially
with a weak DL class, but Sean Payton
understands the importance of a strong front
and will not hesitate to take the best player.

11BUFFALO BILLS
DE-DT PHILLIP MERLING* ■ CLEMSON

Merling has a nonstop motor that will be
endearing to Dick Jauron, and his versatility,
with the ability to move inside in nickel pass-
rush situations, will raise his value.

12 DENVER BRONCOS
WR MARIO MANNINGHAM* ■ MICHIGAN

With Javon Walker’s future up in the air
and Mike Shanahan’s tendency to overlook

character, Manningham is a natural fit.

13 CAROLINA PANTHERS
OT JEFF OTAH ■ PITTSBURGH

With both of their tackles set to hit the
unrestricted free-agent market, the Panthers
have no other choice but to fill a pressing
need. Taking a quarterback with no protec-
tion for him would serve no purpose. The
Panthers need to win now.

14 CHICAGO BEARS
RB JONATHAN STEWART* ■ OREGON

Expect a trade for a proven commodity. The
Bears need help in the trenches the most, on
both sides of the ball, and could reach to fill a
big need. But if they are forced to stay put, it’s
time to come to grips with the fact that Cedric
Benson has not gotten the job done and is
coming off injury. If the Bears want to get off
the bus running, they need a workhorse.

15 DETROIT LIONS
CB JACK IKEGWUONU* ■ WISCONSIN

Was riddled by injury as a junior but has
shown shutdown ability and would give

Top gun: Bill Parcells will find it very hard to resist selecting Boston College QB Matt Ryan with the top pick 
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By NOLAN NAWROCKI

Perfect fit: Ohio State OLB Vernon Gholston’s versa-
tility is tailor-made for the New England defense 
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defensive coordinator Joe Barry the chance
to be much more aggressive.

16 ARIZONA CARDINALS
RB RASHARD MENDENHALL* ■ ILLINOIS

With Edgerrin James showing his age, the
Cardinals need to add more power to the
backfield, and Mendenhall could bring it.

17 MINNESOTA VIKINGS
QB BRIAN BROHM ■ LOUISVILLE

May seem like the draft gods have smiled
on them again, after the Vikings landed Adri-
an Peterson a year ago, but V.P. of player
personnel Rick Spielman’s strength has
never been evaluating quarterbacks. Brad
Childress was noncommittal toward Tarvaris
Jackson at the end of the season. An aver-
age quarterback will get overdrafted again.

18 HOUSTON TEXANS
OT GOSDER CHERILUS ■ BOSTON COLLEGE

Struggled as a senior, but he is still loaded
with natural ability and could help keep Matt
Schaub healthy in 2008 — a task an average
offensive line could not do.

19 PHILADELPHIA EAGLES
CB MIKE JENKINS ■ SOUTH FLORIDA

An athletic corner with return ability could
be very attractive to the Eagles.

20 TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS
WR LIMAS SWEED ■ TEXAS

Bucs need a young playmaker, and Sweed’s
exceptional work habits should resonate with
Jon Gruden.

21WASHINGTON REDSKINS
DE QUENTIN GROVES ■ AUBURN

Would not pass Joe Gibbs’ strength-of-
character test, but with a new head coach in
place, Vinny Cerrato could gain more influ-
ence, and Groves is a classic Cerrato pick
with great measurables and average produc-
tion.

22DALLAS [FROM CLEV.]
WR MALCOLM KELLY* ■ OKLAHOMA

Terrell Owens and Terry Glenn are not
getting any younger, and the Cowboys could
use another young, sure-handed target to
pair with Tony Romo.

23PITTSBURGH STEELERS
OG-OT BRANDON ALBERT* ■ VIRGINIA

Versatility was a big theme of the Steelers’
upon Mike Tomlin’s arrival, and Albert’s abil-
ity to play guard or tackle, with Alan Faneca
possibly departing and the edges not being
secured last season, will be attractive.

24TENNESSEE TITANS
WR DeSEAN JACKSON* ■ CALIFORNIA

Has explosive big-play ability in the return
game, with Pacman Jones possibly out of

the picture, and as a receiver. Can stretch
the field and give Vince Young a legitimate
playmaker to enhance his maturation as a
quarterback.

25SEATTLE SEAHAWKS
TE JOHN CARLSON ■ NOTRE DAME

The Marcus Pollard experiment did not go
as expected, leaving a pass-happy offense
without a key element. Carlson’s exceptional
character and intelligence will be inviting to
GM Tim Ruskell.

26JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS
WR DEVIN THOMAS* ■ MICHIGAN STATE

Have missed on too many first-round
receivers and find themselves in position to
draft a legitimate playmaker, which Thomas
showed he can be, although he might take
some time to develop, like those they have
drafted before him.

27SAN DIEGO CHARGERS
DT KENTWAN BALMER ■ NORTH CAROLINA

The way the rich get richer is by strength-
ening their fronts, and Balmer has the
strength to two-gap in the Chargers’ “30” front.

28DALLAS COWBOYS
RB FELIX JONES* ■ ARKANSAS

Could wind up with the more dynamic of
the Hogs’ two backs and replace free agent
Julius Jones, keeping a solid 1-2 punch in
the backfield and improving the return game.

29SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS [FROM IND.]
WR EARLY DOUCET ■ LSU

Niners are desperate for more playmakers
and could find a strong runner who can han-
dle going over the middle the way Mike
Martz will demand.

30GREEN BAY PACKERS
LB KEITH RIVERS ■ USC

Will look to upgrade the athleticism of the
linebacking corps and allow the defense to
be more creative.

31NEW YORK GIANTS #
CB PATRICK LEE ■ AUBURN

Brings a lot of versatility to play press or
off-man coverage or in the slot and could
upgrade a weak secondary.

32NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS #
FORFEITED PICK

# — The 31st and 32nd picks will go to the
Super Bowl loser and winner, respectively.
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Real deal: Oregon State’s Jonathan Stewart has
what it takes to be a workhorse back at the pro level
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Home-run threat: California WR DeSean Jackson
offers explosive playmaking ability in the return game 
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By BARRY JACKSON
his was a year in which Bryant Gumbel managed to
call 49ers RB Frank Gore “Al” and Cowboys QB
Tony Romo “Rick” on consecutive weeks; most of
the country couldn’t even watch one of the most-bal-
lyhoed NFC regular-season games of the year (Pack-
ers-Cowboys, which was broadcast on NFL Net-
work); and ratings for prime-time games sank to a

new low.
But in between all of this, several announcers managed to

distinguish themselves.
Presenting our 16th annual Griddy Awards:

Play-by-play
1. AL MICHAELS ■ NBC

Despite all the accolades tossed his way,
Michaels has never rested on his success or
become lazy on play-by-play. He’s still dili-
gent, identifying all the pertinent information
immediately after plays, questions debatable
strategy more than most play-by-players, and
knows every relevant rule. Nothing seems to
get past Michaels, especially on time-man-
agement issues. And he often says what fans
are thinking, including wondering aloud why
refs had to measure for a first down at the 30-
yard line, on a series that began with a touch-
back.

2. JOE BUCK ■ Fox
JIM NANTZ ■ CBS (tie)
Like Michaels, the lead guys at CBS and Fox are consci-

entious about identifying defenders on plays and exception-
al at pointing out mistakes in clock management. While
Buck is more likely to deliver a snappy one-liner, Nantz is
more likely to weave in personal anecdotes about players.
And Nantz was justified in his scathing criticism of Pitts-
burgh FS Anthony Smith for guaranteeing a win against the
Patriots.

4. MIKE TIRICO ■ ESPN
Could easily qualify as No. 2 on this list, but he’s the vic-

tim of circumstance — specifically, being required to preside
over a circus in which guests and Tony Kornheiser often side-
track the broadcasts. A consummate pro, Tirico offers big-
picture perspective as well as any play-by-play man in the
business.

■ NOTABLE: Nobody does a better job identifying last-second
substitutions and third and fourth receivers than CBS’ Kevin
Harlan. …  In his first year on the No. 2 team, Fox’s Kenny
Albert was too inconsistent identifying defenders on plays.
… CBS’ Greg Gumbel and Ian Eagle and Fox’s Dick Stock-
ton delivered typically professional work. … CBS’ Dick
Enberg remains atop his game as a storyteller, though errors
are more frequent. … Bryant Gumbel on NFL Network?
Time to end that lab experiment.

Analysts
1. CRIS COLLINSWORTH ■ NFL Network

Although he works only a partial schedule, Collinsworth
narrowly claims the top spot — for not allowing himself to be
dragged down by his booth partner, Bryant Gumbel, but also
for providing the highest quotient of insight per comment.
Besides offering scathing criticism of players when justified,
Collinsworth says less that’s obvious to the average viewer
than anybody in the business — whether it’s pointing out
things he’s noticed on tape (“Lofa Tatupu moves toward the
ball faster than the other [Seattle] linebackers”) or subtleties
of the game. Such as: “Top corners play the left side because

that’s the visual side for a corner — that’s why Marcus Tru-
fant changed sides.” Or noting that having Terrell Owens or
Randy Moss on your team “means the safety in goal-line
spots must stay close to him on the line and isn’t in position
to help on the run.” And Collinsworth mixes in humor, crack-
ing that Matt Hasselbeck was “futzing around with that wrist
before the game. Is that a medical term?”

2. PHIL SIMMS ■ CBS
JOHN MADDEN ■ NBC (tie)
Both routinely point out nuances the average fan wouldn’t

necessarily think of, although we wish Madden was more
concise. Simms noted how teams should run
more crossing routes because defenses must
worry about bumping into other defensive
players, or even the referees. Madden doesn’t
take statistics at face value but probes for
contributing circumstances. When Michaels
noted that Jacksonville’s Rashean Mathis had
only one interception this season, Madden
correctly noted that cornerbacks typically are
challenged less the year after they make the
Pro Bowl.

4. TROY AIKMAN ■ Fox
Consistently makes worthy points, and

nobody does a better job in explaining who’s
to blame — the quarterback or receiver —
when passing plays go awry. He finishes No.
4 — and narrowly — only because Simms
and Madden bring a bit more personality to
the broadcast. Aikman has validated his posi-
tion as the network’s sole No. 1 analyst in his

three years without Cris Collinsworth alongside. But he was
slightly more entertaining when he could interact with
Collinsworth.
■ NOTABLE: CBS’ Dan Dierdorf and Randy Cross, ESPN’s Ron
Jaworski and Fox’s Brian Baldinger finish just behind the top
four. … Fox’s Daryl Johnston improved by loosening up and
more often questioning play selection. … Fox’s Tony Bosel-
li, sharp and alert, was the top new face. … Fox’s Tim Ryan
can be quite insightful with X’s and O’s, but he had me reach-
ing for the remote when he said, “It is what it is” to explain a
Brian Griese interception. Ugh.

Studio hosts
1. BOB COSTAS / KEITH OLBERMANN ■ NBC

Olbermann’s witty narration of highlights — and Costas’
eloquence — helped elevate “Football Night in America” to
a level far above its first season. And Costas’ flawless work
on HBO’s “Inside the NFL” also is factored in here.

2. JAMES BROWN ■ CBS
CHRIS BERMAN ■ ESPN (tie)
One of the most likable personalities on sports television,

Brown’s enthusiasm permeates the set and has dramatically
boosted the quality of CBS’ pregame show since his arrival in
2006. Excellent as a traffic cop, too. Berman might rank high-
er if he still hosted “NFL PrimeTime,” which lost its prized
Sunday-evening slot after NBC took over Sunday-night rights
in 2006. None of the NFL hosts has a greater knowledge of
the game’s history.

4. CURT MENEFEE ■ Fox
In his first year as full-time host, Menefee generally vali-

dated his promotion, although he stumbled with verbiage at
times.

■ NOTABLE: Collinsworth, Costas’ co-host on “Inside the NFL,”
belongs in the top three, but we can’t give you every award,
Cris. … NFL Network’s Rich Eisen, who can be witty at
times, remains a bit too slow and meandering in his delivery.
He needs to cut out the “uhs.”

Studio analysts
1. JIMMY JOHNSON ■ Fox

Candid, concise and consistently sharp. Doesn’t get side-
tracked by the silliness as much as Terry Bradshaw and
Howie Long.

2. CRIS COLLINSWORTH ■ NBC
Doesn’t get as much time to offer opinions in his new role

as the traffic cop in NBC’s “Players Room,” but when he
does, his comments always pack a punch.

3. TOM JACKSON ■ ESPN
SHANNON SHARPE ■ CBS (tie)
Jackson remains the voice of reason — and more willing

to criticize than he’s given credit for. Sharpe, with his clever
analogies, adds levity and life to a pregame show that badly
missed him when he skipped two weeks with a sinus infec-
tion.

■ NOTABLE: HBO’s Cris Carter easily could have challenged for
a spot in the top three. He correctly predicted, in Week Two,
that the Patriots could go unbeaten but was premature in say-
ing the game has passed Joe Gibbs by. … CBS’ Bill Cowher
and NBC’s Tiki Barber met expectations as rookies, although
Cowher could return to coaching in 2009. … NBC’s Jerome
Bettis improved dramatically by becoming much bolder in
his comments, and ESPN’s Keyshawn Johnson raised his
performance after a slow start. …  Long, when serious, deliv-
ered typically cogent analysis, but too often he seemed con-
cerned with teasing Bradshaw. … ESPN’s Emmitt Smith was
consistently inadequate and shouldn’t be invited back.

Sideline reporters
1. ANDREA KREMER ■ NBC

PAM OLIVER ■ Fox (tie)
Oliver received her share of aggravation this season when

Donovan McNabb claimed she misquoted him. But Oliver, as
usual, made a greater effort to relay sideline conversations
between players than any of her peers. Kremer’s the best
reporter in the sideline role since Armen Keteyian moved
from CBS Sports to CBS News.

3. SUZI KOLBER ■ ESPN
MICHELLE TAFOYA ■ ESPN (tie)
Competent pros, but let’s be frank: There’s simply no need

for two sideline reporters on the same telecast, especially
when they’re mostly relaying anecdotal material that could
be served up by Kornheiser or Tirico.

Barry Jackson covers sports broadcasting for Pro Football
Weekly and the Miami Herald.

Best behind the mike:
Award-worthy talkers recognized 

for broadcast brilliance
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Best in show: Cris Collinsworth is the best NFL analyst on TV
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season with a base salary of $6.5
million, but that could change if a
restructuring takes place. The pri-
mary goal of general manager
Marty Hurney and head coach
John Fox this offseason will be to
remodel the offensive line. Both of
Carolina’s starting offensive tack-
les, Travelle Wharton and Jordan
Gross, are free agents.

N F C l W E S T

Leinart named Cards’
starting quarterback
— but don’t forget
about Warner

Even though Cardinals head
coach Ken Whisenhunt has pub-
licly stated that Matt Leinart
would enter the offseason as the
team’s starting quarterback, we
hear veteran Kurt Warner played
too well in relief of the injured
Leinart this past season not to be
considered a serious challenger
for the job when the next training
camp opens. Word is Warner, who

ended up registering the
second-highest TD-pass
total in team history (27)
despite starting in only 11
games, is not only the top
choice of numerous Cardi-

nals fans. We also hear that, if a
poll were to be taken among the
team’s players, it would probably
be pretty much a split vote
between Leinart and Warner —
with the Arizona receivers almost
certainly in favor of Warner. That
said, we also hear that, as well as
he performed last season, Warn-
er’s propensity for costly turnovers
— his mistakes put the Cardinals
in an early hole they couldn’t dig
out of in consecutive losses to
Washington and Tampa Bay — is
enough of a problem to put him
behind Leinart in Whisenhunt’s

QB pecking order. More than any-
thing, though, we hear the reason
Whisenhunt has decided to give
Leinart the edge in the team’s QB
derby was twofold: (1) Whisenhunt
doesn’t want to be bothered every
day with questions when camp
opens about which quarterback is
No. 1; and (2) he wants to put
Leinart on notice and to have him
continue accepting the major
responsibility that comes with
being the team’s field general,
both on and off the field. By all
accounts, Leinart, whose work
ethic has been questioned in the
past, earned high marks for being
a strong presence at team head-
quarters while on injured reserve,
watching film and staying much
more involved than any of the
team’s other players who were on
I.R.

SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS
Of all the Niners’ free agents

this offseason, we hear the most
likely to re-up with the team is QB
Shaun Hill, who came out of the
woodwork to make a strong
impression when given a starting

opportunity down the
stretch. We hear it’s only a
matter of time before the
Niners strike a deal with
Hill, although it apparently
has been a bit of a chal-

lenge establishing his actual worth.
Look for Hill to sign a contract
heavily laden with playing-time and
performance incentives. A much
bigger question is whether Hill or
Alex Smith, who is still feeling the
strain of his increasingly tense
relationship with head coach Mike
Nolan, will be a better fit in new
offensive coordinator Mike Martz’s
system. On the one hand, team
insiders believe Hill’s accuracy,
intelligence and leadership skills
could give him an edge over
Smith. On the other hand, they feel
Smith has a stronger arm for a
system that features a lot of 15- to
20-yard throws downfield and has
better mobility than Hill. In addi-

tion, Martz’s offense features lots
of shotgun and option elements,
similar to those Smith was
exposed to in college at Utah. It
would be interesting to know just
how Smith feels about the hiring of
Martz, but we’re told he has gone
underground after struggling
through what turned out to be a
very turbulent season.

SEATTLE SEAHAWKS
While the Seahawks wait for

head coach Mike Holmgren to
make up his mind whether or not
he will be back for a 10th season
as head coach, we hear the team
enters the offseason definitely
planning to emphasize the offen-
sive side of the ball after concen-
trating on defense the last couple
of seasons. In his season-ending
press conference early this week,
Holmgren hinted that the team’s
running game was in need of a

reassessment — in terms
of personnel and scheme
— after averaging a mea-
ger 3.8 yards per carry this
season and managing an
embarrassing 28 yards on

18 carries in the 42-20 playoff loss
to the Packers. But Holmgren
hardly ruled longtime featured RB
Shaun Alexander out of the equa-
tion, despite the fact many daily
team observers believe the Sea-
hawks would be much better off
cutting the cord with the former
league MVP, which would result in
a $6.9 million salary-cap hit. If the
team is indeed intent on a fresh
start in the backfield, it would
appear Alexander couldn’t be
more of a square peg moving for-
ward. It’s hard to imagine the team
keeping him around at his salary
to be a spot-duty guy with eroding
skills, although Holmgren said he
still thought Alexander had enough
gas left in the tank to be a factor
next season. But what if Holmgren

decides to ride his Harley off into
the sunset? If that happens, our
sources believe a new head coach
would almost certainly clean the
slate and send Alexander packing.
Even if Holmgren does come back,
we put the odds at 50-50, at the
moment, that Alexander will also
return.

ST. LOUIS RAMS
While it’s true Scott Linehan

was given a mulligan because of
his team’s unusually severe rash of
injuries in 2007, there’s reason to
believe the Rams’ head coach will
be entering the ’08 campaign
clinging to a very short rope
unless his relationship with many
of the Rams’ players, primarily on

the offensive side of the
ball, doesn’t improve signifi-
cantly. Team insiders sus-
pect the impromptu players-
only gripe sessions that
reportedly took place

behind the scenes more than once
down the stretch ranked right up
there with the team’s long-range
ownership situation and upcoming
strategies in the draft and free
agency as serious topics of con-
versation at the Rams’ annual
summit meeting, which took place
in Los Angeles last week, just prior
to the death of team owner Geor-
gia Frontierre. Those players-only
meetings provide another layer of
discontent beyond Linehan’s well-
documented clashes with Rams
star players Steven Jackson,
Marc Bulger and Torry Holt in
three different games this season,
and word is, it has become imper-
ative that Linehan gets his players
to buy back into an offensive sys-
tem that was heavily criticized from
within last season. Our sources
wouldn’t be surprised if Linehan
might have been persuaded by
upper management to recently
relinquish the team’s play-calling

duties to the team’s yet-to-be-
named new offensive coordinator
so that he could become more of a
CEO-type coach. That was the
case the final six games of the ’06
season, when Linehan decided to
turn the play-calling duties over to
offensive coordinator Greg Olson,
who proceeded to do a terrific job
in that capacity for those six
games, although he was fired a
year later.

A F C l E A S T

Parcells, not Ireland
or Sparano, steering
Dolphins ship in Miami

At Bill Parcells’ introductory
press conference as executive
vice president of football opera-
tions for the Dolphins, he insisted
that he was in place just to build
the infrastructure of the team. He
maintained that his front-office and
coaching appointments would
make all the player personnel deci-

sions, and such a provision
is even written into his con-
tract. However, team insid-
ers confirmed to us that the
speculation that Parcells
will ultimately be making

the call when it comes to the
makeup of the roster is spot-on.
Part of the reason that Parcells
hired former Dallas colleagues
Jeff Ireland as general manager,
Brian Gaine as assistant director
of player personnel and Tony
Sparano as head coach is that he
knows they respect his authority
and will defer to his expertise
when there’s a disagreement in
evaluations. The potential stum-
bling block comes if Parcells and
Sparano have a disagreement in
regard to on-field strategy. For
example, sources say the situation

CONTINUED ON PAGE 36

Rams owner 
Frontiere 
passes away

Rams owner Georgia Frontiere died Jan. 18 after battling
breast cancer for several months. She was 80.

“Georgia Frontiere was the first lady of sports in her native
St. Louis,” NFL commissioner Roger Goodell said in a state-
ment that also praised her philanthropy and concern for
retired NFL players.

Frontiere inherited principal ownership of the Rams after
her sixth husband, Carroll Rosenbloom, drowned in 1979,
becoming one of the few female owners of a major profes-
sional sports franchise. During her control of the team, it
moved twice, first from Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum in
downtown L.A. to suburban Anaheim in 1980, and then to her
hometown of St. Louis in 1995.

A former nightclub singer, Frontiere was married seven
times, starting at age 15. Her seventh husband, Dominic
Frontiere, was an award-winning composer, but they
divorced in 1988 after he had served time in prison on tax
charges related to the scalping of more than 2,500 tickets to
the 1980 Super Bowl in Pasadena.

After the Rams moved to St. Louis, they went on to win
Super Bowl XXXIV, 23-16 over Tennessee, in January 2000. “The Greatest Show on Turf” brought a wide-open brand
of football to the NFL, which several other teams tried to emulate.

“It’s been my privilege for 28 years to work for a loyal, generous, and supportive owner who was totally commit-
ted to her football team,” Rams president John Shaw said in a statement. “This is an enormous loss for me and for
the Rams’ organization. All of our prayers and sympathy go out to her family.”

Frontiere is survived by two children, son Dale (Chip) Rosenbloom and daughter Lucia Rodriguez, six grand-
children and Earle Weatherwax, her companion of 19 years.
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End of an era: The majority owner of the Rams,
Georgia Frontiere, died on Jan. 18
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He’s No. 1: QB Matt Leinart enters the offseason as the Cardinals’ starter
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could turn ugly if the two men have
opposing opinions on who should
be the quarterback.

BUFFALO BILLS
Turk Schonert’s promotion from

Bills QB coach to offensive coordi-
nator is a clear signal that head
coach Dick Jauron is looking for
more from the passing game. Orig-
inally thought to be a long shot to
replace Steve Fairchild, who left
to become head coach at Col-

orado State, we hear that
Schonert’s kinship with QB
Trent Edwards and exper-
tise in the passing game
convinced Jauron that he
was right for the job. After

the Bills finished 2007 ranked 30th
in the league in passing, Schonert
promised that the aerial attack will
no longer be kept under wraps.
“(Trent) has got the ball in his
hands every snap, so you’re got to
start with that guy,” Schonert said
when asked if the offense will
revolve around the Bills’ quarter-
back. “When we put a system in,
we’re going to keep things that are
his strengths (and) we’ll add things
that are his strengths.”

NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS
Randy Moss isn’t going any-

where. That’s what our Patriot
sources tell us about their record-
setting wide receiver entering free
agency. While it’s conceivable that
the salary-cap-conscious Patriots
won’t offer him quite as much
money as another team will, Moss

recognizes the fact that
playing in New England
has resurrected his career
in the most drastic of fash-
ions. Not only has he seen
a dramatic statistical spike,

but his reputation as a malcontent
has also been altered. However,
we hear that if the temporary
restraining order issued Jan. 14
against Moss in Broward County,
Fla., is converted to a permanent
restraining order at his Jan. 28
hearing, there remains a remote
possibility that owner Robert Kraft
will opt against extending him.
From “Spygate” to Rodney Harri-
son’s human-growth-hormone
suspension to his team running up
the score, Kraft is wary about
doing things to further tarnish his
team’s reputation.

NEW YORK JETS
While NT Dewayne Robertson

is still a prime candidate to be
traded, team sources tell us that
should the Jets not receive a favor-
able offer, he could be tried out at
defensive end next season. At 6-1,

310 pounds, he doesn’t
possess the requisite bulk
to be a two-gapping run
stuffer, yet he has more
than enough size and the
quickness to make a fine

defensive end in the Jets’ 3-4
scheme. Robertson has mostly
been a disappointment since being
drafted fourth overall in 2003, hav-
ing never recorded more than four
sacks in a season, but there’s

some lingering optimism that this
move could pay dividends. Should
the Jets be unable to bring aboard
a top nose tackle in free agency or
the draft, 325-pound Sione Pouha
showed that he could be a viable
option to be the anchor in the mid-
dle. Pouha impressed the coaches
over the second half of the sea-
son, recording 27 of his 40 tackles
after the Week 10 bye.

A F C l N O R T H

Steelers will bid to
keep Faneca as a free
agent, but how much?

The prevailing sentiment is that
the Steelers will make an offer to
keep OLG Alan Faneca, far and
away their most important free
agent and the best player on their
offensive line. But several ques-
tions swirl as free agency looms.

How much will it cost to
retain Faneca, one of the
best guards in football? And
how high will the Steelers
go to re-sign him? There is
also the question of how

long Faneca will be able to play at
an elite level. Faneca was voted to
the Pro Bowl this past season, but
he will be 32 at the end of next
season, and the Steelers have had
a knack for cutting ties with players
before their skills begin to marked-
ly fall off. There’s no doubt Faneca
remains among the very best at
his position — but will the Steelers
give him a long-term deal and run
the risk of having him be a much
less-effective player at the end of

the contract? The way we hear it,
the length of the contract probably
won’t be an issue for the Steelers.
One option that has made the
rounds in Pittsburgh is the idea of
Faneca moving to center to finish
his career.

CLEVELAND BROWNS
The promotion of DB coach Mel

Tucker to defensive coordinator
underscores the job Tucker did
with that group in three seasons
on the job. The team’s CB depth,
usually a source of concern, is
now a strength, with starters Leigh
Bodden and Eric Wright develop-

ing nicely on Tucker’s watch
and rookie Brandon
McDonald a key part of the
plans after impressing in his
first season. The Browns’
safety play was shaky at

times in 2007, with SS Sean
Jones having his problems cover-
ing tight ends early in the season.
However, Jones and FS Brodney
Pool are good athletes for their
positions and may have yet to
reach their potential. In short, it’s
unlikely the Browns will address
the secondary early in the draft.
More help for the front seven —
with defensive end, nose tackle
and outside linebacker three posi-
tions that need to be bolstered —
is a higher priority.

CINCINNATI BENGALS
The Bengals are not trading WR

Chad Johnson, head coach Mar-
vin Lewis said at the press confer-
ence introducing new defensive
coordinator Mike Zimmer on Jan.

16. With that speculation ending,
the focus turns to how Johnson will
respond after a 2007 season that
was, by the numbers, impressive.

Johnson caught 93 passes
for a team-record 1,440
yards, all while usually being
the primary focus of oppos-
ing defenses. Johnson’s play
— and the threat of him

making a game-changing play —
helped T.J. Houshmandzadeh tie
for the NFL lead in receptions with
112. But Johnson’s happiness with
his situation in Cincinnati has been
an issue ever since he endured
widespread criticism for arguing
with QB Carson Palmer in the loss
to New England on Oct. 1. Howev-
er, Johnson is signed for the next
four seasons, and Lewis’ stance is
clear: The Bengals aren’t giving up
a blue-chip receiver in the prime of
his career.

BALTIMORE RAVENS
Much has been said about the

challenge of coaching the Ravens
because of a vocal, veteran,
ready-to-win-now defense. Howev-
er, as rival coaches and personnel
men surveyed by PFW have
noted, there is exceptional talent
on that side of the ball, and at
every position group. The defen-
sive line is loaded, especially if DT
Trevor Pryce, hurt for much for
last season, returns to his ’06 form
to team with the active Kelly
Gregg and run stuffer Haloti
Ngata. OLB Terrell Suggs, an
unrestricted free agent, figures to
be back, either with a one-year
deal as the Ravens’ franchise play-

er or with a more salary-
cap-friendly long-term con-
tract. Though Suggs
notched a career-low five
sacks in 2007, the prevail-
ing thought is that he is still

one of the most feared rush line-
backers in the game. At inside line-
backer, the Ravens figure to again
pair Ray Lewis and Bart Scott.
Lewis, who will be 33 in May, has
slowed somewhat, but his leader-
ship skills are still a major asset,
and he notched 120 tackles in
2007, the most he has had in
three seasons. The secondary is
the biggest area of concern. CB
Chris McAlister and Samari
Rolle are coming off injury-
plagued seasons. This put quite a
burden on Pro Bowl FS Ed Reed.
One AFC assistant noted that
Reed “got out of position (and)
started guessing too much,” more
than he had in recent seasons.
Nevertheless, Reed ranks among
the very best at his position, and
he’s one of the key components of
a defense that still managed to
rank sixth in yards allowed in ’07.

A F C l S O U T H

Heimerdinger hired to
spark Titans offense

The Titans hired Mike
Heimerdinger for a second stint as
offensive coordinator on Jan. 17
after head coach Jeff Fisher had

fired Norm Chow two days
earlier. Heimerdinger, the
assistant head coach in
Denver for the last two sea-
sons, ran Tennessee’s
offense from 2000-04. “Mike

was at the top of my list, and we
are fortunate he was available to
come back,” Fisher said. “We know
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Destination unknown: Alan Faneca
can re-sign in Pittsburgh or go elsewhere
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IMPROVING:

Manning,
Grant
strong in
playoffs

We asked a panel of NFL coaches
for their take on the players who sur-
prised with their play in the postsea-
son. All comments were made on
condition of anonymity:

1. QB Eli Manning | Giants —
Manning earned raves for his play in
playoff wins vs. the Buccaneers and
Cowboys. In the first two games of the
postseason, Manning completed 32-
of-45 passes for 348 yards with four
touchdowns and no interceptions.
Manning, one NFL assistant said, is
“playing with a real high level of con-
fidence. As long as he keeps making
good decisions with the ball, they’ll
be tough.”

2. RB Ryan Grant | Packers —
Grant may have never played better
than he did in Green Bay’s 42-20 win
vs. Seattle in the divisional round.
Shaking off two early fumbles that
helped put his team down 14 points,
Grant rushed for 201 yards and three
scores on 27 carries. “You kind of
knew how good he was, but you
didn’t know how good he was,” one
AFC assistant coach said, marveling
at Grant’s progression.

3. RB-RS Darren Sproles |
Chargers — Sproles was best
known for his special-teams work
before the Chargers’ divisional-round
upset of Indianapolis, but his 56-yard
catch-and-run touchdown was a sign
he could very well be a factor on
offense for years to come. One NFL
assistant, citing the difficulty of stop-
ping Sproles on special teams, was
not surprised he could make such an
impact in the passing game. “He’s
hard to tackle,” the coach said. “When
he hits that seam, he’s fearless.”

4. QB Billy Volek | Chargers —
Volek relieved an injured Philip Rivers
and helped secure the Chargers’ vic-
tory at Indianapolis, making a couple
of impressive throws along the way.
As one panelist noted, Volek is on a
short list of quarterbacks who have
ever thrown for 400 yards or more in
back-to-back games, which he did in
2004 as a member of the Titans.

Honorable mention: Packers S Atari
Bigby, Giants TE Kevin Boss, Chargers
WRs Chris Chambers and Vincent
Jackson.

— MIKE WILKENING

N F L i s t

Efficient: Giants QB Eli Manning
has cut down on his mistakes
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each other very well, and he is
without a doubt the right person to
help the offense take the next
step.” In Heimerdinger’s first run as
Tennessee’s offensive coordinator,
the Titans’ offense, led by QB
Steve McNair, RB Eddie George
and WR Derrick Mason, was far
more versatile and explosive than
the current attack. Another factor
that can’t be overlooked when
wondering why Fisher wanted to
bring back Heimerdinger: During
that five-year period, Mason and
McNair developed into two of the
top players at their positions in the
NFL. To be sure, making the pass-
ing game more potent is the Titans’
top offseason priority. QB Vince
Young improved somewhat from a
passing standpoint in his second
NFL season, but more progress is
expected in Year Three.

JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS
Despite a breakout season for

Jaguars OL Maurice Williams, it’s
unlikely the free agent will re-sign
with Jacksonville. The seven-year
veteran wants to start and won’t
be afforded that option with the
Jags. Williams slid inside from

offensive tackle when OG
Chris Naeole went down
with a season-ending injury
in Week Nine, and he
helped propel a lackluster
offense to new heights over

the second half of the season.
Sources say Williams boasts start-
ing-caliber potential, but it’s
unclear whether he possesses
enough of a body of work at guard
to make teams confident enough
to invest in him. Helping his cause
is the other O-linemen — such as
the Cowboys’ Leonard Davis and
the Raiders’ Robert Gallery —
who’ve resurrected their careers
by moving from tackle to guard.

INDIANAPOLIS COLTS
The Colts face a tough chal-

lenge in resurrecting their running
game. RB Joseph Addai failed to
exceed 72 yards on the ground in
any game after gashing the Patri-
ots for 112 yards in Week Nine,
and the team now faces an uncer-
tain future in their interior offensive

line. Thirty-two-year-old C Jeff
Saturday remains one of the best
in the game despite his age, but
their top three guards — starters
Jake Scott and Ryan Lilja, and

top backup Dylan Gandy
— are all free agents. Scott
and Lilja are unrestricted,
and Gandy’s restricted. With
the Colts investing heavily
in S Bob Sanders’ contract

extension and being adamant
about keeping TE Dallas Clark,
salary-cap constraints have put the
guards’ futures in Indianapolis in
doubt. Both Scott and Lilja are 26-
year-olds who are considered solid
NFL starters, but at least one of
them is likely to be earning his
2008 paycheck outside Indianapo-
lis.

HOUSTON TEXANS
How scary is this for Texans

opponents: DE Mario Williams,
now with two NFL seasons to his
credit, turns 23 the Friday before
Super Bowl XLII. The way we hear
it, Williams is only starting to reach

his potential after a foot
injury bothered him as a
rookie. But when he got
healthy, and when the Tex-
ans started to keep him
predominantly at right

defensive end, Williams started to
take off, especially in the final two
months of the season. Another
good sign for Williams, according
to a source, is that the young
defensive end sees “the benefits of
putting in the time and studying.”
We know about the 6-7, 290-
pound Williams’ considerable phys-
ical talents, but his work habits
also merit mention, too.

A F C l W E S T

Former MLB Wilson
cleared to play and
sees some interest,
just not from Broncos

It didn’t take long for the phone
to start ringing last week at the

office of MLB Al Wilson’s agent,
Peter Schaffer, once Wilson had
been medically cleared to play
football again after sitting out all of
2007 with a serious neck injury
sustained in December of ’06.
Many around the league wondered

if Wilson, a fiery leader and
four-time Pro Bowler during
his eight-year career in
Denver, would ever play
again after failing a physical
with the Giants last April

that nixed a trade and led to the
Broncos releasing the fan favorite.
“I wouldn’t say I’m surprised (by
the interest), it’s what I expected,”
Schaffer told PFW Tuesday. “He’s a
talented player who has been
cleared by the most conservative
and most noted spine doctor in the
world, and he’s ready to play. If
you think about it, it’s what you
would expect.” Schaffer said Wil-
son’s spirits are high with the news
that “he is at no greater risk than

any normal human being,” and with
the lack of credible MLB options
available in free agency, Wilson
figures to have a number of suitors
this spring. It’s probably not wise to
count Denver among them, howev-
er, as Schaffer indicated there has
been no dialogue with the Bron-
cos, who will be looking for a start-
ing middle linebacker in the draft
or free agency should they shift
D.J. Williams to the weak side, as
expected.

KANSAS CITY CHIEFS
Although it’s believed Jaguars

QB coach Mike Shula or Texas-El
Paso’s Eric Price would have
been the splashier choices, and
candidates like Mike Martz, Cam
Cameron or Brian Billick would
have been more popular, head
coach Herm Edwards went with
the safer, more conservative Chan
Gailey as his offensive coordinator
to replace the fired Mike Solari.

“He’s a good fit for us,” Edwards
said of Gailey, fired as Georgia
Tech’s head coach despite taking
the team to a bowl game in all six
of his years there. “He’s a veteran
play-caller, and our philosophies
are similar. Just follow the guy’s

career. You know he’s a
solid guy. He’s a good
teacher. He can make it
simple enough that the
young guys can line up and
play. He’s been on the col-

lege level for the last six years. He
can relate to the younger players.”
We’re told that Gailey’s successful
reputation running the ball in previ-
ous stops as coordinator in Den-
ver, Pittsburgh and Miami was a
big key for Edwards, who stressed
the need to have a new coordina-
tor in place prior to the Senior
Bowl week of practice. It’s uncer-
tain, however, whether Gailey will

The following quotes are from NFL
scouts, coaches and front-office person-
nel, speaking on condition of anonymity.

● “You hear a lot about Bill
Belichick’s coaching tree, but take a
look at some of the guys Scott Pioli
has hired: (Eagles vice president of
player personnel) Jason Licht, (Fal-
cons GM) Thomas Dimitroff, (Patri-
ots WR coach) Nick Caserio, (Patriots
offensive coordinator) Josh Mc-
Daniels. Every year, they have to re-
load because their personnel depart-
ment is getting raided.”

● “I don’t understand what the Colts
were thinking in preparation for the
(Chargers). They got too much rest.
They came out looking lethargic and
not sharp at all. They got beat by the
Chargers’ backups in the RCA Dome
— how bad is that? I thought they
learned last season after their strug-
gles in the playoffs the previous sea-
son. The Giants are proof. They came
out to play against New England. They
competed their (butts) off. They rolled
into the playoffs with confidence.”

● “The toughest deal to measure

when evaluating quarterbacks is open
receivers and time to throw. It’s the rea-
son (the) quarterback (position) is so
difficult to play and evaluate. Taking
zero away from (Tom) Brady, he had
all day to throw (vs. Jacksonville). They
never got close to him after the first
play of the game. Jacksonville’s (defen-
sive) coordinator said he was never
going to blitz him (before the game),
so Brady just dinked and dunked them.
Matt Leinart led the nation in open
receivers as a junior and senior. How
hard is it when receivers are wide
open?”

● “It’s one thing to come off the
bench during the season for one
series and light it up. It’s another to
start the season as the guy and do it
again. Tony Romo proved he could
do it after being anointed. Give the
Cowboys credit for waiting to see that
he could handle the pressure of start-
ing the season anointed. That’s when
he got paid. Trust me, it will be differ-
ent for (Derek) Anderson next year
going into the season as the starter.
I’ve seen it happen with too many
guys. The expectation level changes.

It’s different after you’ve been anointed
(as being) ‘the guy.’ ”

● “Bill Parcells came out saying
he did not want problem children and
then he extended Ricky Williams.
That threw me for a loop. … He might
have some trade value.”

● “When Parcells came to Dallas,
you can look at his track record. He
spent his first two picks on DeMarcus
Ware and Marcus Spears. He started
to build it up front.”

● “(Rams CB) Jonathan Wade
starting the season playing very well,
but when Fakhir Brown came back,
he went into a funk. It took him some
time to get back in the saddle. Confi-
dence means so much at that position,
and he was playing a lot. I think his
took a hit when his playing time was
taken away.”

● “Cliff Ryan played very well for
the Rams at nose tackle, but the Rams
need a lot of help on the edges on
offense and defense. (DEs) James
Hall and Leonard Little are both
over 30 and fighting injuries, and you
never know anymore how long you’re
going to have Orlando Pace.”

● “There’s not a whole lot in free
agency this year. Next year will be the
year when it starts growing. Everyone
was signing four- or five-year deals.”

● “Green Bay drafted for two years
and now they are in the NFC champi-
onship. That’s why they are the
youngest team in the league.”

● “(Giants defensive coordinator)
Steve Spagnuolo saved Tom
Coughlin’s job. The Philadelphia
coaching staff is spreading its wings.
Look at John Harbaugh, Leslie Fra-
zier, Ron Rivera, Spagnuolo — these
are all guys that trained under (Eagles
defensive coordinator) Jim Johnson.”

● “Now look at what Tampa Bay’s
coaches have done when they moved
on. (Lions defensive coordinator) Joe
Barry’s defense was 32nd in the
league in total defense. Rod Marinel-
li better get that fixed. It was music to
my ears when they said they were
going to run the ball because they got
all those receivers in there, no one to
run it with and no offensive line. Good
luck running it. (Marinelli) could be out
of there in another year before they
ever get anything fixed.”

A U D I B L E S
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Cleared to return: Al Wilson missed
2007 but is expected to play in ’08
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bring the popular zone-blocking
scheme he utilized at Georgia Tech
to Kansas City.

OAKLAND RAIDERS
Despite reports out of Oakland

that has him packing his bags, we
hear that WR Jerry Porter has left
the door open for a return in 2008.
Porter voided out of his deal with
the team to explore his options in
free agency this spring, but he has

said that he is not all that
comfortable with starting
over in a new system at this
stage of his career. Also
worth noting is the solid
relationship he has built

with young QB JaMarcus Russell.
The two have shown a good rap-
port in practice and connected on
an improvised touchdown in the
season finale. Even if Porter stays,
the Raiders, after seeing Ronald
Curry struggle in ’07 and their
depth at the position contribute lit-
tle, are still in need of an upgrade
here, preferably in the form of a
true deep threat. Bears free-agent
WR Bernard Berrian, who grew
up in the area, could be targeted
by speed-loving owner Al Davis,
and the Raiders are expected to
take at least one wideout in the
draft.

SAN DIEGO CHARGERS
There has always been plenty

of potential surrounding WR Vin-
cent Jackson, and the playoffs
were the perfect stage for him to
show he’s taken the next step in
his development. Arguably, Jack-

son had three of the best games
in his three-year career in consec-
utive weeks against the Titans,
Colts and Patriots, as he has
combined for 18 receptions, 300
yards and a pair of touchdowns in
the postseason. And most impor-
tantly, the majority of his produc-
tion came after TE Antonio

Gates was hurt in the wild-
card round or when Gates
was at less-than-full
strength with his dislocated
toe. At 6-foot-5, Jackson’s
speed, athleticism and

leaping ability make him a particu-
larly difficult matchup for defen-
sive backs, and QB Philip Rivers
has shown more trust of late in
putting the ball up high for him to
make a play over defenders. Jack-
son has benefited from the pres-
ence of veteran WR Chris Cham-
bers, acquired in a midseason
trade with the Dolphins, as well as
head coach Norv Turner’s pen-
chant for going downfield more
often than former coordinator
Cam Cameron did. Jackson will
never be a 100-catch guy
because of the offense he plays
in, but Turner believes he’s further
along than Chambers was in his
third season (Turner was the coor-
dinator in Miami at the time), and
his blocking ability and willingness
to try to spring LaDainian Tomlin-
son have not been lost on team-
mates or the coaching staff. “He’s
the best blocker (as a receiver) in
the league, period,” Chargers WR
coach James Lofton said recent-
ly. “When you line up and block
defensive ends, hold them off on
the back side, those are things a
lot of people don’t ask (even) tight
ends to do.”

WWHI
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(As reported, Jan. 12-20)

AMERICAN FOOTBALL CONFERENCE
BALTIMORE — Jan. 19: Named: John

Harbaugh (Eagles ’07), head coach.
BUFFALO — Jan. 12: Named: Executive

vice-president/business operations Russ Bran-
don, chief operating officer; director pro person-
nel John Guy, vice president pro personnel;
assistant general manager Tom Modrak, vice
president college scouting. Jan. 16: Named: QB
coach Turk Schonert, offensive coordinator;
offensive quality-control coach Alex Van Pelt, QB
coach; RB coach Eric Studesville, running-game
coordinator/RB coach; assistant OL coach Sean
Kugler, OL coach. Jan. 17: Roster addition for
2008: FB Darian Barnes (released by Jets
11/29). Reserve/suspended by commission-
er: DE Anthony Hargrove (one year, violation of
policy on drugs of abuse and alcohol.)

CINCINNATI — Jan. 15: Named: Mike Zim-
mer (Falcons ’07), defensive coordinator.

CLEVELAND — Jan. 12: Named: DB
coach Mel Tucker, defensive coordinator;
DB/assistant special-teams coach Cory Undlin,
DB coach.

DENVER — Jan. 18: Resigned: Assistant
head coach/QB coach Mike Heimerdinger
(Titans).

HOUSTON — Jan. 15: Roster additions
for 2008: C Chukky Okobi (released by Steel-
ers 9/1, by Cardinals 10/9); OG Dan Stevenson
(ended ’07 season on Texans practice squad).

INDIANAPOLIS — Jan 14: Roster addi-
tions for 2008: QB Josh Betts; DT Joe Bradley;
OG Mike Elgin; RB Justise Hairston; DE Ben
Ishola; WR Onrea Jones,WR Trent Shelton; TE
Gijon Robinson; C Pat Ross (all ended ’07 sea-
son on Colts practice squad).

JACKSONVILLE — Jan. 14: Roster addi-
tions for 2008: OT Andrew Carnahan; CB
Rashad Moulton; QB Lester Ricard; RB D.D.
Terry; WR D’Juan Woods (all ended ’07 season
on Jaguars practice squad).

KANSAS CITY — Jan. 16: Named: Chan
Gailey (Dolphins ’01, Georgia Tech ’07), offen-
sive coordinator. Jan. 19: Named: Assistant OL
coach Bob Bicknell, OL coach. Retired: Defen-
sive quality-control coach Darvin Wallis.

MIAMI — Jan. 15: Named: Brian Gaine
(Cowboys ’07), assistant director of player per-
sonnel. Jan. 16: Named: Tony Sparano (Cow-
boys ’07), head coach. Jan. 19: Named: Mike
Maser (Panthers ’06), OL coach.

NEW ENGLAND — Jan. 13: Resigned:
Director of college scouting Thomas Dimitroff
(Falcons). Jan. 16: Practice-squad additions:
LB Kyle Bissinger (released with injury settle-
ment by Patriots 8/20); CB Gemara Williams
(released by Patriots 8/20, from Patriots prac-

tice squad 9/25).
N.Y. JETS — Jan. 18: Roster addition for

2008: DB Etienne Boulay (Montreal-CFL ’07).
Jan. 19: Named: Bill Callahan (Raiders ’03,
Nebraska ’07), assistant head
coach/offense/OL coach. Resigned: OL coach
Tony Wise (University of Pittsburgh).

OAKLAND — Jan. 16: Roster addition for
2008: RB Adimchinobi Echemandu (released
by Raiders 10/8, by Texans 12/25).

PITTSBURGH — Jan. 14: Roster addi-
tions for 2008: FB Billy Latsko (ended ’07 sea-
son on Panthers practice squad); LS Jared
Retkofsky (released by Steelers 7/20, 8/28,
from Seahawks practice squad 10/8). Practice-
squad contract expired: DT Scott Paxson.
Jan. 15: Roster addition for 2008: DT Scott
Paxson (ended ’07 season on Steelers practice
squad). Jan. 18: Roster addition for 2008:
WR Matt Trannon (released by Cardinals 9/2,
from Cardinals practice squad 10/9, from
Chiefs practice squad 11/8, ended ’07 season
on Raiders practice squad).

TENNESSEE — Jan. 14: Practice-squad
contracts expired: LB Kurt Campbell; OG Fred
Matua. Jan. 15: Fired: Offensive coordinator
Norm Chow. Roster addition for 2008: LB Kurt
Campbell (ended ’07 season on Titans practice
squad). Jan. 18: Named: Mike Heimerdinger
(Broncos ’07), offensive coordinator.

NATIONAL FOOTBALL CONFERENCE
ATLANTA — Jan. 13: Named: President-

general manager Rich McKay, president;
Thomas Dimitroff (Patriots ’07), general man-
ager.

CAROLINA — Jan. 14: Roster addition
for 2008: WR Chris Hannon (ended ’07 season
on Panthers practice squad). Jan. 18: Roster
addition for 2008: FB Troy Fleming (released
by Broncos 8/29).

CHICAGO — Jan. 14: Named: Defensive
assistant Lloyd Lee, LB coach; Eric Washington
(Northwestern ’07), assistant DL coach.

DALLAS — Jan. 15: Resigned: Assistant
director of pro scouting Brian Gaine (Dolphins).
Roster additions for 2008: QB Richard Bartel;
RB Alonzo Coleman; S Tyler Everett; WR Mike
Jefferson; DE Marcus Smith (all ended ’07 sea-
son on Cowboys practice squad); CB Quincy
Butler (ended ’07 season on Cowboys practice-
squad/injured); DE Khari Long (released by
Cowboys 9/2, from Cowboys practice squad
12/18, ended ’07 season on Bills practice
squad). Jan. 16: Roster additions for 2008:
LB Tyson Smith (ended ’07 season on Cow-
boys practice squad); CB Jerron Wishom
(released by Vikings 8/28). Resigned: Assis-
tant head coach/OL coach Tony Sparano (Dol-

phins). Jan. 17: Roster addition for 2008: CB
Justin Phinisee (released by Chiefs 9/2, from
Rams practice squad 10/16, ended ’07 season
on Rams practice squad). Named: Offensive
coordinator Jason Garrett, assistant head
coach/offensive coordinator. Jan. 19: Roster
addition for 2008: FB Ronnie Cruz (not ten-
dered as ERFA by Chiefs 3/1); TE Rodney Han-
nah (ended ’07 season on Cowboys practice
squad). Named: Hudson Houck (Dolphins ’07),
OL coach.

NEW ORLEANS — Jan. 15: Roster addi-
tion for 2008: FB Kevin Dudley (ended ’07 sea-
son on Saints practice squad). Jan. 18: Roster
addition for 2008: CB Greg Fassitt (released
by Bears 9/2, ended ’07 season on Bears prac-
tice squad).

N.Y. GIANTS — Jan. 17: Roster addition
for 2008: LB Rory Johnson (released by Pack-
ers 9/2, from Giants practice squad 10/2).

PHILADELPHIA — Jan. 19: Resigned: DB
coach John Harbaugh (Ravens).

ST. LOUIS — Jan. 19: Named: Art Valero
(Buccaneers ’07), assistant head coach/RB
coach; Steve Loney (Cardinals ’06, Drake ’07),
OL coach. Fired: RB coach Wayne Moses; DB
coach Willy Robinson.

SAN FRANCISCO — Jan. 14: Roster
addition for 2008: TE Cooper Wallace (ended
’07 season on Bengals practice squad). Jan.
16: Roster addition for 2008: LB Dennis
Haley (released by Ravens 9/19).

SEATTLE — Jan. 14: Roster additions for
2008: CB Wale Dada; LB Cameron Jensen; WR
Jordan Kent; TE Joe Newton; DE Nu’u Tafisi;
DT Kelly Talavou; OG Steve Vallos; OT Kyle
Williams (all ended ’07 season on Seahawks
practice squad). Jan. 16: Roster additions for
2008: TE Zac Alcorn (ended ’07 season on
Chiefs practice squad); C Nick Jones (released
by Giants 8/28), C Chris White (released by
Eagles 8/28); DT Jonathan Lewis (ended ’07
season on Raiders practice squad); LS Tim
Lindsey (released by Falcons 6/22).

TAMPA BAY — Jan. 14: Practice-squad
contracts expired: WR Taye Biddle, WR Julius
McClellan; OT Ryan Gibbons, OT Alan Reuber;
TE Keith Heinrich.

WASHINGTON — Jan. 14: Roster addi-
tion for 2008: DE Kevin Huntley. (ended ’07
season on Falcons practice squad). Practice-
squad contracts expired: OG Justin
Geisinger; CB Byron Westbrook. Jan. 15: Ros-
ter addition for 2008: CB Byron Westbrook
(ended ’07 season on Redskins practice
squad).

ONLINE TRANSACTION UPDATES AT: 
www.profootballweekly.com/PFW/NFL+Zone/Transactions/default.htm

NFL TRANSACTIONS

HERE’S WHAT’S INSIDE:

DRAFT PROSPECTS RANKED BY POSITION
SCOUTING REPORTS ON OVER 350 PLAYERS
DRAFT ANALYSES FOR ALL 32 NFL TEAMS
AN EARLY MOCK DRAFT
UPDATED HEIGHTS, WEIGHTS, 40-TIMES 
AND PLAYER STATS
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!

Coming in March!Coming in March!
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
P r o  F o o t b a l l  W e e k l y ’ s  2 0 0 8  D r a f t  G u i d e  g i v e s  
y o u  a n  e a r l y  l o o k  a t  t h e  u p c o m i n g  N F L  d r a f t .

I t ’s  n e v e r  t o o  e a r l y  t o  g e t  s t a r t e d !

http://www.profootballweekly.com/PFW/NFLDraft/Draft+Extras/dftprdts.htm
http://www.profootballweekly.com/PFW/NFL+Zone/Transactions/default.htm
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Super Bowl XLII angles just keep on developing
You just never know in the NFL. Never, ever.
It was supposed to be Brett Favre, the NFL’s answer

to John Wayne, with a chance to ride off into the Mis-
sissippi sunset after pulling a John Elway, after deliver-
ing the most perfect Super Bowl script imaginable with
an upset victory over the perfect (18-0) Patriots.

What we’re getting instead are the upstart New York
Giants, winners of an amazing 10 straight games in hos-
tile territory, led by another Mississippi man, Eli Man-
ning, the brother of last year’s Super Bowl MVP, in a
rematch of arguably the 2007 season’s best regular-sea-
son game — the Patriots’ pulsating 38-35 victory over
the Giants in the Meadowlands in Week 17.

Minutes after PK Lawrence Tynes’ dramatic 47-yard
field goal gave the Giants a bone-chilling overtime victo-
ry over Favre and the Packers in frozen Lambeau Field,
the hype for this year’s showcase game couldn’t start
soon enough. 

And, as is always the case every year, it won’t be long
before every angle under the sun — which figures to be
shining brightly in Glendale, Ariz., less than two weeks
from now — will be covered every which way but loose.

With the thrills and winter-induced chills of another
“Championship Sunday” still fresh in our minds as we
put the final touches on Pro Football Weekly’s Super

Bowl Preview Issue, it
didn’t take the PFW gang
long to come up with 25
rapid-fire topics that figure
to be scrutinized to an
extreme in advance of this
season’s Super Sunday.

Let the angles flow:

I — It’s hard to argue
with success. Beyond
attempting to cap off a per-
fect season at 19-0, the
Patriots can also build a
stronger case as arguably
the greatest team in league
history if they can win their
fourth Super Bowl in seven
seasons — an astounding
feat considering the extent
to which parity now makes
its presence felt.

II — Because they have
become so successful, bor-
dering on arrogant in no
small part due to hopeless-
ly smug head coach Bill
Belichick, the Pats have

become the New York Yankees of the NFL — a team that
isn’t easy to root for. Look for the team’s detractors to
rub the “Spygate” incident that took place in the season
opener in the Pats’ faces over and over and over again.  

III — Will league MVP Tom Brady end a magical
season with a Super Bowl MVP award after breaking
Peyton Manning’s league record for TD passes and
flawlessly directing an offense that scored a league-
record 589 points (36.8 points per game)? Brady looked
pretty vulnerable throwing three interceptions against the
Chargers in the AFC championship game. 

IV — Is Eli Manning coming of age before our eyes?
The light really appeared to go on for Peyton’s brother in
the Week 17 season finale against the Pats, when he more
than held his own matched up against Brady, tossing four
TD passes in defeat. Don’t look now, but starting with
that game, Eli has an 8-1 TD-interception ratio in his last
four outings. And with apologies to former-Giant-turned-
TV-analyst Tiki Barber, Manning’s leadership abilities
have been the furthest thing from “comical.”

V — Belichick vs. Giants head coach Tom Coughlin.
Personality takes a backseat to perseverance, with the
best coach of this century pitted against a guy who sur-
prised more than a few league observers when he got a
one-year contract extension after his team backed into the
playoffs with an 8-8 record last year. All of a sudden, the
much-maligned Coughlin is being praised from coast to
coast. The over-under on smiles from both coaches dur-
ing Super Bowl week is two, and that might be a stretch. 

VI — Randy Moss’ unwanted baggage. Six
days before the Super Bowl, a hearing is sched-
uled on whether to issue a permanent restraining
order on the Patriots’ receiver after a female
acquaintance, Rachelle Washington, accused
him of committing “battery causing serious
injury” at her Florida home Jan. 6. Moss had a
brilliant season, breaking Jerry Rice’s single-
season TD mark of 22. He was on the receiving
end of the go-ahead score in the Pats’ Week 17
win over the Giants, but he has only one catch in
each of the last two playoff games. Think he
might be a bit distracted?  

VII — While Moss is struggling, Giants WR
Plaxico Burress is flourishing, coming off a vir-
tuoso performance against the Packers (11 catch-
es for 154 yards) that brought back memories of
Kellen Winslow Sr.’s legendary playoff perfor-
mance against the Dolphins. Will Burress contin-
ue overshadowing Moss on Super Sunday?  

VIII — Watch out for RB Laurence Maroney.
A bystander much of the season to the heroics of
Brady and Moss, the Patriot runner is on fire,
consistently making tacklers miss and cutting on
a dime against the grain to the tune of 122 yards
rushing and a TD in each of the past two games. 

IX — It’s also time to start paying much closer
attention to Giants seventh-round rookie RB
Ahmad Bradshaw. After exploding on the scene
with a 151-yard performance in Week 16 against
Buffalo, he has emerged as the Giants’ leading
rusher in the postseason. Blessed with a light-
ning-quick burst, he had a four-yard TD run in
the victory over the Packers, as well as another
beautiful TD run that was nullified by OG Chris
Snee’s holding penalty.

X — Patriots waterbug Wes Welker, the ulti-
mate slot receiver who tied for the league lead
with 112 catches, is almost guaranteed to make his pres-
ence felt underneath when Moss is covered downfield.
Welker was wide open on the perfectly designed TD catch
for New England’s final score against the Chargers in the
AFC title game. 

XI — The Giants’ secondary is supposed to be their
weak link on defense, but it has certainly come through
the past couple of games, particularly CB Corey Web-
ster, who made amends for being victimized on Donald
Driver’s 90-yard TD catch-and-run in the NFC title
game with the interception that set up Tynes’ game-win-
ning field goal.

XII — What isn’t a weak link at all is the Giants’
league-leading pass rush, which had six sacks each in
victories over the Niners and Bears and a mind-boggling
12 in the Week Four win over the division-rival Eagles. 

XIII — Three Giants defensive ends deserve special
mention. Michael Strahan, the league’s gap-toothed
active sacks leader with 1411⁄2, had nine sacks this season
despite missing all of training camp while pondering
retirement. Pro Bowler Osi Umenyiora registered a sin-
gle-game team-record six sacks vs. Philly in Week Four.
And Justin Tuck, who had 10 sacks this season, signed a
five-year, $30 million contract extension two days before
the Giants beat the Packers.

XIV — The Giants’ dynamic D-line will meet its
match in New England’s excellent offensive line headed
by three Pro Bowlers — OLT Matt Light, OLG Logan
Mankins and C Dan Koppen. This unit’s run blocking
was outstanding vs. the Chargers. 

XV — New England’s defense has shown some cracks
lately. After giving up four TDs the last time it played
the Giants, it allowed three scoring drives of at least 80
yards in the playoff win over Jacksonville.

XVI — The Pats’ pass defense allowed Chargers WRs
Vincent Jackson and Chris Chambers a combined 13
catches for 183 yards. Jackson’s height proved to be a
major hindrance for the Pats’ corners, which could bode
well for Burress.  

XVII — Pats CB Ellis Hobbs could be a player to watch
— in more ways than one. He had an interception and tied
for the team lead in tackles vs. San Diego, and earlier this
season he had a 108-yard kickoff return for a TD. 

XVIII — The one member of New England’s sec-

ondary definitely worth watching is veteran SS Rodney
Harrison, who was a relentless presence in the AFC
championship, blitzing from the outside and constantly
harassing Chargers QB Philip Rivers. 

XIX — Patriots OLB and future Hall of Famer
Junior Seau, who turned 39 the day before the victory
over San Diego, will be hoping this Super Bowl turns
out better than his last one, when he was a member of a
Chargers team that got routed 49-26 by the 49ers 13
years ago. 

XX — Mike Vrabel, who earned a Pro Bowl berth
after tying for sixth in the NFL with a career-high 121⁄2
sacks and five forced fumbles, is another Pats ’backer
who deserves your attention.        

XXI — Same goes for high-priced free-agent addition
Adalius Thomas, who finished tied for second on the
team with 61⁄2 sacks and returned an interception 65 yards
for a TD earlier this season. 

XXII — The Patriots must decide whether they’re will-
ing to pay top dollar to keep Pro Bowl CB Asante
Samuel, one of the top players in the 2008 free-agent
market. Samuel’s performance in SB XLII could go a
long way toward making up their minds. 

XXIII — Giants first-year defensive coordinator Steve
Spagnuolo is suddenly worthy of a prominent spot on
the national radar screen, reportedly being coveted by the
Falcons for their head-coaching vacancy at presstime. 

XXIV — Giants WR Amani Toomer is quite capable
of stealing Burress’ thunder. He was the team’s leading
postseason receiver heading into the NFC championship,
and in that game, he made up for dropping an early pass
right in his breadbasket with a brilliant 23-yard diving
catch to set up Bradshaw’s score.  

XXV — We could get a real kick out of both the Patri-
ots’ and Giants’ special teams. Pats PK Stephen
Gostkowski converted 21-of-24 FGs during the regular
season. Tynes proved the third time was a charm in the
NFC championship after flubbing two earlier FG
attempts. And don’t forget Giants RS Domenik Hixon,
who was a real factor in the second half vs. Green Bay,
not only with his returns but also with his key recovery
of fellow RS R.W. McQuarters’ fumble.

We could easily add 25 more angles if space permit-
ted, but this should do the trick for the time being.

DAN ARKUSH EXECUTIVE EDITOR
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On a roll: Giants WR Plaxi-
co Burress is coming off a
brilliant performance in the
NFC championship game

2008 Pro Football Hall of Fame finalists
Alphabetically listed below are the 17 finalists for the Hall of Fame with

their positions, teams and active years.
CRIS CARTER — Wide receiver — (1987-89 Philadelphia Eagles, 1990-
2001 Minnesota Vikings, 2002 Miami Dolphins).

FRED DEAN — Defensive end — (1975-81 San Diego Chargers, 1981-85
San Francisco 49ers).

RICHARD DENT — Defensive end — (1983-93, 1995 Chicago Bears, 1994
San Francisco 49ers, 1996 Indianapolis Colts, 1997 Philadelphia Eagles).

MARSHALL GOLDBERG — Back — (1939-43, 1946-48 Chicago Cardinals).

RANDY GRADISHAR — Linebacker — (1974-83 Denver Broncos).

DARRELL GREEN — Cornerback — (1983-2002 Washington Redskins).

RUSS GRIMM — Offensive guard — (1981-91 Washington Redskins).

RAY GUY — Punter — (1973-1986 Oakland/Los Angeles Raiders).

BOB KUECHENBERG — Offensive guard — (1970-84 Miami Dolphins).

RANDALL McDANIEL — Offensive guard — (1988-99 Minnesota Vikings,
2000-01 Tampa Bay Buccaneers).

ART MONK — Wide receiver — (1980-93 Washington Redskins, 1994 New
York Jets, 1995 Philadelphia Eagles).

ANDRE REED — Wide receiver — (1985-99 Buffalo Bills, 2000 Washington
Redskins).

PAUL TAGLIABUE — Commissioner — (1989-2006 National Football
League).

DERRICK THOMAS — Linebacker — (1989-99 Kansas City Chiefs).

EMMITT THOMAS — Cornerback — (1966-78 Kansas City Chiefs).

ANDRE TIPPETT — Linebacker — (1982-93 New England Patriots).

GARY ZIMMERMAN — Offensive tackle —  (1986-92 Minnesota Vikings,
1993-97 Denver Broncos).
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